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Try the Atkins temper—it will take the 

strain off your own! Means more work and 

better work, with less muscle and less filing 

Temper in a saw is a big thing, but a 
hard thing to talk about. Like the temper 
in a man, it takes an actual test to show 

what’s what. 

The Atkins temper is one of the biggest features 
of the Atkins saw. Yet the only way you may 
know this is by trying it. ; 

You'll find, for instance that an Atkins Silver-Steel Saw 
files so easily that you might say, ‘Well, that’s too easy! The 

edge won’t last!” 

But you'll notice that the edge does last—that the Atkins 
holds its edge much longer than the ordinary saw. 

That’s partly due to the peculiar qualities of Atkins Silver 
Steel, and partly due to the Atkins gas-temper. 

The formula for this steel and the process for this temper 

have been secrets:in the Atkins factory for over 50 years. 

The result is the kind of tool steel that most people think- 
is one of the “lost arts.” Actually better steel than you'll find in 
most of the high grade razors. 

The blade, whenever bent by a crooked thrust, springs right 
back into shape. It guides easily, saws straight, stays sharp, and 
cuts faster and easier than any other kind of saw you ever touched. 

The taper-grinding of the blade(thickest at the tooth edge and 
tapering all the way to the thin back) prevents binding or buckling. 

Try an 

ATKINS site. SAW 

At Our Risk 

Go to your dealer and select an Atkins Silver Steel Saw. Be 
sure the blade says ‘Silver Steel’’—that’s our best saw. Take that 
saw and try it! If it isn’t in every way the best saw you ever put 

good strong Nail Apron, our 
Carpenter’s Time Book, and 

‘Saw sense” “addres out | B,C, Atkins & Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind. Carpenters Department. 

Largest Exclusive Saw Manufacturers in the World 

FREE through a board, take it back to the dealer and get your money 

back. That’s the Atkins guarantee! Is,it strong enough? 

To Carpenters I} your dealer doesn’t handle Atkins Saws, or hasn’t the 

Write us today (enclosing 10 particular saw you wish, ask him to order it for you from the whole- | 

cents in stamps to cover post- sale house. He should be glad to do this—it’s no troublel—and he | 

age) and we'll send you free a will do it if you will make the request. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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ON THE JOB 

WHEN you put in your 

estimate on a job, this 

Portable Rig would be the 

cause of your getting the 

contract, and why? This 

Rig will do all of your mill- 

work. It isa complete and 

economical operating mill 

and requires no line shafts 

or large amount of floor 

space. It is always ready 

to do sawing and one 

crank of the engine fly- 

wheel makes it run, the 

three horse power water 

hopper cooled engine 

pulling the ten inch saw with ease. A 

complete and perfect power plant, guaranteed to 

make you no trouble. 

Cannot freeze or overheat. This Rig put on 

your job or in your shop will pay for itself in a very short time, and we are in 

position to fill your order promptly, in fact, the same day we receive your order. 

Every part of the outfit, engine and all, is made in our factory. The Rig is 

the biggest time and money saver on the market today and we absolutely guarantee 

it to be perfect in workmanship and material. The Rig weighs 520 pounds and with 

the outfit is included: One eight inch rip and cross cut saw, one ten inch cross cut 

saw for bridging, one half inch dado head, one two inch jointer and attachments, 

one emery wheel, one extra spark plug, one wrench and oil 

can, one belt tightener attached to engine. 

A Turn of the Crank 

Saves Four Men’s Pay 

Send for Folder and Price 

ine-Stale Equipment & Engineering a 

1775 OLD COLONY BLDG. CHICAGO, ILL. 
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ITE LOCH9sincits 

4 Are THE EASIESTANpDQUICKEST SHINGLES To LAY 

' 

WATER 
FIRE 
AND 

LIGHT 
t -NING 

Painted Tin Shingles are Superior to Wood 
Galvanized Shingles are Superior to Slate 
Copper Shingles are Superior to Tile 
Leading Architects always Specify 

them because they make the 
Best Roof Covering 

Send for Samples and Bookle 

Jegiiet Joint” ay MITWAUKEE conouctoe ripe 

CEILINGS EE CORRUGATING CO. | Beas 
suo Tor catmce MILWAUKEE,WIS. KANSAS CITY,MO SEND FOR PRICE LST 

Yass ot 

The Fox Will Save You Time | gee ge OF 
52° Sila’ 

Money and Trouble bf: ge : 
Tc 

a phee. S18 
SENT ON TRIAL 5 ags2 =< 

—_—_—_—_. ia ie Seal 
. . . . . 3 ‘“S i 

Built on scientific principles, simple in con- 5 : He B* 23 4 
struction, light running, easy to operate. e082 ~~ 2 : 

S@ esr 2 - @ P 

Will Last a Life Time Sy $e5y § : i 

7 R222 ool < 3 
oy ase S wz 

Remember the Fox leads; others fol- aeey . 4 

low, and the best is what you want. Ose <n 

We guarantee the Fox and back 

that guarantee by the largest 

floor scraper factory in the 

Fox world. 

Floor 

Scraper Write for catalog on floor and 

No. 1 QM hand scrapers, it will pay you. 

Beware of Infringements 

You want the Adjustable Floor Scraper 
(Patented Oct. 5, 1909) 

The handle can be 
adjusted to suit the 
convenience of the 

rator. 
e blade can be ad- 

justed to any verti- 
cal or lateral angle 

of iron and have rub- 
ber tires. Are mount- 
ed on a split axle so 

A Perfect 
. 

% that each runs inde- 
i, pendently of the Machine § = i ox Mfg. Co. 

ey c* | '? other. for —_— i j The Price Will aston. 
2 i ‘ é u. rr 

Perfect aa Brooklyn, Biren : 7 my “free trial offer 
i m fit 4 and further deseri 

Work. ee Wis. tion’ “! 

H. P. Didriksen, 1008 High St., So, Bend, Ind, 

THE HAVEN FLOOR PLANER 

HERALDS THE NEW ERA IN FLOOR SCRAPING 

Eliminates all defects found in other floor machines. Does away with the man-killing 

toil of the heavy-weight machine. Makes floor scraping simple and agreeable. 

It embodies the mechanical principles of the plane. Planes and scrapes floor 
at one operation. Does better work than most hand work. ‘Wavy’ floors 

prevented. Most rapid scraper on the market. 

Be an agent in your locality for the floor planer of the future. 

Particulars on request. 

THE HAVEN MFG. CO. : : RACINE, WIS. 
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The Daisy 

Floor Scraper 

Daisy Filing Device Is like no other scraper manufactured. Its 

main advantage lies in the fact that it will 

finish any floor, leaving it as smooth as Plate glass. 

It Can’t Leave a Wavy Surface 

Think what this really means to you. 

efe 2 The 

Filing Device opie 

The use of this filing device means accurate filing.— The “‘Daisy”’ 

Floor Scraper 

is in the roller, 

which is built in two 

distinct parts,each be- 

ing mounted on heavy 

rubber tires, each part 

operating on its own 

perfect bearing, sepa- 

rately from the other. 

Clamping 

D a» 

evice 

The “Daisy” clamping de- 
we vice is ‘‘perfection.” It grips 

Note the’ Glass the blade firmly and is so con- 

& “V” Shape Cut ® structed that blade can be re- 

moved or replaced instantly. 
The “Daisy” scrapes with a “Shearing This device is so simple and ac- 

Cut” whether using one blade—used in initial curate that no trouble can arise 
work—or using the ““V’” cut—when finishing. from its use, inasmuch as it can- 

not get out of order. There are 

Edge Turning Device no wrenches needed. Not a nut 

or bolt on it. 

Means a big saving in blades, as well as in files. 

Handle is Adjustable for Man of Any 

Height 

Blades 

are made from the best steel and 

Are Not Slotted 

thus allowing owner to use 

the blade in its entirety. 

This means a big 

saving. 

Like other points of this machine, the Edge 

Turning Device is absolutely new. A few 

seconds and you have an edge that is 

perfectly turned—a lasting edge. This en- 

tire equipment is included with machine. 

WRITE FOR CATALOG TODAY 

Daisy Manufacturing Co. 

SOUTH BEND, IND. | 

Daisy Edge Turning Device 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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THE GRIMM WOODWORKER 

IN SHOP OR ON JOB 

NINE MACHINES IN ONE—SELF-CONTAINED POWER 

RIP SAW CROSS CUT DADO HEAD JOINTER 
EMERY WHEELS SANDER BORING MACHINE JIG 
SAW MOULDER and SHAPER Weight complete 350 Ibs. 

Just the right combination of attachment 

to fulfill your requirements, and a ‘built in” 

4 horse power gasoline motor you can rely upon. 

We furnish all or your choice of the nine 

attachments and will sell you the machine 

equipped with gasoline or electric motor or 

without any power. 

Although the Grimm Woodworker has been 

on the market but a short while there are now 

over one hundred and fifty satisfied purchasers 

who are daily saving more time, labor and 

material by means of this machine than they 

Patents Pending ; ever believed could be saved by any means. 

Perhaps you would like to be shown. We're 

ready—Write. 

A WEEK’S TRIAL BEFORE YOU PAY US A DOLLAR. WRITE FOR BOOKLET AND PRICE. 

Littlefield & Clark, 46 ERt STREET, Buffalo, N. Y. 

Ready to Cross Cut 

Perfect Results Are Easily Obtained By 

Using Schlueter Rapid Floor Surfacer 

This machine is built on the only correct principle. 
It is guaranteed to be The Best machine with which 
to produce an even, smooth surface on any kind of 
large or small wood floor, old or new, hard or soft, 
and in all buildings: Residences, Stores, Factories, , 
Bowling Alleys, Roller Skating Rinks, Reception 
and Dance Halls, Etc. 

The Schlueter will remove all joints or warped 
edges, and oil, wax, lime stains, or the ‘“‘muck’”’ from 
skate wheels, in a most satisfactory manner. 

|Earning capacity, $20.00 to $35.00 per day 
Send for prices and Free Trial Proposition. 

rene, th) Git, . 
8x18 8x15 and 8x12 in. Roller. 103 N. Canal Street to either side. 

These three features form the Ackermann New Knife Sharpener— the 
invention that ensures a perfect cutting edge all the time. It means better 
floor scraping than hitherto—it means quicker floor scraping. Not a talking 
point but a device that saves dollars for every user. 

Ackermann Floor Scraper 
The Ackermann is the best floor scraper. We guarantee 

it to do more. better and easier work than any other ma- 
chine on the market. If it doesn’t you get one free. Send for de- Our Guarantee is 
tails of our offer under which any contractor may test the Ackermann 
Rapid Floor-Scraper and Ackermann’s New Knife Sharpener [ree at @ Protection to every 
our expense. : Purchaser. - 

J.B. ACKERMANN _CcO., 100 Pearl St., Grand Rapids, Mich. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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Results By Actual Test 

A Short time ago I sent the ACME FLOOR 

SCRAPING OUTFIT on a WEEK’S FREE TRIAL to 

the undersigned. Read what he] says. 

Bolivar, Mo., Feb. 25, 1910. 
MR, JOS. MIOTKE, 

Milwaukee, Wis. 
Dear Sir:— 

Your Acme Floor Scraping Outfit is very satisfactory. Enclosed find 
bank draft for same. Your fault in recommending the machine is, you 
don’t recommend it high enough. We tested the floor scraper as follows :— 

Our best cabinet man did by hand a piece of dried white oak flooring 
using a smoothing plane, hand scraper and sand paper. The balance of 
the room was done with the Acme Scraper (no sander used). The work 
was then compared very carefully with the result that we run the Acme 
over the hand work in order to get it as good as the balance of the room. 
We wish to thank you for your very courteous treatment. 

Yours very truly, 
J. M. RITTER. 

| onal 

Let me tell you more about the Acme Machines 

and why I send them .out on an absolutely free 

trial basis. Write to me“now. 

JOSEPH MIOTKE 

247 Lake Street : : : Milwaukee, Wis. 

= _— a ~~’ 

Let the Spring do the Work 

The Easiest Saves 90% of Your Floor Scrap- 

Running Machine » ing Time Over Hand Scraping. 

: on Earth. | TRI LE Easily adjusted to all kinds and 

, | conditions of floors. Guaran- 

‘ \ The Only Floor Smoother teed to give satisfaction. 
Recommended by Pi 

E 3 Architects. sam pM TRIAL ANYWHERE 

SPRING DRIVEN 

Shullsburg, Wis., Jan.. 31, 1910 GEORGE B. WETZEL oe ” Triple Fe pat Contractor and Builder 
Gentlemen: I have had one of your machines Dayton, Ohio, Feb., 5, 1910 
since last October and like it, as it is perfect Title, «J * Machine Co, 
in its work. In your advertisement in the hicago, Ill. 
December number of the American Carpenter a... The Tri 4 ‘A’ Floor Smoother came 
& Builder. I see that you have made some to me in good condition. I have given it a good 
improvements. Please let me know if I can trial. J think it is the best floor scraper that is 
use them on my machine. Please send prices on the market toda: There are a  DUnoer of the 
of the various attachments. Yours very truly, different makes of floor — in use in Dayton 

CHARLES J. O’NEILL, Ohio, and I have tried ev 
and one man could ruin a job of floo 
time than it would take six men to put it in x 
again. I have been looking for a machine that 
would dress floor for the past five kee te has 
think I have found tt in the Triple “ 
the advettmente, > every way that the knives a 
bound to cut. also has the weight to keep” it 
from jesneine m i. h- waves in the floor 

Thanking you for see timely invention, I 

F L O O R s | O oO T pt £ P 
remain, Yours very (ruly;0RGE B. WETZEL 

Manufactured by TRIPLE ‘‘A’? MACHINE COMPANY, 112 Clark Street, Chicago 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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this machine? 

are in use through- 
out this country 
and abroad. These 
were purchased be- 
cause they were 
better; because 
they did more 
work—did it quick- 
er, cleaner and cheaper— 
than any other machine 
made. So great is our 
faith in its ability to'prove its 
worth to you that we are making 
the above liberal proposition. 

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY 

Let us send you the “LITTLE GIANT” Floor Scraper—Freight 

Prepaid. Absolutely FREE of any expense to you whatever 

A request from you brings the “Little Giant’”’ Floor Scraper to your door—you send no 

money and we pay all expenses. After you have given it a fair trial and have tested it 

as thoroughly as you know how, and have found it satisfactory, pay for it. If you do 

not think it is the best floor scraper made, return it. 

TRY IT ON YOUR OWN FLOOR 

You can try the “Little Giant’ Floor Scraper on your own floor and the trial costs you 
nothing. All that we ask is that you give it a fair trial. You be the judge and jury. 
Every carpenter and contractor can afford to invest in one as the time and money 

saved will pay for the machine in a very short time. By using the “Little 
Giant” Floor Scraper you will be in a position to estimate much lower than 
your competitor and therefore have more work. Can you afford to be without 

We are making a Special Price for April 

Hurley Machine Company 

31 South Clinton Street, CHICAGO 

1011 Flatiron Building, NEW YORK 

73 First Street, SAN FRANCISCO 

Read what the State Sup- 
erintendent of Construct- 

about the A B C 
Protractor 
Square: 

Walker, Minn., 
Mch. 9th, 1910. 

Crookston Tool Co., 
Crookston, Minn. 

Gentlemen: Replying 
to your letter of March 
7th, as to how I like se ——p 
your A BC Protractor i 
Square will say that I find it a PERFECT tool as well as 
very handy to have on the drafting table, and consider it 
the very best and most useful tool any mechanic can have 
in his tool chest. 

With it any one can grasp and understand the art of 
roof and stair framing regardless as to the education of the 
owner of the tool. 

The tool does its own figuring. It is accurate, simple, 
campact and the-selection of the name ABC was well taken, 

Predicting you large sales of the tool as soon as its use- 
fulness becomes 
known to the progres- 
sive mechanic, 

I remain, 
Yours truly, 
H. H. Vernon, 

Do not try to work 
without the ABC 
Protractor Square: 

Price $3.00 

Crookston Tool Co. 
Crookston, Minn. 

RAYL’S CATALOGUE 

ry For Woodworkers 

pa of Tools, the 
latest and best tools and 
many other things that 
shopmen use and that me- 
chanics want. We will mail 
you one free of charge for 
the asking, but we won't 
object to your —— an 

Sy a = oe 

T. B. RAYL Co. 

Established 1875 DETROIT, MICH, 

The TODD Clamp Will Save You Money 

through the 
movable head. 

PATENTED 

Quick adjustment. No steel bars to spring. Clamping 
range unlimited. No notches to weaken the bar. Heads 
always square with the work. Send for circular giving full 
description, 

BROWN SPECIALTY MACHINERY CO., 
Jackson Boulevard and Clinton Street, Chicago 

@Zeq 

BA’ 
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IThe Garpenter’s Ever-Ready 

Durable, Efficient, 

Inexpensive. 

Saves Time & Labor 

The Carpenter’s Ever- 
Ready Door Clamp will 
hold a door firmly on edge 
while the hinges, lock and 
other attachments are 
being fitted. 

The clamp is durable 
and cheap. Its construc- 
tion Bis such» that the 
weight of the door serves 
to throw the clamping 
jaws toward each other to 
hold the door firmly. 
Every downward pressure 
upon the door, instead of 
moving it from the clamp, 
causes the clamping jaws 
to grip the door, more 
tightly. 

A simple thumb-screw 
provides for adjusting the 
clamping jaws to take 
different widths of doors, 
while the clamping faces 
are padded to prevent 
injury to the work. The 
clamp may or may not 
be fastened to the floor. 

PRICE $3.00 

WILLSHIRE CLAMP CO., Willshire, O. 

References, Farmers & Merchants State Bank, Willshire, O. 

AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 

NOW, SEE HERE 

Mr. Contractor- 

I know my scraper is the best 
and when I say you can give it a free trial, I mean every 
word of it—that you can order one shipped to your place of 
business, put it in competition with any other make and if 
you yourself do not consider its work the very best you have 
ever seen, ship it back and all you will be out is the postage 
you paid on your letter—] PAY THE FREIGHT. 

The WEBER scrixc Floor Scraper 

can be easily and quickly set at any angle for perfect work 
on all kinds of wood—maple, oak, yellow pine, fir, it makes 
no difference what. The blade holder is attached to a flexible 

ote frame by means of half-ball-and-socket 
. bearings, which absolutely pre- 

“~,Vent chattering and the leaving 
_ »% of waves in the floor. No 

. Sy other scraper has these 
‘features. And don’t forget 

I pay the freight 
We also furnish knives 
for all makes of floor 
scrapers at the lowest 
possible prices. 

Write for free de- 
scriptive booklet and 
price list — but don’t 
buy a scraper until 
you have seena 
Weber in action. 

John F. Weber, 
President, 

WEBER MFG. CO., 
670 7ist Avenue 
West Allis, Wis. 

< 

Over 1,000 in 
use in the 
New England 
States alone 

**Held to its work by muscles of steel.’’ 

CARPENTERS and BUILDERS! 

Do not Buy a Floor Scraper without first trying 

THIS HIGH - GRADE MACHINE 

Shipped on Approval at Our Expense 

Adjustable Blade Holder 
Rubber Bumpers 

Universal Floor Scraper Co. 

Rooms 1323-25 Williamson Bidg., Cleveland, O. 
110 EXCHANGE STREET, WORCESTER, MASS. 

ee meee 

EVERY CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER, 

should know about our 
Hoist direct connected 
with Gasoline Engine 
for use with Double Plat- 
form Material Elevators. 
We furnish Hoist and 
Elevator complete ready 
torun,. This outfit will 
elevate more building 
material at a less cost 
than by any other known 
method, Our Bulletin 
No. 5 will give you all 
particulars. 

BATES & EDMONDS MOTOR CO. ““YiGifican 

The 

Black Hawk 

Floor Scraper 

Simplest, Cheapest and 
Best on the Market 

Weight, 75 Ibs. 

Also 
Attachments for 
Floor Scrubbing, 

Wax Polishing, Tile 
Rubbing, at Small Extra 

Cost. Put on in an instant. 

Retails AM MF; CR 
at $18.00. " TTS a 

Enameled 
rk blue = (77S Re 

and gold. Lj ae Oy 
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The American Floor Surfacing Machine 
is the original and only two-roll, self-propelling, dust collecting machine protected by U.S. 
and Foreign patents, and the only one that will satisfactorily surface any kind of a wood floor, 
=~ has been in general use by contractors, hardwood floor companies and others for over 

years. 
Its work is rapid, regular, smooth and even, because the power_that drives the rolls 

propels the machine at the same ratio of speed. 
Its work has established the standard for surfaced floors, and the only machine whose 

work is specified by leading architects and meets the requirements of contractors, owners and 
hardwood floor companies for finely finished, smooth, even floors. 
- It has surfaced and polished millions of square feet of the finest floors in America and 
urope. 

Don’t be fooled with an imitation, but get a machine that does work in paying 
quantities, and can be operated in small rooms. 

The only one whose construction is guaranteed and sold on its merits. 
Write for our book “Surfacing Floors as a Business.” 

janufactured by 
The American Floor Surfacing Machine Co., Toledo, Ohio. 

CARPENTERS 

in these days of close exmmpstiten need the best 
possible equipment, and they can have in 

Barnes’ Hand and Foot 

Power Machinery 
——— 

IRON FRAME RIP SAW 5 Saw Ne. 4, ee, 
Carries 16” saw. Furnished with or without countershaft. and in every way the 7 e of its 

Good Rip Saws iran seh shila 
‘ NEW CATALOGUE 

Every Carpenter and Builder needs a good rip saw. 
Here are two that meet most demands. We make all W F & John Barnes Ce. eke sizes and styles of good rip and cross-cut saws. Write us. 

74 RUBY ST., ROCKFORD, ILL. 
The Cordesman-Rechtin Company 

Cincinnati, Ohio 

We are able to supply most anything you want inthe | 
wood-working machinery line. Tell us what you need. CALIPERS and DIVIDERS 
Get our catalogue and prices. For CARPENTERS 

We make several different 
styles, all good. Get our free 
Catalogue, No, 186, of the 
largest line of Fine Tools for 
all kinds of mechanics. aah 

The L. S. STARRETT CO. 

Athol, Mass., U. S. A. | 
Made in 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20-foot lengths; slide board to 

travel on hardwood strips or track and rolls. 

The Shelby Double-Acting Ball-Bearing Spring Hinges 

= are built to give satisfaction to the contractor and builder. 
The working parts of these hinges are made of steel, and 
finished parts are steel, real bronze or brass, as desired. The 
weight of the door is sustained upon ball bearings set in 

hardened cups which have no perceptible wear 
after years of service. 

The Chief floor hinge is very easily applied and can 
be adjusted after the door is hung by removing a 
a side plate and turning the tension nut. 

The Spring Butts have a carpenter’s gauge on each flange which greatly 
assists the carpenter in hanging a door. 

Write and we will tell you more about them. We also make locks, screen door hinges and a fine line 
of builders’ hardware. 

_, ire ‘ THE SHELBY SPRING HINGE CO., Shelby, Ohio 

Floor Hinge 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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Do Your Own Millwork!! 

Stop paying somebody else profit—put it in your own pocket. Be in a position to 

estimate below your competitors. You can do this by installing your own Machinery 

Money-Saving Machinery 

HE contractor and builder whe 
installs his own woodworking 

machinery can easily estimate under 
his competitors. Modern economic 
conditions demand it. Money you 
expend in millwork is profit for some- 
body else—the profit that rightfully 
belongs to you. 

500 Machines in Stock 

For a small investment contractors 
can obtain sufficient machines from 
us to make them independent. We 
have new machines, direct from 
manufacturers, and many rebuilt 
machines as good as new. 500 ma- 
chines are constantly in stock at 
our warerooms. 

eS ae 

Wood Tante 

Prices are Favorable 

Our line is the most complete in the 
country and our prices are most 
favorable. All our machinery is of 
special construction to secure fine 
finished surfaces and reduce sand- 

papering to the minimum. 

Send for Lists 

and Circulars 

Our monthly list of rebuilt machines 
(free to contractors) shows just the 
machines you ought to have. Write 
today. 

Chicago Machinery Exchange 

159-161 North Canal St., CHICAGO 

om\, 

Chica: 
Improv 

No. 7 New Hermance No. I 
Swing saw Heavy Power Mortiser 

Chicago No. 2 Combination Saw Table Hermance New 1909 “Wide-Open” Mou 
An excellent machine for ripping, cutcing-off, mitering, dadoing, etc. Up-to-date and a little ahead 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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SARGENT’S srcit"Souane 

The difference between good and indifferent Carpenters’ Squares lies in something more than ex- 
cellence of material and workmanship, which are, of course, among other “Sargent” features—it is in 

the qualities that increase its all-round efficiency. That is why the practical “Sargent” Standard Steel 
Square is the universal favorite wherever Squares are used. 
Our latest model has the scales and markings which enable the carpenter to lay out all kinds of work and to cal- 
culate quantities with an ease and accuracy never before thought possible. ‘‘A practical treatise on Steel Square” 
is what several recipients have declared our little publication. Copy free simply by mentioning you 
saw this ad in the American Carpenter and Builder. . 

Sargent & Gompany 

1149 Leonard Street Raw York 

The Best Ever 

You Will Never Regret Buying One 

Wide Heel Brick Trowel The shape recommends it. The 

Made of Best Quality Crucible Trowel Steel. quality you all know. It’s 
Leather Handle. the Marshalltown. 

Send for Send an 

Catalogue Order 

Genuine Marshalltown Trowel 

Straight Edges Always. Best Quality Spring Steel Blade. Hardened Mounting. 
Ten Rivets. Imitated because they are good. 

Marshalltown Trowel Co. -: - Marshalltown, Iowa 

MAKE THE TEST 

Sterling Surveying Instruments [LUFKIN 

roval any STERLING © Tapes & Rules 
ransit or Level. 
Examine the construction. 

Test the Accuracy. If you are are Standards of 
not convinced that you are get- “1° 
ting the best instrument ob- Accuracy, Durability 
tainable at corresponding price . 
return it. and Workmanship. 

A FAIR OFFER, 
DON’T YOU THINK? SEND FOR CATALOG 

| == Send for 225-page Catalogue 

| teorological and Drafting imum pes THE / OF) AIM fp UWLE C: Ga. 

ISZARD -WARREN CO.,, tac. NEW YORK 
136 N. 12th Street PHILADELPHIA, U. S. A. SAGINAW, MICH. ODE CAN. 

America’s Leading Surveying, Scientific Instrument Works : 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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tanle» 

Tools 

We have recently added to the many 

SCRAPERS that we manufacture 

Two New Designs 

No. 81—For fine Cabinet Work. This tool 
is nickel plated, adjustable, and has a detach- 
able rosewood face. Blade is 24 inches in width. 
This is a splendid tool for very fine work. 

List price $1.50 each 

No. 82—Specially designed for scraping 
hardwood floors. It is adjustable, and the 
blade can be tilted to practically any angle for 
working in corners and inaccessible places. 
Width of blade, three inches. 

COPYRIGHTED, 1909, BY THE STANLEY RULE & LEVEL CO. List price $1 05 each 

Look for the name STANLEY on every tool. It is a guarantee of 

the highest class of workmanship and material. 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE 

Stanley Bule& Level Co. = 
TAIN.CONN. U.S.A. 

The ideal Door Holder 

Number 75 a 
Aim great labor 

saving device 
‘or carpenters 
ind contract- 
srs for hold- 
ing doors 
while mortis- 
ing for locks. 

Send for cata- 
logue. 

Marafestured DIEHL NOVELTY CO. Size" 

Do 

You 

Use 

Your 

Strong right 
arm in mortis- 
ing window 
frames for the 
sash pulleys? 
Just consider 
boring four 
13-inch holes 

§-inch centers and set the pulley in—i e. the ‘Grands Rapids 
Ne. 12. No cutting—no fitting—no counterboring—no 

ZIMMERMAN’S breaking—no swearing—no nails —no screws. 
66 ” These Grand Rapids pulleys save more time than 
All Steel they cost in money. If we are telling the truth you 

SH UT TER cannot afford to use ordinary pulleys if you get them for 
nothing. We can prove it too. 

| FASTENER WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES. 

“No Rights—N “Letts” Window Adjuster No Rights—No ow uster ; au esd cuit ink temidieaeeanle Say what pulleys you are using and how many you buy 

Bi only ei and —a Device Rape: fills. e _ so = 
uirements. justs securely at any angle and may asten 

from the ots Grand Rapids Hard C 
Any any onl or style of finish. Countersunk sill plates for ran apl 8 ar ware 0. 

ts. No obstruction or interference with screens. For Manfrs. 
any sort of Bay W ndows, Outside Blinds Casement Shutters 
Iron and Fire Shutters. 36 P 1s 
Harry Zimmerman & Co., Patentees, 25 Wood St., Fremont, O. ear treet 

Selling Agents, G. F. S. ZIMMERMAN & CO. RA 
See Sweet's Index 26 Arch Street, Frederick, Md. GRAND PIDS, MICH. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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scaffold is down, a piece of 2” x 4” turned flat- 
wise may be used to fill in. 

man to put them up and take them down. 
Reversible — can be used with the short Y 

first cost alone. Made in 
4 ft. and 5 ft. sizes. 

Prompt Shipments aq 

Guaranteed. 

If you wish to try 
a pair, before ‘ WY 

arm supporting the platform. 
Cheaper than wooden brackets in 

ordering in 
quantity, write 
for terms of 
special trial 

Clamps. 

Mes 

¥ through a one-inch hole bored in the sheath- 
~Sj)ing. It hooks around the studding. Where 

it is desired to plaster inside before 

Absolutely Safe—{t eames Pes 

| » A single pair will CARRY A TON without even 

springing. Write for Catalogue and Prices. 

, iy 

Quick Acting Self-Locking Screw 

21 Different Styles. 

+ Let us tell you about our 

yy Improved Gripping Device, and 4 sn 

the Special Grade of Steel we use. ae a 

NeI5 F 

JAMES L. TAYLOR MFG. COo., Moomtinta, H. Joo 

Self-Setting Planes are not like other planes. Why not try 
one, and if it isnot worth to you twice its cost, return it at 
our expense and we will return you the amount you paid us, 

THE BEST 13 THE CHEAPEST. and the trial will not 
None Cheap but the Best, cost you a nickel. Dur- 

AJl Want the Best. ing April, 1910, we 
a phe oar cap remag:: will receive this advt. 

ase ot keep it as $1.00 if the balance 
of the list price of a 
plane and 10 addresses 
of plane users, no mat- 
ter where they live, is 
sent us from where the 
Self-Setting Planes 
are not sold. 

If you send only the ten addresses, no matter where they live, 
we will send you circulars and a carpenter’s hard, tough pencil. 
Fd zen — : two-cent stamp we will send you another pencil. 
p , ° 
GAGE TOOL CoO., Vineland, N. J. 

Your Word Is Good With Us 

You don’t have to 
sign any specially 
worded order blanks 
or contract when 
you order the Gade. 
Just ask us to send 
you one on 30 days’ 
trial and the engine 
will go out. There 
are no strings tied to 
the Gade free trial. 
Buy your engine 
from a company 

‘ that can ship an en- 
gine without first 

requiring a deposit. The Gade is shipped on its own merits; we 
let it talk for itself. Freight paid both ways if not satisfactory. 

Ask us why we use $ less gasoline than other makes. Remem- 
ber, the first cost of an engine is not the only point to consider. 
Address 

Gade Bros. Mfg. Co., main Street, lowa Falls, lowa 

Hargrave’s New Adjustable ‘““SPECIAL’’ Clamp. 

Hargrave’s Perfection “SPECIAL” Clamp. 

Hargrave’s Joiners’ “SPECIAL” Clamp. 

Write for Circuular 

Clamps? Sure. 

® 
HAAGRAVF 

STEEL BAR CLAMPS 

ORIGINAL and BEST 

Steel Bar, Screw and Dog 

All Sizes 

te for Circumler uy. LHE CINCINNATI TOOL CO., Norwood, Cincinnati, Ohio 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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There is something about a perfect im- 

aa which lends authority to the hand , 

ehind it. 

Disston Saws, Files and Tools possess the same 

masterful qualities that characterize the great estab- 

lishment in which they are created. i 

The feel of them conveys an idea of the sub- 

stantial; suggests precision, accuracy, efficiency, 

endurance. 

Disston Saws made half a century ago are in use 
today —family heirlooms passed from one generation to 
another. 

Improvement of that high quality of material, 
temper, design and workmanship put into the Disston 
Saws of 1840, has kept pace with steadily increasing re- 
hme of saws and with the great growth of the 

isston plant. J 
Disston’s is the only saw, file and tool establishment 

in the world that makes the steel for its full line. 
Implements of Disston Brand outwork and outwear 

all other tools. 
Do your work with the best tools made. 

If you are unable_to obtain the DISSTON Brand, write 
us and we will see that you are properly supplied. 

Henry Disston & Sons, 
(INCORPORATED) 

Keystone Saw, Tool, Steel and File Works 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A. 

Bra hicago, Cin- 
cinnati, Boston, New 
Orleans, Memphis, San 
Francisco, Portiand, 
Vancouver, Toronto. 

\td 

‘You'll use a Disston Saw, too, some day” 

ROLLING PARTITIONS 
_ IT’S UP TO YOU 

Use our Rolling Parti- 
A Let us show you how to save 

} money on builders’ hardware 

” for that next job. 

No. 5155. Lock set, old 

copper finish, as per cut. 

Per dozen sets, $4.75 

REH | Hardware Co. 
1501 Blue Island Ave. 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

Straight-grained cedar that 

cuts like cheese; smooth, tough 

leads that make clean-cut, 

strong marks—that’s the way 

Dixon’s Carpenter Pencils are 

described. Send l6c for gen- 

erous sample lot 183 J. 

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO, 

JERSEY CITY, N. J. 

tions to subdivide rooms. 

Ventilated Wardrobes 

| Space - saving and sani- 
Hi jay tary for modern schools. 

WINDOW BLINDS 

of all kinds; also 

ADJUSTABLE SHADES 

HENRY B. DODGE CO., 108 LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois 

Pall (hii 
= oe 

PERFEC TION DOOR LOCK MORTISER 
Makes a perfect mortise without brace and bit or chisel The onl 

PANY 
OHIO 

Cc 
TEPEO" MEGS 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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: WARRANTED | 
| 

mail. Price postpaid. 
ee ee ee 

THE “LIGHTNING” AUGER BIT 

It will bore through any kind of wood in common use about twice as quickly as the best and fastest heretofore on 
the market. The worm has a double thread terminating in two cutting points. 

The double thread with the specially formed twist secures its double quick work without increase of power. Only 
by actual test can the great advantages of the lightning bit be fully realized. 

| WARRANTED | 

Secure from your dealer or sent by 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
$0.28 .28 .28 .28 .32 .34 .38 .42 -50 55. 655,62 MTs: ae ee 

TOWER & LYON CO., 95 Chambers Street, New York, N. Y. 

IF YOU ARE LOOKING 
For a First-class Draw Knife with Closing 

Handles, Here It Is 

If your hardware dealer does not keep it, we 
will send it to your address postage paid. 

A.J. WILKINSON & CO., 180 to 188 Washington St., 
BOSTON, MASS. 

“OHIO” CHISELS 

Are made from a High Grade of Tool Steel, 
‘Skilfally Treated, Correctly Tempered, Accurately Ground. 

Lee 

Every “Ohio” Tool is fully warranted. They have been on 
the market a great many = < —~ experienced mechanic 
who does not care to take any chan tools of doubtful = 
ity always insists on having “Ohio” T Tools from his dealer. 
gears oer mith keen and (our cutting odes 

oe ony trade mark bag Be rateers 

iB Senthen, Bes. Write far om Coteieene 
Hf No. A, fo are interested in GOOD TOOLS. 

OHIO TOOL CO., Columbus, Ohio 

JOIN THE CRUSADE AGAINST 

THE HOUSE FLY 
Full Length Screens Keep Out All 

the Flies — Always 

The best way to attach full 
screens is to hang them from the 
topawith 

Gossett Hinges 

Screenscan be taken off or swung 
out in a jiffy to wash windows. 
No ladder or , eee needed even on 
upper stories. Storm sash can be 
hung with the same fittings. 

Samples Free to Carpenters for trial 

F. D. KEES MFG. CO. 
Box 522 Beatrice, Nebr. 

PARKS’ COMBINATION WOODWORKING MACHINES 
Make a Complete and Economical Operating Mill for Carpenters and Contracters 
Teke our No. 410 for instance—bere ls u Combination of Three 

required. 

Onis le power. We ee 
notice. j 

Prices and Catalogue on Request. 

Pee Deastag techno Fergus Lo. v- 

of the Circular 

Saw compound as well as plain mitres any width 

with a back saw 4 inches wide 

SEND FOR BOOKLET 

IT TELLS THE STORY 

MANUFACTURED BY 

Braunsdorf-Mueller Company 

1093 E. Grand Street, ELIZABETH, N. J. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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You Can Do More W ork 

WITH A CRESCENT VARIETY WOOD WORKER 

Crescent Variety Wood-Worker 

Get our 1909 Catalogue and find out all about this splendid tool and our elegant line of 
band saws. disk grinders, planer and matcher, jointers, shapers, saw tables, etc. 

The Crescent Machine Co., tzcrona” 

Every carpenter and builder should in- 
vest in one of these machines. No incon- 
veniences, no worry, no bills from local mills 
to pay. By doing your own millwork you 
can place yourself in a position to estimate 
below your competitor. You will therefore 
have more work and a larger profit.; ~ 

The Crescent Variety 

Wood W orker 

fills a long felt want in those shops that 
have a varied but limited use for woodwork- 
ing machinery. It combines a jointer, 
borer, shaper, pole rounder and tool grinder. 
The “Crescent” is built to stand hard usage, 
all the parts are made of the best material 
obtainable for the purpose. The machine 
is strong, durable and will stand the most 
severe tests. 

This machine is especially valuable to car- 
penters and contractors, as it can be taken 
out on a job, or can be used in the shop 
with equal satisfaction. Can be driven 
with electric motor or gasoline engine. 

224 Main St., 

OHIO 

GMITH'S Original Single End 

Tenoning Machines were patented in 

1852, since which time many Improvements 

have been made, the annexed engraving 

representing the latest and best type. 

The Design is unique with a rack for holding all the 
wrenches. 

The Carriage is fitted with Roller Bearings so as to move 
easily and true across the ways. Made with double 
heads, copes and saws. 

Address 

H. B. Smith Machine Co., Smithville, N. J.,U.S.A. 

BRANCHES: New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Memphis. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 

“SEAVEY” 

MITRE BOX|» 

Angle 

Meets Every Requirement 

Special 

Offer 

On return of this 
“Ad” and $2.00 one 
of these Mitre Boxes 
will be shipped to any 
reader of ‘Carpenter 
& Builder.” Offer 
good for 30 days from 

ate of issue. 

Portable — Can 

be carried in 

the Tool Kit . 

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO. 

108 Duane St. New York City 

Pounds 
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CASSENS IDEAL EAVES TROUGH 

TAKES WATER ONLY 

The Ideal completely overcomes the disadvantages of the old style open gutter. It satisfactorily catches and 
carries away the water that falls on your roof. Its use insures clean, healthful cistern water. Leaves, trash, gravel, 
etc., cannot enter it. Neither can birds build nests in it. Therefore it is never clogged. 

Ice Will Positively Not Break Down the Trough 
A unique and important feature of the IDEAL is that it will not fill with snow and ice. When it sleets the 

small opening (about one-eighth inch) is quickly closed. This prevents the bursting of the trough, also of the down 
spout. When it thaws the ice melts, and the entrance opens automatically before the water from the roof reaches it 

The Ideal can now be erected with a Wire Hanger if face-board has mouldings, 

Special Propositions to Contractors, Builders and Architects 

Write for free booklet 

CASSENS MFG. CO. Edwardsville, Il. 

OES EEA SOR es 

MONITOR | | GOODELL MITRE BOX 

S A SH LO CK S Made of STEEL - — or 

Improvements 
Automatic Stops 

for 
holding up saw. 

Corrugated Backs. 
Graduated. 

Gauge for dupli- 
eate cuts and many 

other features. 
Send 7. s Circular 

GOODELL MFG. C0., Greenfield, Mass. 

(PATENTED) PLUMBERS’ SUPPLIES 

NEVER BREAK 
AT WHOLESALE 

When in the market for Plumb- 
ing Supplies and you wish to 

BECAUSE THEY ARE MADE OF VERY HEAVY & 
METAL AND PERFECTLY CONSTRUCTED ‘| SAVE 

if the upper sash drops, the Monitor “Never Break” Sesh = 20 to 40 Per Cent 
Look will pick itup from iower point than any other, adjust “ 
the sashes perfectly, prevent all vibration and look securely, on every article, write for my 
eo It cannot be epened from the outside. — ae —-.. The 

guaranteed goods at wholesale 
MADE IN TWO SIZES AND ALL FURNISHED BY es 

ly made from a 
ie stock. oe 

The Champion Safety Lock Co. 

Geneva, Ohio B. B. KAROL, 768-772 W. Harrison St.. Chicage, Ill. 

It’s a LANGDON ACME 

and is made in three sizes 

put up with varying 

lengths of saws. 

The advantage over other styles 
are too}numerous to mention in 
this advertisement, but our pocket 
catalogue tells the whole story. 

_ You can have one of the catalogues 
byfasking for it. It illustrates our 
full line of tools. 

; Millers Falls Company 

28 Warren St., New York, N. Y. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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Hi 

FOR HANDY TOOLS 

LOOK TO 

GOODELL-PRATT COMPANY 

Our catalog which is free to anyone interested shows 276 pages of handy, labor-saving tools. 

These are not tools which like hammers and chisels are to be found in every hardware 

store, but are special tools, which are appreciated by expert workmen. 

Send for this catalog while you think of it. If there is only one tool in it which interests 

you, it will pay for the time and trouble. 

GOODELL-PRATT COMPANY 

So
vl
om
it
hs
. 

GREENFIELD, MASS., U. S. A. 

SAMSON SPOT SASH CORD 

Qu SS 

TRADEMARK Be sure that the cord you buy has SAMSON AND THE LION 

on the label, and that the braid is marked with the 

COLORED SPOT. You may be sure you'll get the best. 

WB’RE GLAD TO SEND SAMPLES AND FULL INFORMATION. 

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS, BOSTON, MASS. 

Le 

4° 

COMPO-BOARD 

A substitute for Lath and Plaster. 

Can be put on by any Carpenter. 

It is Warmer, more Durable, 

Quicker and more Easily Applied. 

Manufactured all 4 ft. wide, 8, 9, 10, 

11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18 ft. long. 

For Sample, Price and 
full Description, Write 

Northwestern Compo-Board Co. 

4800 Lyndale MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

~ 
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A Bit Of Utility: 

Guided by its circular rim—instead of its centre—the Forstner 

Labor-Saving Auger Bit will bore any arc of a circle, and can be 

guided in any direction. 

Doesn’t matter how hard the wood is, no consequence whether 

it is full of knots, or the grain awkward to negotiate. The Forstner 

Bit works with equal smoothness under any condition and leaves 

a true polished surface on every job. 

Unequaled for Delicate Work 

Supersedes chisels, gauges, scroll-saws, or lath tools combined, for all kinds of delicate work. 
Cabinet and pattern makers and carpenters are enthusiastic because they do more work than 
other bits and cost no more. 

We can offer something special in the 
matter of price on sets packed in a sensible 

box. Send today for particulars and catalog. 

MACHINE BIT. 

The Progressive Mfg. Go. 

Torrington, “y = Bs Conn. 

“THE PORTER” Wood Turning Lathes 

for wood turners and pattern makers. Furnished com- 
plete with countershaft, rests, steps, bolts, center and face 
plate. A high grade machine at a reasonable price. Wealso 
make Hand Jointers, Shapers, Swing Cut-off Saws, Pony 
Planers and Post Boring Machines, Better get our Catalog. 

C. O. PORTER MACHINERY CO., Grand Rapids, Mich 
WOOD TURNING LATHE 

FOREST CITY BIT AND TOOL CO. 

Manufacturing Hollow Mortising and Wood Boring Bits and Tools 

Our Hollow Chisels made to fit all Mortising Machines 
For complete description write for Catalog H. 

FOREST CITY BIT AND TOOL CO., Factory and Office, Rockford, III. 

BLAKE QUICK ACTING VISE J | THE NEW SASGEN CIRCLE SWING DERRICK 
ight in weight 
oe in a td 
tion, all malleable 
castings; weight 
250 Ibs., capacity 
1000 to 1500 Ibs, 

Fully ogres ae for 

rtd | $35.00 
Sold on trial to all reliable contract- 
ors. Catalogue FREE. 

Manufactured by 

For Cabinet Makers and Wood Workers. Simplest—Strongest 
Cheapest—Best 

Send for Catalogue of all kinds of Vises 
PRENTISS VISE COMPANY, MAKERS 

106-110 La Fayette St., New York, U.S. A. 

2744 Lincoin Avenue 
CHICAGO, ILL. 

New York Office: 103 Park Ave., N. Y. 
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The lath that is posi- 
tively different to any- 
thing else made ; different 
because it combines more 
good features. 

Cup lath is the only 
——= Expanded Metal Lath 

that can be plastered on either side—cannot be 
applied wrong because both sides 

are 
alike. 

We make two kinds—Sykes Ex- 
panded Cup Lath, and Sykes 
Trough Lath. Both 

are supreme for their 
own purpose. 

The top illustration snows 
Trough Lath, bottom cut 

depicts Cup Lath. 

NO PICKLED LATH 
Sykes Lath is absolutely guaranteed 

not to have been pickled in an acid bath. 
This means that the weight and thickness 
is not reduced and is less susceptible to rust. 

Requires no furring out from studs 
because it is self furring. ; 

It has been approved by U.S. Government and by leading 
architects, carpenters and builders throughout the country. 

In fact, when we say it is the best ever made we are sim- 
ply stating a proven fact. 

Samples and prices mailed upon request. 

Sykes Metal Lath & Roofing Co. 
NILES, OHIO 

The 

Latest 

and 

Greatest 

~ 

SSSON FIANNUA 

“YANKEE” 

Breast Drill 

With Automatic Double Ratchet 

Adjustable Ball Bearings—Cut Gears 

Differs from all others in what 
it does and how it does it. 

—=—_.. Silent Screen Door 
— Avoid the nerve-racking 

slam of the screen door. 
Stop its banging and 
jatring—by using 

“Dime” 

Screen Door Check 

At your hardware or house furnishing store, or mailed 
for 12 cts. in stamps by 

Caldwell Mig.Co., 15 Frank St., Rochester, N. Y. 

The little shifter between gears converts it instantly into 
a plain drill—A LeftHand Ratchet for removing taps, 
etc..—A Right-Hand Ratchet,—or an Automatic 
Alternating Right and Left Hand Ratchet, the bit turning 
continually to the right regardless of the motion of the 
crank. A great advantage at close quarters where only 
a short throw of crank can be obtained. A real time- 
saver. 

Lever A—For change of speed with forefinger, with- 
out releasing hold on crank or removing bit from hole. 

. THE AMERICAN 

u Combined Level and Grade Finder 

oe ——— 3 FS ane ( 

This tool must be seen to 

be fully appreciated. Let 

your dealer show it to you. 

All Progressive and Up-to-date Mechanics as well as Manu- 
 facturers, having use of a Level, are getting one. 

An instrument with which at one glance you can get the true slant 
on any line or grade either in degrees, inches or percentage, or all at 
the same time, and will at once give the exact distance needed to 
plumb up to a true level. 
A Civil Engineer that you may have with you at all times 
The most practical, durable and convenient instrument of the oop. 

4 The longitudinal recess which is shown in cut is well worth the low 
price of the instrument. 
Write at once for large list of test‘monials from all over the United 
States, and special introductory price given only to first applicants 
with privilege of taking agency. Address 

EDWARD HELB, P. O. Box 55, Railroad, Pa. 

Send for BOOK of LABOR-SAVERS—it’s FREE 

NORTH BROS. MPG. CO., 

Dept. A, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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“MODEL” WINDOW CHUTE 
Complete with Rubber Glass 

Rubber Glass is a non-breakable, translucent substi- 
tute for glass, giving perfect satisfaction. Every ‘‘Model’”’ 
Chute is shipped complete with the rubber glass. 

Absolute Protection to Building and Lawn 
The door locking open protects the building. The hopper, 

with ample extension, protects the 
Our Chutes are built to withstand the abuse of the strongest 

and most careless coal shoveler. 
cures the door from the inside. 
long, 16 inches high, and 13 inches deep. 

No Modern Building is Complete without a Coal Chute 
Our new illustrated Catalogue, just off the press, shows our 

full line of Coal Chutes. Write for one. 

MAJESTIC FOUNDRY CO. ntNtineron. tno. 

A Heavy Gravity Lock se- 
Size of wall opening, 27 inches 

wn. 

BRANCHES 
1102 MONADNOCK BLOCK DOWNIDRAFT FURNACE Co. 

Chicago, lil, Galt. Ont. 
M, GUNSAUL J, E. LOEWER WIRE & IRON WORKS 
Denver, Col. Kansas City, Mo, 

FOWLER & PAY 
Minneapolis 

ABENDROF H | BROTHERS 

YOU NEED NOT TRY 

BEFORE YOU BUY 

if you see 

“RUSSELL JENNINGS” 

On the Round of the Bit 

Standard 
Double Thread 

Screw Point. 

_ Single Thread 
Screw Point 

for 
Quick Boring. 

AND 

The name stands for genuine crucible steel, long 
bit-making experience, the most rigid inspection 
—in short, ‘“‘Russell Jennings” is synonymous 
with ‘‘standard.” 

Ask jor new Catalog*No. ‘30 

Russell Jennings Mfg. Co. 

CHESTER, CONN., U.S.A. 21-16 

—_————STOP AT: 

.- Hotel Tuller 
New and Absolutely Fireproof 

Corner Adams and Park Streets 

In the center of the Theater, 
Shopping and Business District. 

Has large Convention Hall. 
**Grand Roof Garden Café.” 

Music from 6 p. m. to 12 p. m. 
Every room has private 
bath. European plan. 

Rates, $1.50 per day and up. 

L. W. TULLER, Prop. 

tig - tt 8 an improved hand nailing tool that can be used for 
= _— eng cana nails and is especially adapted for driving 

No trouble to handle, because it weighs only about two 
——— Can be used with gloves or mittens on and in any 
oe 7 ‘operated as easily on a pitched roof as on the leyel 

e. No — nails, no bruised fingers, no loss of 
time and tem 

Start saving ‘mone Y, by making the Pearson Nailer part 
of your equipment. our dealer has them; if not send to 
us. Complete information for a postal. 

PEARSON MFG. CO., Robbinsdale, Minn. 

PHCENIX 

spina BLINDS 

oo. ae accilieal BARRE, PA. 
The Phoenix Sliding Blind Co. 

Enclosed find my check for blinds. I am pleased with them 
and sorry I did not have them put throughout the ger i T 

The lately improved ooatnee.. and corrugated 
steel rods put the ‘“‘“PHOENIX”’ far in lead of 
less improved styles. Write for Catalogue ‘*C’’ 
and free samples, showing construction. 

Comfort! 

Economy! 

Convenience! PHCENIX SLIDING BLIND CO. 

BRIDGE£& CANAL STS. PHOENIX, N. Y. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER ~ 
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Nicholls Lock Mortiser 

or dull bits. 

Guaranteed to be satisfactory and all 
that we claim or your money refunded. 

Sole Manufacturers 

No Metal Bit Guides 

Just What You Need. The Best, Lightest and Cheapest 

Weighs only 34 pounds—Takes up little room in chest 

—wWill not scratch or mar the finest door (felt surface on 

clamps) —Cannot get out of order — Will last a lifetime — 

Quickly adjusted—FEasily understood—Apprentices can 

use it—Absolutely no expense for future repairs — Three 

Fibre Bushings FREE with each machine, 4, # and 1 inch. 

With these bushings as bit guides it is impossible to injure 

Beware of metal guides. 

to order at 25c each, any size. 

Extra size bushings 

If you are progressive, up-to-date and practical you 

cannot afford to be without it. 

Price $4.50 Prepaid 

Try one and know. 

Send for Catalogue and 
mention this paper. 

For Sale by all Leading Hardware Dealers, or Direct from 

SAX-NICHOLLS-COHN CO. 
(Incorporated) 

FAIRFIELD, IOWA 

Miller’s Lock Mortiser 

IS SCIENTIFIC 

The rogulation of the feed by the 
screw in the head is what makes 
the cutting of hard or soft wood 
easy. 

The actual use of the tool to cut 
an opening for a lock is 4 minute. , 
The whole job isdonein3 minutes. _ 4 
Cutters for five sizes of locks 4” to 
1}” is furnished with each machine. 
Its merit has been demonstrated 
thousands of times. Sent on Trial. 

Butt Mortiser 

Cuts the seats for butt 
hinges in doors, jambs 
and other work. It does 
the work in one-third the 
time and makes a neat, 

Price, including rule gauge, 75 cents. clean, accurate job. 

A. W. Miller Mfg. Co. 

Western Office: Main Office 
RIVERSIDE, CALIF. CINCINNATI OHIO, 

“TRUE” 

MORTISE 

GUIDE 

For Mortising Locks 

in Doors 

In Fact 
For mortising anything from 

3 to 2? inches thick 

It has one guide block which 
will take in 4, ? and !% inch 
auger. 

The guide block can _ be 
changed instantly to any of 
the different size holes. 

Guide blocks for other size 
— holes can be furnished. Wes 

Pat. apld. for - 

The Auger Always Comes Central on Piece 

It Weighs Less Than Four Pounds 

Every carpenter has his own Brace and Bits. So 
why not buy a Machine to use the Tools you now have. 

Made in one size only, No. 20, Galvanize Finish 

Price $3.25 

Nicholls Manufacturing Co. 

OTTUMWA, IOWA 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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Here is a 

Equal in quality and usefulness to any Brace Bit 

THREE SIZES ONLY 

Cutting 4-32, 6-32, and 8-32 meine 

Price Postpaid 15 Cents 

Gimlet 

HANDLE OF 

SELECTED 

a COCOBOLO 

Wood 

each 

H. H. MAYHEW COMPANY 

SHELBURNE FALLS, MASS. 

a a 

14 LLES 

cco 

CONSOLS 

Im quality and price 
eur work is not surpassed. 

Yeu will make no 
mistake in writing us be- 
fere ordering elsewhere. 

Send for 48-Page 
Catalogue No. 15 

It contains many fine 
designs of modern Grilles 
Columns and Consols. 

Censel Design Ne. !. 

CHRISTENSEN BROS., Props. 1820-24 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago 

MALLORY’S 

Standard 

Shutter 

Worker 

ular. If MALT hardwar of Kose them them send direct te 
MANU UFACTURI ALLORY 

204 Flemiagica National Bank Building. PLEMINGTON, N. J. 

DON’T PUT SASH WEIGHTS IN YOUR 
WINDOWS—THEY ARE OUT OF DATE 

The “AUTOMATIC” 

SASH HOLDER 

The ‘‘Automatic’ Sash Holder is the new, 
modern, up-to-date device that dispenses with 
cumbrous sash weights, kinking cords or rib- 
bons, useless weight pockets, misfit pulleys and 
reluctant balances, and saves all the time, labor 
and expense of fitting them in place. 

Prevent rattling and permit the window to 
be moved up and down with ease. Hold it_safely 
at any point desired. 

A sample set of four sent, postpaid, for $1.20 
Ask your deale1, or write to us direct. 

Automatic Sash Holder Company 
277 Broadway, New York City. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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“Last a Lifetime and Give Satisfaction Don’t Ask the Dealer for Sash Cord. Ask for 

To the End” 

“SILVER LAKE” 

and see that he gives itto you. It is impossible t 

; BUTT CHISEL ’ 
TRADE MARK , oe 

The celebrated Barton Planes and Edge Tools for SILVER LAKE AV 
carpenters and all other woodworkers are unequaled /%. RK BARTo Vy . 
by any other make for keen, hard smooth cutting Ro. seen |: 

HESTERS- edges. If your hardware dealer doesnot] handle 

THE CELEBRATED] BARTON TOOLS} x substitute, as our name is stampedon every foot of cord. 

send direct {for j catalogue. ¥%jJBe sure to'specify == Silver Lake Sash Cord is the Original Solid 

SCARFRNTER' ET ATAL ON Braided Cotton Sash Cord, and has been the standard 

MACK & COMPANY, iddurstern “SY since 1868. No other is just as good. 

Hauther Bros. Patent Groover or Dado Head 
This DUMB WAITER 

complete ready @ 18 50 

SELF RETAINING MACHINE 
HARDWOOD CAR 

kmecked down and shipped with the only 
complete directions for erect- 

ing ever issued 

SEND FOR SPECIAL PAMPHLET 

R. M. Rodgers & Ce. 

174 Washington Av., BROOKLYN, N. ¥. 

‘ Showing semanas of eta Dense. Dense. | Wevaige 

fu dreevite Se ’dares tor al fer all kinds of special Soelel ome cr Sara torte fore rip ge cron 

” Tey our Scraper Blades and you will use no others. 
HUTHER BROS. SAW MFG. CO. 

2680 University Ave. ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

“Diamond” Mortiser 

For | Foot Power - 

Will mortise % to 1 inch wide, 3 inches deep or 6 inches 

deep by reversing the work and with our patent adjustable 

tenoning tool will cut tenons % to 1 inch wide. Has rigid 

iron column, powerful foot motion and accurate action. The 

table has horizontal, vertical and angle adjustments. 

It takes up but little space, is light and can be easily 

moved about to accommodate your work. 

We make a complete line of Foot, Hand and Light Power 

Wood Working Machinery suitable for Carpenters, Builders, 

Cabinet Workers and other Wood Workers. It will pay you 

to investigate their merits. = 

Send for catalog “A”’ 

The Seneca Falls Mfg. Co., 

218fWater St., Seneca Falls, N. Y.,' U.S. A. 
163 
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These samples were all made on our Universal Turning and Variety Machine 
The Meckine on at MF , a syputation of being the “busi- Ask ROTH BROS. & CO. 

Wouldn’t it interest you to know more about what this machine will do 

We will gladly send you large circular fully describing It. 
Now is the time to look into it and it doesn’t cost anything to get posted. 

AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER [April 

GEO. H. BISHOP & CO., fannetst: 

Fine Hand Made Hand Saws 

The Purest of Quality Our 
“GREYHOUND” Hand Saw TRADE MARK. 

N_ introducing our 
“ GREYHOUND ” 
brand of Saws to 

the trade, we have de- 
parted from our usual = 
custom in naming in- TN 
stead or numbering the HAN 
saw. This saw will be 

reget Bishop brand the op bran 
of saw Booms by name. 

We have had a Chemist experimenting for years to originat i f steel wi fi and 
tough body that would stand up under such a fearless warranty 23 we pi Seas an our “GREYHOU brand 
of saws. We now have it. We know its worth as well as its value. workers of steel we understand it. 
We had to name it and we have christened it are A Refined “GREYHOUND” Steel, associating our trade 
mark with its name. We have in this “GREYHOUND” Saw blade a purity of steel that is t tem 
accurately and even—together with the special way it is made—enables us to rantee that this “GREY- 
HOUND” brand of Saws will cut faster and run easier in all kinds of wood, hold its sharpness and set longer 
than any other makes of good Saws in the world. We Refund the if 30 days’ trial does not prove 
our guarantee. Our pride is a with an honest opportunity for the purchaser to judge. Each Saw is 

ged with our warranty on it. No expense has been spared to make this Saw the most perfect in the world. 
e invite correspondence with anyone who has our “ REYHOUND” brand of saws in use. 
Made in both straight and skew back. Packed One in a Box. 
In workmanship this saw possesses all the skilled mechanical features known to the art of saw maki 

The hang of the blade has been carefully studied and adjusted, to suit the fancy of the Gesat critical. - 
If this saw cannot be found in the Hardware Store and th ill not order it f i . Price 

for 26 in. saw, $8.00 delivered. We make anything in Gupemaee’ Gone. ee ee 

ROTHMOTORS 

Can be fitted to new 

or OLD Machines 

We maintain a first-class Engineering 

Force to solve problems in the applica- 

tion of ROTHMOTORS to Machines of 

all kinds. 

Individually driven 
Machines can be plac- 
ed where they '‘4are 
most convenient as 
regards light and easy 
handling of material, 
entirely independent 

of the shafting, 
There Are Other Variety Machines 

But Did You Ever See One Capable of Doin 
Such a Wide Range of Ornamental Work as This 

for you in your shop? 
1422 West Adams Street, Chicago, Ill. 

Cc. MATTISON MACHINE WORKS, New York Office, 136 Liberty Street 
879 FIFTH STREET, BELOIT, WIS. 
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SHDEFI ANCE” WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY 

For Manufacturing 

Automobile Wheels and Bodies, 

Carriage and Wagon Hubs, Spokes, Rims and Wheels, 

Wagons, Carriages, Shafts, Poles, Neck Yokes, Single 

Trees, Hoops, Handles, Spools, Bobbins, Insulator Pins, 

Balusters, Table Legs, Oval Wood Dishes, and for 

General Woodwork. 

laveated and Built By 

The Defiance Machine Works 

Defiance, Ohio 
= 

we!) Ny 
No. 15 Post Borer 

No. 8 Variety Saw 

HAND DRILLS 

No tool kit is complete without.a Hand Drill. 

We make them in a variety 

of styles and sizes. Prominent 

dealers everywhere sell our make 

of tools, which are unapproach- 

able in quality and style. 

Ask for catalogue, illustrating 

our full line. 

MILLERS FALLS COMPANY, 28 Warren Street, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

The “URIVERSAL” 

ADJUSTABLE HANGER 

ean be used anywhere. It forms a per- 
fect, practicable lock; sash hung with it 
cannot be opened or removed from the 
outside; it cannot be blown open 
by storms; makes cticable 
the only substitute tor the half- 
sash sliding screen; is sold in 
sets, half sets, or in any other 
way the trade demands; inde- 
structible; will outwear a dozen 
ecreens. 

Ask your hardware dealer or 
write for free sample and catalog. 

The ADJUSTABLE HANGER CO. 
415 Haren St. Toledo, Ohio, U.S.A 

CUSTOM-MADE 

FLY SCREENS 

Our work is far superior to the usual output of local 
mills and has a style and finish not obtainable from those 
who do not make a specialty of fine screens. 

Our screens have waterproof coped joints and the frames 
are weather proofed before the finishing coats are applied. 

Best grades of Wire Cloth, enameled, galvanized, genu- 
ine bronze, fastened by the most approved methods. 

Intending purchasers may have free, by mail, samples 
of woods, finishes, wire cloth, and a copy of catalogue and 
price list. Agencies in nearly all large cities. Agents 
wanted in smaller cities. : 

Special terms to Contractors and Builders. 

A. J. PHILLIPS @ CO. 
FENTON, MICH. 

25 Years’ Experience 34 Acres of Floor 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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UGA 

SPRING BUTTS 

" 

p SN ee ee tL 

ety) aia: | 

combining all the valuable features which ex- 
perience has demonstrated to be desirable. 

Y 

Chicago Spring Butt Company, 

CHICAGO NEW YORK 

Send for Catalogue C-26. 

AND BUILDER [April 

ERR SR MRS AN RIMSII 5 EMR 

lf You Want A Free 

Copy Of Our Builders’ 

Sheet Metal Guide, 

We want you to have one. Just tell us 

where to send it, that’s all. It contains 

80 interesting pages, crowded full of 

illustrations, ideas and suggestions of the 

greatest value to any one who wants to 

take advantage of the latest money-sav- 

ing appliances. The cost will be one 

minute of your time and the stamp on 

your letter. 

If you are in the market for any- 

thing whatever in our line, it will pay 

you to get our figures. 

THE LEADING SHEET METAL PLANT OF THE WEST 

SAINT PAUL, U. S. A. 

Pullman 

Spring Sash 

Balance 

Write for our special proposi- 
tion to furnish Pullman Bal- 
ances for that building you 
are putting up. 

Pullman Mfg. Company 

CENTER PARK ROCHESTER, N. Y, 

MORRILUS NO1 BENCH STOP. 

You Can't Buy 

A Better One 

At Any Price 

Strong, Durable 

Simple, Cheap 

CHAS. MORRILL 

283 Broadway NEW YORK 

MARSH AYER MITER BOXES 

H. C. MARSH GO. 

are used, for especially fine work, by the U. 

S. Navy Department. You can do work to 

the Government standard of accuracy if 

you use one. ‘They are strong, practical 

and convenient and the price is right. 

Ask your dealer to show you one. 

Circular Upon Request 

660 Race St. 
ROCKFORD, ILL. 
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Fifth Anniversary Greeting 

IVE years ago this month the first number of the 

AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER was issued. 

We feel a certain justifiable pride in its wonderful 

success and popularity from the very start. Yet we 

are still more proud of the carpenters and builders— 

our readers—who have made this success possible. 

They have demanded the very best of practical, 

interesting articles, well illustrated and full of useful 

information; they have kept the editorial staff alert 

with the knowledge that nothing is too good for 

AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER readers; they 

have not hesitated to let their friends and brother 

workmen know about these good things—with the re- 

sult that the number of subscribers has increased won- 

derfully ; they have shown themselves progressive and 

alive to the opportunities offered in the advertising 

pages—thereby making possible an increasingly better 

magazine each month. 

We want to take this opportunity tc thank them— 

and you all—for this continued loyalty and support. 

During this year and coming years we want to con- 

tinue to have, and to merit, your confidence, together 

with your suggestions and help, so that every number 

of the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER may be 

just a little bit better than the preceding one in interest 

and practical use. 

Here’s to you all—loyal readers of the Wortp’s 

GREATEST BUILDING PAPER! 

+ 

Some ‘‘Don’ts” for Home Builders 

ON’T invest in cheap plumbing and lavatory fit- 

ings. If you do you'll soon discover it to be the 

most “expensive” economy you ever tried. 

Don’t plan a wonderful variety of color schemes in 

decorating when the consistent use of simple color 

combination gives far more pleasing and decorative 

results. 

Don’t forget that rooms designed after simple, 

straight lines lend themselves more easily to decoration, 

prove more sanitary and are less tiresome to live in 

than badly arranged rooms. 

+ 

Who Was Responsible ? 

SOMEWHAT curious accident was the cause of 

the death of a laborer in London recently. It 

appeared that a new building was to be erected on a 

site partially covered by an existing house that had 

been built many years before. The architect, in de- 

signing the new building, found that an existing gable 

wall coincided with a required wall in the new build- 

ing. It was planned, therefore, that the wrecking 

should not be complete, but that the wall in question 

should, as far as necessary, be left standing and utilized 

in the new work. The work proceeded along these 
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lines, and at the time of the accident the building had 

been demolished, except the wall which was some 8 

or 9 feet high. On one side of the wall the ground 

remained clear and on the other some tons of ballast 

were stored. During the shifting of this, a consider- 

able portion ran down the slope of the heap and rested 

2 or 3 feet deep against the lower part of the wall. 

The lateral pressure proved too much for the wall’s 

stability, and it fell over, killing a man in so doing. 

In commenting upon this a London building paper 

says: An examination made of the material of which 

the wall was composed showed that the mortar was 

much decayed and the bricks, a common stock, were 

not properly bedded. On one side the pointing had 

been removed, and on the other a plaster surface pre- 

vented a close examination of its condition. These 

circumstances afforded an opportunity for the rotten 

state of the wall to escape notice. It is questionable, 

however, if such should have been the case. Before 

any portion of an old building is incorporated in a new, 

it would appear to be a necessary condition that its 

strength should equal that of the structure to be erect- 

ed. During the wrecking of the other parts of the 

building it should have been possible to ascertain to a 

great extent the general condition of the work and 

unless the part pulled down was much more sound than 

that left, an unlikely event, knowledge should have 

been gained to warrant a total destruction of the old 

building. Further, it is not impossible for a practical 

man to easily find where unsound work exists. There 

was no evidence that this had been done. The jury 

brought in a verdict of “accidental death” and added 

no rider. Beyond this we have no intention of going, 

but the question will necessarily arise who is re- 

sponsibble ? 

An architect wishes, no doubt, to carry out his work 

as reasonably as possible, but his knowledge must be 

such that his plans and specifications involve the use 

of nothing defective. 

A builder’s point of view, if he contracts at competi- 

tive prices, is somewhat different. If he sees that a 

mistake, or potential causes for mistakes are given to 

him in the conditions under which he tenders, it may 

be to his advantage to keep silent until the contract is 

signed. An error afterwards discovered is often an 

opportunity to increase profits; such cases have been 

known. But the concealment of a mistake until dan- 

gers arise can have no justification, and a builder would 

show up badly if such a fact could be definitely proved. 

A foreman, again, should undoubtedly, draw atten- 

tion to such an occurrence immediately it becomes 

known to him, and any neglect to do so would throw 

upon him a responsibility from which he would have a 

difficulty to free himself. These three should be suffi- 

cient to enable errors to be discovered, but is is prob- 

able that the division of authority enables detection of 

a fault to escape, each relying upon the other. It 

is a pity that this should be so, but it is difficult to 

devise a means of altering and improving the system. 

HE man who never made a mistake—never made 

anything. 

Pat’s Preference 

Irishman (after waiting at the theatre entrance for 

a long time on a cold night)—‘Sure it’s meself wad 

sooner walk fifty miles than shtand five !’”—Punch. 

Cause Sufficient 

“Why do people read the advertising section in the 

magazines ?” 

“Say, I guess you never tried to read the other sec- 

tion !’”—Cleveland Plain Dealer. 

Fashion Note 

“Tt says here that men are goin’ ter wear clothes to 

match th’ hair, this winter.” 

“That’s gon er make it kinder cold fur th’ bald- 

headed fellers, ain’t it ?”—Life. 

A Sweet Moment 

Cy Warman’s young son had been naughty and had 

been sent to bed supperless. 

Presently when Mrs. Warman wasn’t looking, Cy 

slipped upstairs and whispered through the door of the 

boy’s room: “Son, could you eat some honey in the 

comb ?” 

“Dad,” the boy said, “I could eat it in the brush.” 

Perfectly Safe 

Michael Dugan, a journeyman plumber, was sent by 

his employer to the Hightower mansion to repair a 

gas-leak in the drawing room. When the butler ad- 

mitted him he said to Dugan: 

“You are requested to be careful of the floors. They 

have just been polished.” 

“They’s no danger iv me slippin’ on thim,” replied 

Dugan. “I hov spikes in me shoes.”—Lippincott’s. 

Satisfied His Curiosity 

It was in a railroad car. A one-legged passenger 

entered and seated himself. Another passenger eyed 

the newcomer for some minutes, and then, leaning 

forward, remarked: 

“Only one leg, I see.” “Yes.” “Soldier?” “No.” 

“Sawmill?” “No.” “Dynamite?” “No.” “Rail- 

road?” “No.” “Steeplechase?” “No.” “Orange 

peel?” “No.” 

The questioner lit a clay pipe, and twisted uneasily 

in his seat. Then he said: 

“Fine day?” 

7 

“My good man, don’t think me rude, but how did 

you lose that leg?” 

“IT dreamt one night that I was a dog, and bit it off.” 
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Our American Manual Training 

HOW OUR MODERN SYSTEM OF MANUAL TRAINING HAS BEEN DEVELOPED AND WHAT IT IS DOING 
IN THE LINE OF USEFUL TRAINING 

By Charles F. Errett 

(Director Brantford Manual Training School) 

the establishment of manual training as a sub- 

ject of school study was the remarkable school 

conducted in the Swedish village of Naas, by Herr 

Otto Salomon. Thither English, German, and some 

few American teachers made vacation pilgrimages, 

worked ardently and patiently with the old-fashioned 

tools provided, listened eagerly in their moments of 

leisure to the great teacher’s words of pedagogic wis- 

dom, and, at the close of their brief terms of instruc- 

tion, carried away with them enthusiasm, dogma, and 

satchels of “models.” 

Of this Sloyd system, as it was called, a very skillful 

A GENERATION ago the most potent factor in models for the meaningless bootjacks, sugar scoops, 

wooden spoons, and things of that sort in the Swedish 

course. By still further modifying Sloyd methods of 

teaching, and by a more liberal interpretation of the 

educational gospel his fellow-countryman had hit upon, 

he developed a sort of educational handwork, so easily 

available for school purposes, and so shrewdly propa- 

gated, that it was readily accepted and established by 

school authorities throughout the country. 

Prior to this, American manual training had been 

of the trade school order, taught by tradesmen, who 

were unable, as a rule, to properly organize their 

courses of work and adapt them to school requirements. 

Some Typical ‘‘Projects’? Executed by Grammar School Lads—Compare these with the Sloyd ‘*Models’’ 

and sensible modification was taught in this country 

by another great teacher, Gustaf Larsson, who 

established himself in Boston, and there under- 

took the task of preparing American instructors 

of manual training. Concerning himself as much 

with the pupil’s interest as with the exercises 

produced, he substituted other and more reasonable 

Fortunately, the modified Sloyd failed to displace these 

men. It had instead, the effect of establishing their 

work by revealing to them the possibility and necessity 

of so modifying the exercises they had taught and their 

method of presenting them as to meet the new demands 

of the educationists. Their response was remarkably 

apt and prompt. 
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Our best manual training still concerns itself chiefly 

with bench woodwork, and is only a more complete 

and efficient adaptation of this native American teach- 

Sloyd, as Taught in this Country Ten Yeats Ago by Imported 
English Teachers—*‘Models’* made by Hand by 

year old Boys. 

ing. It has gathered its lessons from the crafts, but 

applied to them the safest principles of art, and pre- 

pared them for presentation, by established rules of 

pedagogy. 

The tradesmen teacher has contributed the content 

of his craft, the lessons of his shop experience, scien- 

tific and practical methods of working, and, chiefly, 

the habit of solving difficulties by intelligently analyz- 

ing them. The art teacher has made available the 

principles of constructive and decorative art as taught 

in England by Ruskin and Morris, a world-wide “Arts 

and Crafts” movement favoring the task. Of this 

heritage the pedagogic possibilities have been devel- 

oped by the educationist, who has seen to it that our 

teachers should have in addition to expert technical 

knowledge the capacity for imparting instruction and 

uplift to their classes. 

By the same methods as are used in the ordinary 

classrooms or in the science laboratories, boys are 

taught the principles and practices of various trades, 

taught how to work with patient determination, how 

to apply thought as well as knowledge to their work, 

and to solve difficulties by spontaneous inquiry and 

original method. Incidentally, but constantly, the 

teacher inculcates discernment of what is good and 

beautiful in work and its product. All these lessons 

are taught the more easily through a direct contact of 

teacher and pupil, a pleasant partnership of interest 

requiring from each his highest efficiency. 

The forward teacher no longer disclaims any at- 

tempt to produce craftsmen, nor makes it an excuse 

for mediocre school products that his aim is merely 

to develop the educational worth of his subject. He 

recognizes that the utilitarian value of his teaching 

is its first claim to recognition, and knows his subject 

to be none the less valuable, even academically, because 

practically presented. Nowadays, too, he speaks more 

frequently of “individual projects,” than of “models,” 

a significant change of phrase. But, while he allows 

freer choice of exercises and encourages more ambi- 

tious attainment, he does not slacken his demand for 

thorough workmanship, though this he recognizes 

must come through wise practice and careful direc- 

tion. Experience has taught him, too, that a high 

degree of interest is a fair substitute for dexterity, 

since it insures care, and patience, and sustained effort. 

Manual Training Room Scenes—Interest in the Work Develops Perseverance, Practical Judgement and Skill. 
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The habits of initiative and application concern him 

vitally, and these he constantly develops and con- 

serves. 

To the practical man the illustrations accompanying 

this article describe more aptly than words the worth 

of our newer manual training. Each of the pieces 

shown has been made entirely by one boy, and in some 

such fashion as a builder would plan and erect a 

house. To illustrate: The lad who made the Morris 

chair needed one for his home, and asked to be allowed 

to make it. Having the needed skill and capacity he 

received permission and encouragement. He was sup- 

plied with photographs and furniture catalogues and 

patient toil, with an occasional failure and discourage- 

ment, but finally success and a reward. It was, and 

is, and will be for a few generations, a beautiful chair, 

a piece worthy and strong, and good to look upon. 

Can you doubt that the boy was a stronger boy, having 

made it? Was he not all the while developing quali- 

ties that will stand him in stead, whatever his future 

occupation may be? 

Keeping in mind the rigid courses of models of a 

decade ago, incapable of results like this, it is easy 

to see how, from very elementary beginnings, we have 

evolved an altogether admirable manual training, one 

that enkindles zeal, encourages initiative, inculcates 

Manual Training ‘*Projects’* Worthy a Place in the Finest Home 

told to dip into the advertising pages of the magazines. 

Here he gathered ideas. A few others came from a 

very comfortable illustration in one ot the magazines 

showing a college chap lolling in a great chair with 

pipes and books and blazing hearth. 

So he made a working drawing embodying the ideas 

he had culled and one or two of his own. Where the 

proportions were not pleasing or the construction 

faulty it was altered at a hint from the teacher, who 

was throughout, not a master, but a partner, and often 

shrewdly silent. The boy ordered the oak at the mill 

from the bill he had made out himself, and no quality 

was too good for him. When it came, the legs had 

to be built up, pieces finished to size, mortises and 

tenons cut, parts scraped and sanded, sides assembled, 

a device originated to do away with the old-fashioned 

brass rod, the chair erected, gone over carefully with 

sand, and finally finished with stain, shellac and wax. 

There were hours and hours of determined and 

taste, and all the while teaches correct and modern 

craftsmanship. 

Of this evolutionary process the latest phase is the 

widening of the manual training curriculum to include 

direct preparation for vocations, a preparation differ- 

ing from that of the trade schools inasmuch as it is 

correlated with a general cultural training. A lad ata 

point in his school career decides what occupation he 

will enter, and, if it is to be industrial, looks to his 

manual training teacher for definite, practical help. 

The teacher is glad to project his influence in equip- 

ping a future citizen for efficient service. So he teaches 

lessons in forging, pattern-making, metal-turning, me- 

chanical drawing, printing and similar subjects; les- 

sons of so practical a sort as to prepare directly for 

mechanical trades. Efforts are made to ally the school 

and the shop. The instructor becomes a familiar figure 

in the factories of his town, whither he is occasionally 

accompanied by “his boys.” 
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This vocational teaching, so intimately associated 

with older studies, and growing out of the general 

and preparatory manual training, is, surely, the great- 

est advance we have yet made towards the solution of 

our industrial education problem. 

Granting that our inspiration came from abroad, we 

have interpreted the oracle in our own terms. By the 

application of a selective process, not often applied to 

subjects of school study, we have successfully exploited 

a subject unused and undeveloped for ages, have, in- 

deed, so largely influenced its development, that in its 

modern form, it may reasonably be regarded as the 

product of a characteristic American adaptation and 

development. 
* 

How Carpenters Are Made 

SOME OF THE PROVISIONS AND RULES OF THE CHICAGO CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS ASSOCIATION 
CONCERNING CARPENTER APPRENTICESHIP 

By Oscar Newman 

HE carpenter is proud of his trade. 

Once a carpenter, always a carpenter. The 

trade, as no other, claims its members from 

boyhood to old age. It takes them in the middle of 

the teens; it keeps them as long as they are able-bodied 

and capable of doing a day’s work. The carpenter is 

the patriarch of the trades. His work is as old as the 

art of building. It came into existence when man left 

his cave-like shelter of mud and stones and housed 

himself in a structure made of wood. It never will 

cease to exist so long as lumber is used in building. 

It gives employment to a greater number than any 

other trade in the world. Six hundred thousand men 

follow it as a means of livelihood in the United States. 

Eighteen thousand of them are to be found in Chi- 

cago, and each of these, before he is accepted as a 

journeyman, has passed through the most rigid ap- 

prenticeship to be found in any of the trades. 

No other trade has so elaborate an apprentice sys- 

tem as the carpenters. It is their way of molding a 

man to the trade before he becomes a member of it. 

By the time the worker is a full-fledged journeyman 
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Drawn by a Second Year Apprentice Boy, Chicago Building 
Trades Apprentice School 

he has become so thoroughly imbued with the prin- 

ciples of his trade and its organization that he feels 

about it much as the patriotic citizen feels toward his 

native land. He respects his craft, and is loyal to it 

to a remarkable degree. The following items from 

the apprentice rules of the Carpenters’ and Builders’ 

Association in Chicago suggest in some degree the 

thorough manner in which the carpenter is broken to 

the trade: 

Rules for Chicago Apprentices 

“Apprentices shall serve four years. 

“The applicant for apprenticeship shall not be more 

than 17 years of age at the time of making application, 

except under certain conditions. Applicants more than 

17 years of age must bring satisfactory proof of hav- 

ing worked at the trade. 

“The contractor taking an apprentice shall engage 

to keep him at work in the trade for nine consecutive 

months in each year, and see that during the remain- 

ing three months of the year the apprentice attends 

school during January, February, and March, and a 

certificate of attendance from the principal of the 

school must be furnished before the apprentice is al- 

lowed to work during the coming year. 

“A contractor taking an apprentice shall keep him 

steadily at work or school; failing to do so, he shall 

pay him the same as if he had worked for him. 

“In case an apprentice at the end of his term of 

four years, for want of proper instruction in his trade, 

is not a proficient workman, and if, after a thorough 

investigation, the joint arbitration board finds that the 

contractor to whom he was apprenticed did not give 

him proper instruction and opportunity to learn the 

trade, the apprentice may be required to serve another 

year with whom he and the board may determine, and 

at a rate of wages less than the minimum in his trade; 

the difference between said rate and the minimum scale 

shall be paid him through the board by the contractor 

to whom he was apprenticed. 

Two Trials Only Allowed 

“A contractor entitled to an apprentice may take 

one on trial for two weeks, and if after said trial con- 

ditions are satisfactory to both parties, they shall be 

required to sign indentures agreeable to the joint board 

of arbitration. If not satisfactory the contractor is 

not bound to indenture the apprentice. No boy will 

be allowed a trial with more than two contractors, or 

a contractor with more than two boys, consecutively. 

“The rate of wages of an apprentice at the time of 

his indenture shall in no case be less than $312 for the 

first year, $364 for the second year, $442 for the third 

year, and $572 for the fourth year, to be paid in week- 

ly installments. 

“All apprentices shall report to the joint arbitration 
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board at its meetings in January and April of each 

year. 

“The contractor shall not have more than two ap- 

prentices at any one time. 

“Contractors shall be allowed apprentices on the 

following basis: Yearly average of four journeymen 

employed, one apprentice; yearly average of ten jour- 

neymen, two apprentices. 

“All apprentices shall be under the jurisdiction of 

the arbitration board, which has the authority to con- 

trol them and protect their interests.” 

Trade Sets High Standard 

This, in brief, is the regulation to which the young 

man entering this trade in Chicago is subjected. No 

other line has taken such elaborate precaution to control 

and direct the destiny of its new members. The result 

is apparent in the older workers. The standard of edu- 

cation and manhood is as high, if not higher, than in 

any other trade. 

“We have kept the trade clean,” is the carpenter’s 

justifiable pride. “We will endeavor to continue to 

do so. As the boy is, so will the man be. Take good, 

clean boys and break them into the trade early and 

you will have good, clean men when they are grown 

up. That’s why we watch our apprentice system as 

we do.” 

Taking them before they are 17 years old is taking 

them young enough. This means that when his four 

years have been served he will come into the trade as 

a journeyman at 21 or under. He will have known 

no other kind of employment. The trade will be 

everything to him. As he has been trained, so will he 

grow. He will respect his work and himself as a 

workman. And unless he is the noteworthy excep- 

tion, he will stick at the work during the active years 

of his life and wind up as a workman, foreman, or 

contractor in this line. 

’ 

Son Follows in Father’s Footsteps 

Perhaps in no other trade, save possibly that of the 

bricklayers and stonemasons, does the “habit” send 

the son into the father’s vocation with such frequency. 

TUSK TENON 

JOIST TRIMMER 
Practical Work of an Apprentice School Lad 

Possibly it is a custom dating back to the old days 

‘when the carpenter taught his son the trade without 

restriction or direction from an organization. Per- 

haps it arises from a desire to keep the standard of 

the trade as high as may be, and from an appreciation 

of its desirability as an occupation. 

But whatever the reason, the father often brings 

up his son to follow in his footsteps, and occasionally 

a carpenter is found who can count back for three, 

four, or five generations of ancestors, all of whom 

followed the same trade for a livelihood. 

In this way, though modern conditions have altered 

most trades, the carpenters have retained the principal 

characteristics that marked them decades ago, before 

machinery and mill-work changed the nature of their 

employment. They are of the same sober, hardwork- 

ing type that worked at the trade a century ago, and 

in an age where the average workman shifts from one 

kind of work to another half a dozen times in a life- 
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Framing Details Drawn in the Chicago Building Trades 
Ppprentice School 

time the carpenter who sticks at his craft from appren- 

ticeship to the end of his days of activity stands out 

as a noteworthy exception. His papers of indenture 

often constitute the first step in a life’s employment 

and of few trades may this be said with truth. 

At the end of his four years the apprentice becomes 

a journeyman, if he has learned his trade. Every op- 

portunity to learn and to improve himself during these 

early, formative years, must be given him. The con- 

tractor to whom he is bound must have satisfied the 

joint board of arbitration that he is a good, responsible 

man, fit both as regards workmanship and morals to 

have charge and control of the training of a young 

boy. He must be qualified to develop the man as well 

as the workman; and the schooling of the apprentice 

during the non-working years is devolved upon him. 

Failure to qualify in all or any of these respects ren- 

ders hifn unfit to have an apprentice. 

Thus, the boy at 21, or less, should have learned the 

trade and have grown into a fairly well educated young 

man. If he has, and satisfies the board of his qualifi- 

cations, he is accepted into the organization as a mem- 

ber in good standing and his wages take a bound from 

$11 a week to $4.50 a day. 

On the fifth of last July the Chicago scale was ad- 

vanced to 60 cents an hour, which for an 8-hour day 

makes $4.80, and for the week of 52 hours, $31.20. 

Double pay is given for overtime. To earn thi, 

amount he must be a proficient workman, satisfactory 

both to his employer and to his fellow workme... 



—————— 

Great aptitude for the work, here as elsewhere, will 

win certain recognition, and the best of the craft find 

the way open to promotion to the responsible positions 

of foremen and superintendents. 

Good Chance to “*Get On”’ 

All foremen must be members of the organization, 

and they come from the ranks of the men who began 

as apprentices. Their wages are a matter between 

them and their employers, being as much higher than 

the regular wage scale as their ability may demand. 

From workman to employer practically is only one 

step in this trade, and the step is taken with a fre- 

quency that proves that the carpenter has a _ good 

chance to “get on.” With care and economy the first- 

class workman can readily find opportunity in his po- 

sition to blossom out as a contractor, and once this 

change has been made the way to fortune lies open 

before him. Practically all of the smaller contractors 

and many of the greater ones began life as regular 

workmen, sufficient proof of the opportunities that 

exist. The majority, of course, do not rise after this 

manner. But this is true of every sort of occupation 

under the sun. 

The day has passed when the carpenter was a mas- 

Lesson in Arch Terminology—Work of Apprentice 

ter craftsman who could and did make with his own 

hands and tools the material that he used in building. 

Forty years ago this is what he did. Beams, pillars, 

and other heavy pieces were fashioned with the ax and 

adz. Window frames and doors were cut, fitted to- 

gether, and put in place by the carpenter in the build- 

ing where they were to be used. Even the carving of 

ornamental pieces, molding, etc., was done by hand 

by the most skilled of the workmen. 

Modern conditions, involving a demand for greater 

speed in building, and the universal introduction of 

machinery, have changed all this. The more intricate 

parts of the carpenter’s work are done by machinery 

in the mill. The doors and frames come to the build- 

ing ready to be put in place, and the carpenter has 

come to require less skill in his craft. The old guard, 

which turned out by hand every stick of woodwork in 

a building, deprecates the modern carpenter’s claim to 
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craftsmanship ; the new order smiles indulgently and— 

makes more money than the old ever dreamed of. 

The regulations under which the Chicago carpenter 

works as a journeyman are even more strict than those 

that governed his period of apprenticeship. He must 

not be guilty of excessive rushing of the work on pen- 

alty of being fined and ruled off the job for a year; 

must not repair, fit, or grind his own tools while em- 

ployed; must not bring his tools to a job before secur- 

ing work; and he may not bring at all any sledge ham- 

mer, spike maul, or patent miter box to any job on 

which he is at work. When two or more journeymen 

are working together a steward must be elected from 

their number, who, in event of accident to a workman, 

will take care of the injured, accompanying him to his 

home or the hospital if the case so demands, and the 

steward at any time is authorized to see the pay en- 

velope and money received by every worker to make 

sure that he is being paid the required scale. 

He must not work after the regular pay day, which 

is Tuesday, unless he has received in full his pay for 

the week previous, and to work Saturday afternoon 

the steward on the job must secure permission from 

the executive council. 

InTrador 
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in Chicago Building Trades Apprentice School 

Although he may find his work anywhere in the 

world where men build houses, the carpenter as a gen- 

eral rule is not a roamer. He settles down early. By 

the time his apprenticeship is finished he is ready to 

think of making a home. He saves his money, mar- 

ries, and becomes a sober, permanent member of the 

community. 

On an average he is pretty well satisfied with his 

occupation. He doesn’t often seek to change. He be- 

comes earlier than the average workman a steady- 

going citizen. When the total of his existence is 

summed up he may not be found to be a plutocrat, but 

on an average his life probably is as successful and 

certainly as useful as any. And this is not a bad thing 

to be said about any class of workmen.—Chicago 

Tribune. 

It is by taking pride in the business that one is 

inspired to building up a business to be proud of. 
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The Details in this Department Are Designed Purposely for the Best Class of Work. This 
is Because it is Much Easier—Knowing the Best—to Cheapen and Simplify a Detail, 

BUILDER 

Than it is to Improve on a Cheap Arrangement. Both Kinds of Work Are 
Called for; But the Carpenter Should Always Recommend the Better Way 

HE illustration on the adjoining page shows the 

complete design of a front door with side lights 

and transom, in a large and somewhat elaborate 

brick house in the colonial style. The general scheme 

can be used, however, in less pretentious work. The 

cut shows a half outside and half inside elevation, 

plan, and section on the center line, all drawn to the 

scale of 3g-inch equals one foot; details of each essen- 

tial part of the construction at %-inch equals one inch; 

and one-half full size detail of door and inside trim. 

The side lights and transom are stationary, although 

the latter could be hinged at the bottom and provided 

with two chains at the top and made to open without 

the use of a transom lift. The door is shown without 

glass as sufficient light is obtained without it, although 

many would prefer that it be glazed to match the side 

lights. In work of this kind the screen door should 

be provided for as an essential part of the construction 

instead of being added, as is usually done, after the 

building is otherwise completed, and without thought 

as to whether it matches the other work or not. Cop- 

per wire cloth with small mesh should be used on this 

door. We suggest that the inside of the main door 

be veneered with mahogany and finished without pol- 

ish, and that the balance of the woodwork, both inside 

and outside, be painted white. 

Details of Library or Den 

Much of the success of any scheme of interior dec- 

oration depends upon the right treatment of the wall 

spaces. We like the presence in a room of much 

woodwork—sensibly used in the way of wainscoting, 

beams, seats, built-in cases, etc., which are a part of 

the house and which serve to link it closer to the needs 

of daily life. Bare wall spaces or those covered with 

pictures or draperies are hard to live with, but when 

these spaces are properly treated it is surprising how 

little furniture, pictures and ornaments are required to 

produce a comfortable and homelike room. 

We show this month the plan, elevations and details, 

drawn to scale, of a library or den. Note how the 

seats, bookcases and windows bring the whole room 

into direct relation with the fireplace in the center of 

the side with its unglazed tile and bright metal hood, 

and also how the line at the top of the doors and win- 

dows is carried around the room, the spaces above and 

below being plain, sand-finished plaster. The rough 

surface of the plaster should have the color put on 

lightly enough to be a trifle uneven instead of a dead 

solid hue, thus giving a chance for the sparkle and 

play of light which at once adds life and interest. The 

frieze above the head casing may carry a design in 

stencil if desired. 

In recommending the generous use of woodwork we 

would have it clearly understood that we mean the 

use of wood so finished that its qualities of grain, tex- 

ture and color are preserved and deepened, and its sur- 

face made pleasantly smooth without sacrificing the 

woody quality—a quality that is lost entirely if the 

wood is filled, stained to a solid color, varnished and 

polished so that the light is reflected from a hard un- 

sympathetic surface. 

In a room that is structurally interesting and in 

which the woodwork and color scheme are good there 

is a satisfying quality that is not dependent upon fur- 

nishings. Only such furniture as is absolutely neces- 

sary should be permitted in such a room and it should 

harmonize thoroughly with it in design and color, and 

when. once placed should be left alone. Nothing so 

much disturbs the much desired home atmosphere as to 

make frequent changes in the disposition of furniture. 

If the room is right in the first place it cannot be satis- 

factorily arranged in any other way. The majority of 

houses are in themselves so uninteresting that it is little 

wonder that the people who live in them always have a 

sense of restlessness and discontent, and that they are 

always doing something different in the hope that even- 

tually they may find a thing that satisfies them. 

ob 

No Assistance Needed 

As the train neared the city, the colored porter ap- 

proached the jovial-faced gentleman, saying, with a 

smile, “Shall Ah brush yo’ off, sah?” 

“No,” he replied, “I prefer to get off in the usual 

manner.”—Princeton Tiger. 
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Sun Parlors and Living-Porches 

ARRANGEMENT AND FURNISHINGS OF THESE MODERN OUT-DOOR ROOMS WHICH INCREASE THE 
VALUE OF A DWELLING AND ADD TO THE JOY OF LIVING 

By M. H. Northend and L. E. Purdy 

HE outdoor living-room, or porch parlor, is 

coming more and more to be recognized as a 

necessary adjunct in modern house building, 

and today its location is as carefully thought out as the 

arrangement of any of the interior apartments. 

Fifty years ago its erection was looked upon as a 

useless luxury, and the uses to which it could be put 

were undreamed of, but all that has passed, and the 

homes of the present, whether situated in the city or 

suburbs, in the mountains or at the seashore, or 

whether constructed on an elaborate or simple scale, 

are considered incomplete without the addition of an 

open air living-room. 

For years women who love to cling to old-time 

‘fads and 

frills” of their more up-to-date neighbors who took 

housekeeping traditions frowned upon the 

tea and entertained their friends on proches trans- 

formed into summer bowers, but at length their eyes 

were opened to the delights and benefits of the fashion, 

and gradually they, too, took up the so-called “fad,” 

and its adoption has now become almost universal. 

And one cannot wonder at this, for surely there is no 

room in the house which lends itself so readily to 

artistic decoration as does the porch parlor with its 

outline of vines and pretty shrubs, and its free circula- 

tion of health-giving air, the benefits of which human- 

ity at last is beginning to realize. It is a cosy retreat, 

where informality and unconventionality have full 

sway, and it is a place where one may lounge and read, 

or entertain, as fancy dictates. 

¥ 

Roomy, Well Sheltered Porch, Fitted Out as an Outdoor Living Room 

The first consideration in the erection of a porch 

parlor is its location; on this often depends its success 

or failure. It should be planned to be sufficiently 

broad; for a narrow porch is worse than none at all. 

Also it should be erected at a point where it will not 

interfere with the lighting of the interior apartments, 

Within the angle formed between the main house and 

a wing is a good spot to build it; and along the rear of 

the house, if the service portion is in a separate wing, 

is another excellent location. 
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For Protection Against Flies and Mosquitos This Arrangement is Good 

Often it is found across the front of the house, and 

this position is desirable provided the house is far 

enough removed from the main highway to be par- 

tially screened from the view of passers-by. The prin- 

cipal advantage of the porch parlor is the semi-privacy 

it affords, and therefore if it is erected at a point where 

its every nook and cranny are exposed to the gaze of 

pedestrians, it loses its chief charm and becomes the 

useless luxury it was once considered to be. 

[t should be roofed over to prevent the warm rays of 

the sun from beating too fiercely upon it, and it may be 

railed in or not as the owner desires. Sometimes the 

roof is supported by large pillars, the spaces between 

being left vacant, or they may be filled in with potted 

plants and boxes filled with flowers. Again a rail of 

stone or wood extends around it, against which trellises 

are built, the whole rendered bright and artistic by 

means of pretty vines tramed to clamber over the 

trellis framework. 

If the porch parlor is sufficiently large, enclose a 

portion of it for a sun-room. This is a place that is 

always enjoyed, even in inclement weather, and in 

addition can be successfully converted into a con- 

servatory during the winter season. 

The floor coverings of the porch parlor are numer- 

ous and varied, the favorites being grass mats and rag 

rugs, although art squares, small woolen rugs and arts With Grille Roof Always Artistic 

41 

and Sometimes Desirable 
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Large Comfortable Living Porch of « Sea” Shore™ Cottage 

and crafts mats are also extensively employed. The 

grass mats have the advantage of being cool and easily 

kept clean, but at present are not quite so much sought 

The Rustic Porch of a Log House 

after as the rag rugs, which come in a variety of soft, 

dainty colorings and are charming additions to any 

apartment. They are made in much the same manner 

as the old-time rag carpets, the difference being not so 

much in the method of making as in the contrasting of 

the colors used, the rugs of today being perfectly har- 

monious in tone, and not presenting a confusing mass 

of tints as did the old rag-bag remnants. The art 

square has the advantage of being able to cover con- 

siderable space, and the arts and crafts rugs are always 

attractive, but to my mind the small woolen rugs are 

better omitted from the list of porch floor coverings. 

Wicker is undoubtedly the most popular porch furni- 

ture, and deservedly so, for it combines in construction 

the desirable qualities of coolness and light weight. 

It is equally attractive in its natural light coloring or 

when stained a soft green. Chairs of this material can 

be purchased in almost any shape, one of the most 

comfortable being an adaptation of the old English 

wing chair, with high back and wing-shaped exten- 

sions to the sides, a writing rest being arranged on the 

right arm, and a magazine pocket on the left. 

Another comfortable type resembles a couch more 

than a chair, and is fitted with a very low seat, an ad- 

justable back and a footrest arranged beneath the 

chair, which may be drawn out when desired. On 

either side is contrived a newspaper or book rack, and 

in the right arm is a round hole sufficiently large to 

hold a glass of lemonade, or some other cooling drink. 

Large swings, of canvas or wicker, are charming 

additions to the porch furnishings, and have taken the 
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place to some extent of rocking chairs. Then, too, 

there is the hammock, which is always suggestive of 

comfort, and can be used in conjunction with the 

swing without causing a discordant note. 

The selection of a table for the outdoor living-room 

is an important point, but one quite easily settled at the 

present time, with the wealth of designs. that are today 

on the market. A favorite type of table is of medium 

size, constructed of unstained wicker. It has two 

rectangular shelves with a smaller square shelf on two 

of the sides between the larger ones. It proves an 

ideal receptacle for books and magazines and also fur- 

nishes space for the display of cut flowers. 

The porch rail lends itself admirably to the effective 

display of boxes filled with blossoming plants. Some 

of these rails resemble a bit of an old-time garden, 

lined with boxes of mignonette, heliotrope and other 

old-fashioned favorites. The geranium, too, is a 

favorite plant much used in filling these boxes, and is 

always pretty. 

Nasturtiums are particularly well suited for hanging 

baskets, which are most attractive when covered with 

natural colored rattan. All of these baskets are made 

with a drainage, so that flowers thrive well in them. 

Among the larger flowering plants, which are suited 

to decorate the porch steps, is the hydrangea, which is 

a free blocmer, and is most attractive when planted in 

a soft blue Japanese crock. These plants are also 

Spacious and Dignified 

pretty to place about the interior of the porch parlor. 

Vines are useful as screens, and at the same time pos- 

sess decorative qualities. There are any number of 

varieties, all finely suited to ornament the outline rail 

and roof supports of the outdoor living-room. 

Sees : a 

Living Porch With one End Arranged With Glass for Sun Parlor 
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Problems of Roof Framing Solved 

FOURTH ARTICLE—THE USE OF THE STEEL SQUARE IN RELATION TO CIRCULAR MEASURE AS APPLIED 
TO MITERS, SIDE CUTS OF JACK RAFTERS, ETC. 

E COME now to that part of our subject 

that tries the ingenuity of most carpenters ; 

that of knowing how to intelligently apply 

the steel square to obtain the various cuts that enter 

into the roof. 

The square, or right-angle, cornered building is uni- 

versally used for all classes of buildings; and, while 

it is considered the easiest of all angles to frame, it 

is very misleading and has done more to throw the 

carpenter off his guard than anything else. This is 

simply because its fundamental rule is based on the 

45-degree angle. Consequently, as the square corner 

is the same as the go-degree angle, the reading is the 

same from either way. That is the reason that even 

amounts taken on the blade and tongue of the steel 

square, give the miter for tne square corner, either 

side of the square giving the angle, because it is at the 

half way or centralizing point between either plate. 

This is shown in Fig. 6. The miter for any angle may 

be obtained inside the quadrant of 90 degrees, and 

may be had by taking either of the two angles that 

complete the quadrant; as for instance, either 30 or 60 

degrees, gives the miter for the equilateral triangle, 

as shown in Fig. 7. The figures for the 60-degree 

angle, 12 and 20 19/24 give it, or 12 and 6 11/12, the 

figures for the 30-degree, give the same thing. The 

blade gives it in the former and the tongue in the latter. 

What is true of this, is true of any miter, but we 

will not enter into this phase of the subject further at 

this time to explain the “whyfores,” because it is a 

subject not readily grasped, and we would be accused 

19 

m/s 

of getting up in an aeroplane clear above the heads of 

our friends, when we could just as well stay nearer 

the earth; but these are facts just the same. 

In the miter for the square corner, the angles that 

form the quadrant are the same, namely 45 degrees, 

and that is the reason why either side of the square 

gives the miter. They centralize; in other words, one 

angle does the business. Say, did you ever notice that 

one angle or set of figures taken on the steel square 

will give all the cuts for a one-half pitch for a square- 

cornered hopper, for either miter or butt joint? Take 

your square and try it. Take 12 on the tongue and 17 

on the blade and the cut will be found on the tongue 

for all of the angles. This is simply because the %- 

pitch is half way between horizontal and perpendicular 

and the miter is half way from either edge of the hop- 

per. For any other pitch, the miters required partake 

of the angles formed each side of the pitch, but in the 

(4-pitch the angles are all the same; hence one set 
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of figures taken on the steel square gives all of the 

cuts. 

But we hear some one say, “What has all of this 

stuff he is giving us to do with the side cuts of rafters 

and roof framing in general?” 

Just this: The same relation between the angles 

that govern the miter for the angle on which the hip 

rests partakes of the same parts or angles that we have 

above mentioned. Now then, taking the side cut for 

the square-cornered building, it is generally under- 

stood that the run of the common rafter and its length 

taken to scale on the steel square will give the top, or 

more generally called, the side cut of the jack rafter, 

which is correct as far as the square corner is con- 

cerned, but it does not apply to anything else, because 

the run of the hip rests at an angle of 45 degrees from 

that of either the common rafter or the plates. Hence, 

the angles forming it are centralized just the same 

as for the hopper. Therefore, while the run in this 

case answers for one of the parts to take on the steel 

square, it is not because it is the run, but because it is 

equal to the part that should be taken for the general 

rule that answers for any angle of the corner on which 

the hip may rest. 

What is the part then to take? It is this; take the 

distance from the corner to the foot of the first com- 

mon rafter and the length of the common rafter; the 

cut will be found on the side of the square that repre- 

sents the length. 

In Fig. 8, A-B represents the distance that the com- 

mon rafter rests from the corner. (Note, it also equals 

B-C, the run of the common rafter). Now, if there 

i 
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was no pitch at all to the common rafter, it would be 

lying down or level with the plate. Then A-B and 

B-C would give the cut to fit against the hip. Either 

side of the square would give the cut which of course 

would be at 45 degrees. Now then, when a pitch is 

given the roof, instead of taking the run, the length 

of the rafter for that run must be substituted. After 

the cut is made, should the peak end of the rafter be 

cut off and on a line parallel with the seat cut, it would 

be found that the angle in reference to the last cut 

mentioned would still be at 45 degrees, or just the 

same as when there was no pitch given the roof, 

———— 
SS 

Fic.9. 

though it required a different angle on the square to 

obtain it on the back of the rafter. 

This is a rule that applies to any cornered building 

or pitch. One side of the roof may be steeper than 

the other, as shown in Fig. 9, but it makes no differ- 

ence, except that they must of course be treated sepa- 

rately. In this illustration like letters are used on both 

sides, and the operation is the same as that given for 

the preceding figure. 

+ 

Wooden Blocks for Flooring 

Concrete and planking for flooring both have their 

objectionable feature, and architects have been long 

looking for the ideal flooring where the surface is sub- 

jected to hard usage. Wooden block has been experi- 

mented with for some time at a large wood-working 

establishment in Georgia, with the result that it will 

no doubt soon enter into more general use. 

The blocks selected for the test were of long leat 

yellow pine and were laid in a passage way extending 

from the planing mill to the drying kiln. This is re- 

garded as the best place for a severe test of the quali- 

ties of the material, as there is a great deal of heavy 

hauling between the two points. Heavy loads of lum- 

ber are constantly being drawn between these build- 

ings by mules, and the vehicles made use of are fitted 

with small wheels, usually found to be hard on a plank 

floor. 
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Cost of Framing and How to Figure It 

THE NECESSITY OF KNOWING WHAT A FAIR DAY’S WORK IS AND OF KEEPING WORKMEN uP To 
IT—AVERAGE LABOR COSTS FOR VARIOUS KINDS OF FRAMING 

By I. P. Hicks 

GOOD method of arriving at the cost of mate- 

rial and labor in making estimates for the con- 

struction of buildings is a matter of great in- 

terest to the carpenter. Some method of arriving at 

the cost quickly is what is desired, yet it must be 

accurate enough so that it can be relied upon. There 

are so many different conditions affecting the work 

that it is and always will be necessary for a carpenter 

to be a man of good judgment to be a successful 

contractor. A bunch of real slow workmen will soon 

cause a contractor to lose money on a job even though 

he has the job at a fair price. No contractor can 

afford to pay 40 and 45 cents an hour for 25 cents 

worth of work! But there is a whole lot of this going 

on all the time; no doubt about it. 

A contractor should know what is an average fair 

day’s work at all kinds of work about the building. 

When he gets a man that can’t or won't do a fair day’s 

work, he should let him out. A contractor has to 

figure on a fair and reasonable day’s work; there is 

no other way to figure and he has to depend upon the 

men he hires to make good on the work he has 

figured on. 

For example, he may figure that a man can case up 

and finish a certain number of doors in a day, or a 

certain number of windows, or put down a certain 

number of feet of base. In either case, if the man 

does not make good, the contractor loses out, unless 

he has a margin large enough to cover the loss; in 

which case he would be minus any profit on the work. 

The contractor should not figure on impossibilities 

or on more than might be reasonably expected of any 

good and competent man; but he should know beyond 

a doubt what a good workman can, under ordinary 

conditions, do in a day of eight hours. Then he can 

say to the man who does not come up to the average 

standerd: “I figured on a man being able to case so 

many windows per day, or lay so many feet of flooring 

per day, and if you can’t come up to this average, I 

will be obliged to let you go.” 

In estimating, some parts of a building are more 

readily estimated by the square, some parts by the 

lineal foot and some parts by the piece. Under these 

three divisions the entire job can be quickly and 

accurately estimated both as regards material and 

labor. 

First, we will deal with the framing lumber and 

work by the square, showing the amount of feet, 

board measure, and the amount to charge for labor. 

The table shows the number of feet board measure 

in a square of framing, with studding and joists set 

16 and 12 inches on centers. 

Bd. Ft. Labor Bd. Ft. Labor 
per sq. Cost per sqr. Cost 

Size of material 16 in. O.C. per sqr. 12 in.O.C. per sar. 

2x4 Outside Walls 80 .64 96 .78 

2x6 7 116 .93 140 1.12 

2x4 _ Partitions 8o 72 96 86 

2x6 ss 116 1.05 140 1.26 

2x8 Floor Joist 110 88 140 1.12 

gn20=~°* ag 140 I.12 180 1.44 

sais |” ‘ 160 1.28 212 1.70 

os ad 3 250 2.00 320 2.56 

suas.” is 190 1.52 245 1.96 

2x4 Ceiling Joist 60 .50 75 60 

2x6 ss es 85 68 110 80 

2x8 o id IIO 88 140 1.12 

Ft. 24 in. O. C. 

2x4 Roof Plain 60 54 40 .40 

a6” ¥ 85 77 60 55 

2x4 ” (hip&valley) 75 75 50 50 

as * * * 106 1.06 70 .70 

In the above table there is no allowance made for 

sills and girders in the framing for floors; our reason 

for this is that sometimes sills and girders are required 

and sometimes not. If it is necessary to figure for 

them they can be readily figured by the lineal foot. 

A 6 by 6 has 3 feet board measure per lineal foot; a 

6 by 8, 4 feet; an 8 by 8, 5 1/3 feet and the number 

of lineal feet can be very readily found from any plan. 

Then the lineal feet of the timber multiplied by the 

board measure per foot will give the feet board meas- 

ure in the timber. This multiplied by $8 per thousand 

feet will give the cost of framing the same. 

In the matter of partitions and outside walls, allow- 

ance has been made for plates, for it is always neces- 

sary to have these. Some allowance has also been 
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made for waste in cutting. The prices are based on 

, $9, and $10 per 1,000 feet board measure for the 

labor of framing at 40 cents per hour. 

Outside walls and ceilings are based on $8 per 1,000 

feet; partitions, $9 per 1,000 because of the fact that 

there are always more or less things in the way that 

have to be moved. Plain roof framing is figured at 

$9 per 1,000 feet; complicated roofs, hips and valleys 

are figured at $10 per 1,000. In figuring by this 

method, if one has the lumber bill made out so that he 

knows the amount of lumber to be framed, he can 

strike an average price per 1,000 feet and figure the 

cost very easily and quickly, just as accurately as a 

plasterer can figure plastering by the yard, or a brick- 
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layer brick by the thousand laia in the wall. 

Again, if the contractor does not care to make out 

a bill of material he can take off the number of squares 

in a very few minutes and ascertain the cost of labor 

by the square. He can also find the feet board meas- 

ure by the square, and by this find the cost of material 

without the necessity of making out a bill. This will 

be found handy in making estimates. 

If carefully followed this method will give the cost 

approximately correct. Then if the estimator gets the 

job he can make out the bill at his leisure, for the bill 

has to be made out for the lengths of lumber called 

for by the plan; but this is not necessary, to determine 

the cost of the framing. 

Pen Sketching Simplified 

THE SECOND OF A SERIES OF THREE LESSONS TEACHING THE ART OF SKETCHING IN SUCH A WAY 
THAT EVERYONE CAN PROFIT BY IT 

By Conrad H. B. Schaefer 

POCKET sketch book in which to quickly jot 

down whatever comes under observation will 

be found a great help for reference in connect- 

ion with sketching and drawing work. 

{87 TIME QMOTIME Vill. PRACTIGE. 
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VIII. Begin the’ second practice set, Fig. VIII, by 

sweeping the fingers back and forth until the right 

direction is assured. Then draw a set of lines at equal 

distances. After this draw another set between the 

_GRADING. | _SHADING._ _ENR RICHING 

1X. ORDERLINESS. 

ENSEMBLE. 

first lines. Notice the feeling in the fingers and obtain 

even movements and equal changes. One will then 

feel whether a line will be right or not before it is 

made. The eye cannot correct a mistake until after 

it is started awry. Try connecting the ends of lines 

imperceptibly by the same feeling. 

One should then take up waved lines, drawing lines 

gradually closer and closer together, also making them 

gradually heavier by spreading the point of the pen, 

as shown. 

If plain lines are drawn a little jagged they do not 

appear so stiff, but enrich broad surfaces. 

IX. In setting up a still life group to draw from, 

X. DEFINING SHADOWS. 

SHADE. 

the different objects should be arranged along the lines 

of some graceful curves. Unity is thus secured and 

the picture as a whole will be satisfying. One object 

is usually chosen for the most prominence. This is 

illustrated in Fig. IX. 

X. After a good outline is secured the shadows 

have to be defined, as in Fig. X. If the edge of the 

shadow is not plain, a clear outline has to be deter- 

mined. The shading should be first divided into three 

degrees: high light, medium and dark. After draw- 
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ing them the edges can be softened. 

Nothing is black. The cast shadow is darker than 

the shady side of an object. Where a shadow falls it 

reveals the shape and surface of the part. Shadows 

lengthen according to the pitch of the surface upon 

which they fall. 

Xl. SKETCHING OBLIQUE LINES. 

, 7) 
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ROSETTE SAWING ATTAGHMENT 

XI. When there are slanting lines in an outline 

drawing, as in Fig. XI, care should be taken to make 

the most prominent ones first, as a guide to the rest. 

They should be judged in relation to the sight line, 

which is always straight up and down from the per- 

A ELIMINATING, DE TAILS. —-.., | aeeeel 

spective point of observation. They may also be com- 

pared with the horizon level. Curved parts should 

first be located by properly distanced points and the 

axis. : 

XII. A great difficulty with beginners is their ten- 

dency to delineate all the details which they can see 

in the object represented. Sometimes the mistake is 

made of beginning work by drawing one small part 

after another, until it is discovered there is not room 

for everything, and the picture is crowded out of 

shape. It makes sketching easier to overcome this 

tendency as soon as possible. 

Show only the essential parts at first and then such 

accessories as circumstances make desirable. 

In looking repeatedly at an object one discovers 

more details than a person will ordinarily notice. If 

that is shown with which people are familiar, they 

approve, even if it is not | Han RECOLLECTION ii: 

well drawn. But they | 

do not think of it again 

because they know it | 

well already. If the; . + 

draftsman brings out) ~ 3°) 

features that are not fa- ./,. 

miliar, no matter how "== 

well drawn, it will be | 

considered poor work. | 

But because it is truth- | 

ful it will be recalled | 

and appreciated. 

Two artists can make | 

an entirely different pic- | 

ture of the same sub- | nthe saree ao ia waa a 

jects and each may be eee: Tee y 

right. Controversies are therefore trifling. 

It is best to choose to show such shadows and lines 

as will serve the most purposes and to omit details 

which may be inferred by suggestion. Good judgment 

in this respect adds to the value of a sketch and in- 

creases the ease with which it may be made. 

Fig. XII shows how good an effect may be secured 

by these judicious abbreviations. 

XIII. Practice in sketching not only teaches one 

to see a great deal more than otherwise, but trains the 

memory for solid facts. This memory may be further 

increased by drawing from recollection. Many people 

go about seeing ugly things when they might be find- 

ing the better aspect. The latter becomes a factor in 

multiplying the more desirable tendencies of business 
| il aati es Se ee ee ee ee 

and labor. XIV DIREGTION OF LINES 
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The sunlight | 4 he a * 

and picturesque; ) x 4 yh je 
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of rendering \\ \ 

that is agree-", ~ Sint niste) sinaety 

able. ™ ss Ole ee \ 

A few truth-| “hans : 

ful lines ere = 

in a convenient CARVING. 

way develop a good sketch. Inaccuracy results in a 

scribble. 

XIV. In pencil drawing the shading can be laid 

on broad and flat, of varying degrees, but in pen and 
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ink work lines are always necessary. In order to pro- carving illustration in Fig. XIV. 

duce a beautiful appearance these lines should be made This capital has but three degrees of shade: the light, 

as unobtrusive as possible. Paradoxically this is ac- the shadow and shady side. The nature of the material 

complished by giving them greater importance. They is shown by the little fractures. The rendering, while 

sketchy, is accurate in showing the forms; 

XV. FROM A PHOTOGRAPH. and, by a careful general direction of the 

lines, fussiness is avoided. On the whole 

it looks easy, which is desirable. 

= 

XV. The arched gallery, represents 

most of the features of the foregoing les- 

sons. There is a richness of line in the | 

deep shadow. The rest is light and sum- 

mery. The masonry is characterized with i 

strong, clear lines. The fleeting shadows 

of the foliage are shown by light and airy ( 

shading, the details in the high lights being ) 

merely suggested. i 

One will always linger over a good 

sketch because of that which may be dis- 

covered between the lines. 

+ 

How to Restore Hones 

Hones made of natural or artificial stone 

soon lose their original cutting properties 

on account of metallic particles filling up 

the pores. This can be remedied and the 

should follow the direction of the shadows, and may stone made to work as good as ever by carefully 

indicate the character of the surfaces, the direction of applying hydrochloric acid, which will convert the 

the grain, etc. They may also be used in such a way metal particles into chlorides. The chlorides are easily 

as to soften the edge of the profiles, as shown in this washed off with water. 

A TABLE OF HARMONIZING COLORS FOR 

HOUSE EXTERIORS. 

——_ ee 
TYPE OF HOUSE BODY TRIMMING ROOF BLINDS i 

White Moss green 

“Colonial” or Formal...... Yellow White | Natural shingles or | Bronze green | 
Gray slates Green 

Picturesque—irregular .... Red | Red with white sash | Natural shingles Very dark 
| | green 

Brown | White (cream ) | Moss green Green 

Mansard roof....... ....+ Yellowish-gray Yellowish-gray Usually slated | Green 
: 

Small cottages ........ oee| Red If very few, may be | Natural shingles. | Dark green 
white Never use red if . 

White as above root is blue slate | 

Upper and lower story dif- Red below, gray Self-colored, white | Natural shingles Dark green i 

ferent...... oo ienn wees above | sash : 
Red below, brown Self-colored, white | Natural shingles Dark green i 

shingles above | sash | 

: | 
Cement and stucco........| White | Brown stain Red Green 

Yellow | Brown stain Red | Green 

Gray | White Red | Pale blue- 

| = | green 
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Plans for Brick Veener and Stucco House 

COMPLETE SET OF ARCHITECT'S DRAWINGS FOR A SUBSTANTIAL, WELL-DESIGNED RESIDENCE OF 
LIBERAL DIMENSIONS—ADVANTAGES MENTIONED. 

Hk accompanying illustration shows a very at- 

tractive medium-size residence of thoroughly 

modern design. The construction is brick 

veneer for the first story and cement plaster on wood 

lath for the second. This house was recently designed 

for Mr. Geo. A. Lewis and is being erected in one of 

the Chicago suburbs. 

he complete set of architect's drawings for this 
1 
house are reproduced on the following pages. These 

Artistic Brick Veneer and Stucco House 

plans embody many desirable features of arrangement 

and design and should be of real practical help to all 

those interested in house building. 

The use of standard frame construction, united with 

an exterior wall surface of vitrified brick and cement 

plaster, as in this design, is to be strongly recom- 

mended for the better class of houses. At a somewhat 

added expense the substantial, enduring qualities of 

masonry are thus secured in addition to the freedom 

from dampness and the other well-known good quali- 

ties of frame construction. 

+ 

Bell Ringing Transformer 

Of course you have experienced the time when you 

have failed to receive an important telegram just be- 

Designed for Mr. Geo. A. Lewis, Chicago 

cause your door-bell was out of order and the messen- 

ger boy went away in disgust after almost breaking his 

knuckles in his efforts to call you. And you will be 

glad to know that a bell-ringing transformer has been 

brought out to displace the old-time batteries that have 

such a chronic habit of “running down.” The new 
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i transformer for this purpose is a device that will per- original cost of this bell-ringing device compares fav- 
x ° ° . ° : . . P 
i mit the use of the regular lighting current in ringing orably with that of the house battery system, and as 

your doorbell. it requires neither repairs nor renewal it is a much 

The advent of the bell-ringing transformer marks cheaper device in the end. 
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FIRST FLOOR PLAN —HOUSE, PAGE 50 

another wonderful stride in the application of elec- A Narrow Escape 

tricity to modern life. It relieves another care and “How many times have you been married?” 

does so at a very small expense; it will displace five “Three, but 

or six ordinary house batteries, and will last a life- “Madam,” he interrupted. “I’m taking census, not 

time. The operating cost is almost nothing. The proposing.”—Detroit Free Press. 
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[How to Finish Floors 

The Painters’ Magazine gives the following prac- 

tical suggestions in reply to a reader who wants to 

know the approved methods of finishing floors. 
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meantime melt in a ladle 1% pound of paraffine wax, 

adding same to the hot oil, while continually stirring. 

Stir occasionally, while the mixture is cooling, to keep 

the wax from going back into lumps. The oil is ap- 
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN-HOUSE, PAGE 50 

For ordinary floors, such as in kitchens or laun- 

dries, warehouses, etc., the floor oil treatment is most 

practiced. This consists in applying to the new floor 

a non-drying mineral oil, which is prepared for the 

purpose by heating in a hot water bath one gallon of 

light paraffine oil to near the boiling point and in the 

plied to the floors with a brush, allowed to soak into 

the wood and when well set the floor is wiped with 

a woolen rag wrapped around a floor brush to remove 

the excess of oil, so as not to soil dresses. The opera- 

tion should be repeated until the wood is so saturated 

all over that no flat spots are visible, but a finished 

= TORE Ro 
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This finish applies 

It is 

surface apparent all over the floor. 

only to soft and hard pine as well as spruce. 

what has been called “dustless”’ floor finishing, and 
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SECTION 
when the wood is once well saturated it does not need 

oiling again for from four to six months and is far 

cheaper than waxing. 

Oak and hard maple 

oiled, 

floors also are often simply 

but for these woods the floor oil described above 
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flow it on, but brush it out and apply a second coat, 

after all greasiness from the first oiling has disap- 

peared. Three coats should be applied, if time per- 
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mits. This makes a very durable finish, which, when 

wiped over with a moistened cloth from time to time, 

will appear bright and clean. Yellow or hard pine 

floors may, without any previous treatment; be waxed, 

and the best method is to use one of the reputable 
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REAR ELEVATION— HOUSE, PAGE 50 

is not the proper material. Take % gallon of kettle- 

boiled linseed oil, 1 quart of benzine and I quart kero- 

sene oil, mix these and brush over the floor. Do not 

floor waxes now on the market, applying same to the 

wood as directed and then polishing by the use of the 

weighted floor brush. When the first coat, which 
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acts as the filler, is hard, a second coat should be ap- to match the color of the wood as closely as possible, 

plied, and also polished in a similar manner. then smooth sandpapered and varnished with one coat 

Oak, and all other open grained woods, require of high-grade shellac varnish, again sandpapered and ’ z | rn] db 2 
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hardwood filler before waxing. When the wood has finished with at least two coats of very best floor 

been filled the surplus filler removed with excelsior varnish. For extra fine rooms the last coat of varnisn 

or tow, and the filler has dried hard, the floor should is rubbed or mossed, then polished with rottenstone 

be sandpapered and the waxing done as above. The and sweet oil. In touching up old varnished floors it 

occupants of the house can wax polish such floors is best to touch up the bare spots with quick-drying 

from time to time. If it is desired to stain a hardwood flat color to match the remainder of floor in color, 
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floor, the staining is done before filling and the paste then give a coat of floor varnish to which color has 

filler colored to match the stain. In very fine resi- been added to match the old color of the floor. The 

dences the hardwood floors are filled with paste filler color in this case should be ground in japan or varnish 
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and only enough added to stain the floor varnish. This Floors that are badly worn, no matter what the 

method produces very good results. nature of the wood may be, are best painted with good, 

For parquetry floors the best treatment is to apply, hard-drying, yet elastic floor paint, which may be all 
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in succession, three coats of white shellac varnish, oil and pigment paint and drier, or made from oil and 

allowing each coat to dry hard, but they can also be pigment with drier, and thinned for application with 

waxed without any other treatment. good, hard-drying floor varnish. 
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Warming Homes with Hot Water 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF HOT WATER HEATING TOGETHER WITH THE ADVANTAGES AND ‘ECONOMY 
OF SUCH A SYSTEM 

By J. Watt King 

HE origin of hot water heating is veiled in ob- 

scurity. Among the interesting household ap- 

paratus exhumed at Pompeii a large water heat- 

ing brazier made of bronze was found, and is now ex- 

hibited in the Field Columbian Museum. It is 

equipped with lids and draw-off cocks and was evi- 

dently operated with charcoal. This water heater was 

undoubtedly placed 

in the “triclinium” 

(dining-room) of 

some palatial Pom- 

peian home, in 

which it was used 

to assist in warm- 

ing the dinner 

party. 

In more modern 

times the first suc- 

cessful trial of 

which we have any 

record was made 

by Sir Walter 

Triewald, a Swede, 

who lived at New- 

castle - upon - Tyne 

in England = and 

who in 1716 de 

scribed a method 

of warming green- 

houses by hot wa- 

ter. Later in the 

same century, 

about 1777, the 

method was em- 

ployed in France 

on a large scale by 

IF. M. Bonnemain, 

in a building used 

for- the hatching 

and culture of 

chickens for the 

Paris market. It Arrangement of Hot Water Heating System in Residence 

was introduced into England generally, in the early 

part of the last century, by the Marquis de Chabannes, 

who was long regarded as the inventor of the first 

practical system. While it was probably used in Can- 

ada during the first half of the last century, the idea did 

not make its appearance in the United States until 

about 1850, and did not come into anything like recog- 

nized use until 

1875-80. 

The evolution of 

the method in 

America has 

brought out many 

highly perfected 

mechanical devices 

which have extend- 

ed the utility of the 

water method to 

all sorts of build- 

ings including the 

rural homes of the 

modern _— progres- 

sive American 

farmer. Competi- 

tion and better and 

more direct meth- 

ods of manufac- 

ture, have so de- 

creased the cost of 

the apparatus to 

the house owner, 

that at the present 

moment complete 

water heating out 

fits are within the 

range of purchase 

by all classes. 

For the assist- 

ance of those who 

do not know about 

the mechanical fea- 

tures of the method 
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it may be well to briefly outline a description of the 

appliances used. First the boiler, so called,—for the 

water really never “boils’—is usually located in the 

cellar and is made up of hollow cast iron, water-tight, 

connected sections through which the water circulates 
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especially from the feminine view-point. Old-fash- 

ioned modes of heating throw out smoke, dust, dirt 

and gas which permeate the rooms, causing irritation, 

discomfort, and a large amount of re-dusting. The 

care of stoves causes much work in lugging coal and 
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Elevation of Two-Pipe System of Hot Water Heating 

The water passes through the chambers or water 

spaces of the heater around and over the ignited coals, 

flames, heated gases and smoke. One or more princi- 

pal water mains with as many pipes as may be neces- 

sary to supply the radiators are conducted from the top 

of the boiler, and similar pipes return the water to its 

base. 

These radiators are in most cases placed directly in 

the room to be warmed, and in this form they are 

termed “direct radiators.” 

The outfit operates by a continuous circulation over 

and over through the hollow spaces of the boiler, the 

pipes and the hollow radiators—the water gathering 

heat at the boiler and throwing out the warmth at the 

radiators. 

Ventilation and Cleanliness 

The delightful condition of the air warmed by water 

radiators is due to the fact that no portion of a room 

thus warmed is overheated—the warming being ac- 

complished by the contact of the air with the exterior 

surfaces of the radiators which are heated by the water 

flowing through them. Properly planned and erected, 

a water warming apparatus is capable of maintaining 

an atmosphere throughout a home as refreshing as the 

air of a morning in June. 

The feature of cleanliness is of great importance, 

ashes up and down stairs and litters up the house with 

dust and dirt: Imperfect methods of heating, imper- 

ceptibly at times, cause an amount of damage to hang- 

ings, curtains, furnishings, carpets, and wall decora- 

tions of a home which foots up to a surprising aggre- 

gate. 

In the use of the water method well erected (and 

also the steam method) there is no dust, dirt or gas 

thrown into the living-rooms of the home from the 

heater. Compared with many ordinary methods a 

very large amount of household labor and damage is 

avoided by this method. 

Economy 

The water method of warming a house, considered in 

connection with the very thorough result which it pro- 

duces, is the most economical. While scientific relative 

tests with other commonly used methods made by ex- 

perts (university authorities, consulting engineers and 

by manufacturers) have fixed this fact and its possibil- 

ities, still its demonstration to some extent depends 

upon the intelligence applied to operating the heater. 

The method possesses possibilities easily developed and 

expert mechanical intelligence is not required to main- 

tain the apparatus. The ordinary water heating outfit 

is as simple to run as a parlor stove. To bring out the 

best results it is only necessary to apply a few simple, 
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common sense rules. With reasonable care the water 

method of warming will produce more heat (placing it 

where it is most needed) and from less fuel than any 

other system employed. In this respect, however, the 

steam method is nearly as efficient and economical. 

The radiators employed for distribution of heat are so 

located that an ample degree of warmth is delivered 

positively to each room. In the rooms exposed to 

severe or frequent winds, which are the great opposing 

force to the beneficial effects of warming apparatus, the 

delivery of heat from the water circulating through the 

raditor is not unfavorbaly affected by winds or by inner 

currents. Therefore, the supply of heat for each room 

is constant, inasmuch as it is scientifically calculated 

for each room with due respect to its size, its use and 

exposure to the weather. In the use of those methods 

which lack the positiveness of the water and the steam 

methods, outer and inner currents often draw from 

and interfere with the heating of the rooms on the 

windward side of a building. The water method, which 

employs the use of radiators placed near the outside 

walls, distributes warmth independently of air currents 

or exposure, insuring a uniform condition of comfort 

to all rooms. 

The necessary apparatus is very simple and easily 

managed. As the temperature of the water which 

circulates through the heater and the radiator is about 

the same, proper attention to the dampers of the heater 

will maintain a degree of warmth just sufficient for the 
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Basement Plan of Piping in Two-Pipe System of Hot-Watgr Heating 

weather prevailing—a low fire for mild weather graded 

up to a full fire in extreme weather. In this respect 

the water method is superior to all other methods. 

Safety 

The water warming method is the acme of safety— 

its normal condition is one of great assurance in this 

respect. The fire in the heater being surrounded by 
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water, there is not even a remote possibility of damage 

from this scource, while the connecting pipes or mains 

are heated to a point many hundred degrees less than 

the degree of temperature at which wood or other 

materials would fuse or ignite. Explosions cannot 

occur, for in the most approved methods there is no 

confinement of the water or pressure excepting the 

mere hydrostatic pressure (the weight of the water 

standing in the pipes). The same can be said of mod- 

ern steam methods, for the compounded reserve 

strength of the metal used and the provisions for self- 

acting relief at a very low pressure cut out all insecu - 

ity or hazard. 

Many people seem to think that the house must be 

connected with city or town water pipes running 

through the street in order to have a water heating 

outfit. This is not so. The outfit can be filled with 

water by a hand forcing punip (costing a few dollars) 

connected to the supply pipes in cellar, if the house has 

a water storage tank in the attic or cellar cistern. If 

not so supplied, the outfit can be filled by the pailful 

through a funnel on the expansion tank, and when so 

filled it is not necessary to refill for several years. In 

case the house is vacated in the winter the water can 

all be drawn off and this will prevent freezing up. 

Modern Radiators 

Recent years have witnessed a very noteworthy evo- 

lution in the design and construction of the radiators 

utilized for the distribution of warmth. Old-fashioned 

radiators (a few of which are still in use and 

creating very poor ideals of the true aspect of 

modern productions) were none too welcome to 

persons of particular taste. Many of such were 

made almost solely with a view to the radiation 

of heat. Ornamentation, if at all regarded, was 

crude and inelegant. They were often made of 

wrought iron pipes combined with cast iron 

heads, tops and bases—or of very poorly moulded 

cast iron throughout. They were very inartistic 

in design and very difficult to keep in tidy ap- 

pearance. Often these radiators were capped 

with tops or surrounded by iron or brass screens 

which mitigated the unpleasant visual effect at an 

expense of their efficiency, by retarding a free 

circulation of air around and through them and 

making them difficult to clean. 

There are highly finished patterns of radiators 

in the market today which please the most par- 

ticular—free from dust lodging surfaces and in 

form so graceful in outline and so artistic in 

design that they harmonize with and decorate any 

apartment in which they may be placed. Some of the 

best of these modern productions are finished as 

smooth as bronze and are highly perfected works in 

iron. Radiators five times as handsome and _ attrac- 

tive as those made fifteen years ago can be purchased 

in the market today at two-thirds of the price. 
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Satisfactory Results in Painting 

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS AND RULES FOR SUCCESS IN MODERN PAINTING-—-WHY PAINTING JOBS SOME- 
TIMES GO WRONG 

By L. R. Greene 

with a wide brush in thick, heavy coats, as is so fre- UCH has been said and written in recent years 

about the conditions under which paints 

would or would not produce satisfactory re- 

sults. But notwithstanding this, there continues to 

be manifest a great deal of ignorance, and often reck- 

less disregard of the rules which should govern the 

application of paint to any surface. 

We wish to call particular attention to a few funda- 

mental principles that must be observed; and to some 

specific directions for the treatment of some kinds of 

surfaces, if satisfactory results are to ensue in the 

use of any paint, be it white lead and oil, or a prepared 

paint of reliable manufacture. 

Good Painting Becoming More Difficult 

It is a well-known fact that conditions surrounding 

painting are yearly becoming more difficult to meet, for 

several reasons. First, the character of lumber now 

being used for many so-called first-class structures is 

in reality the forest culls left standing on the stump 

or unmilled when the prime timber was taken off only 

a few years ago. A great deal of such timber is sappy, 

full of wind shakes, knots, etc., and is frequently soft 

and punky, through long waterlogging or partial decay. 

Again, on account of the scarcity and high price of 

properly painted lumber, many varieties of woods are 

being utilized for exterior siding which only a few 

years ago were regarded as wholly unfit for such use, 

among which we might mention the Yellow and other 

hard pines, spruce, cypress, cedar, basswood (linn), 

gum, redwood and other similar woods which are 

either full of rosin -and pitch or are very soft and 

spongy by nature. 

In addition there is a scarcity of properly seasoned 

Much that is employed is either so full of 

sap or moisture that it is bound to make any paint 

lumber. 

peel as soon as the moisture is acted on by the sun. 

Again, other lumber has been so excessively kiln- 

dried that it is as absorbent as a sponge, and unless any 

paint applied on the same has been well thinned with 

pure linseed oil with the addition in some cases of pure 

spirits turpentine to assist in penetration, and thor- 

oughly brushed out, in thin, even coats (not flowed on 

quently done) the soft, extra dry surface soon soaks 

up the liquids entirely and leaves the film of pigment 

with an insufficient amount of oil to enable it to bind 

to the surface; and here again peeling is very likely to 

ensue. 

Very frequently no thought is given to the proper 

thinning of paint to be used on yellow pine or similar 

woods “fat” with rosin, and paints are “regularly” 

applied to such surfaces with the result that the action 

of the sun on the outside of the paint film soon draws 

the pitch out the lumber and the full oil coat of paint, 

lacking penetration, can do nothing else than let go 

and peel off—a result which might have been avoided 

by the intelligent use of pure spirits of turpentine in 

connection with pure raw linseed oil for thinning the 

first and second coats. 

Overworked Paint 

Another serious menace to good results in painting 

comes from the unintelligent application of any paint 

whereby on old work one coat is required to do the 

work that should properly be done by two, or in the 

case of new work two coats are wanted to do the work 

of three. 

To accomplish this the paint is flowed on with a 

wide wall brush in heavy coats instead of being prop- 

erly thinned and then well brushed out in thin, even 

coats with a smaller oval brush, thus allowing the 

paint to not only fill the absorbent surface, but also to 

retain a sufficient amount of oil in the pigment film to 

bind thoroughly and withstand the destructive action 

of the elements. 

We desire, therefore, to emphasize what is a well 

accepted truth among all good workmen, viz: Thin 

your paint properly and then brush it out thoroughly. 

Better by far to have paint thinned with pure linseed 

oil and spirits turpentine and brushed out too thin to 

cover well, than to flow on thick coats of heavy paint 

which temporarily look better but very soon are likely 

to induce cracking, peeling, etc., and forever after pre- 

vent the surface from being properly repainted unless 

all of the heavy undercoating is burned off or other- 

wise removed. 

BAe M39 Bs 
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Some Practical Pointers 

Let it be remembered, then— 

That to insure good results on new or very old, 

spongy surfaces, there must be sufficient pure raw lin- 

seed oil used in the first and second coats of any paint 

to properly fill the wood and arrest the absorption 

of the oil and binder from the paint film, and still 

leave enough oil to bind the pigment thoroughly, and 

that where any new surfaces are hard and resinous, a 

turpentine must be 

to insure adequate 

“face” 

liberal percentage of pure spirits 

added in first and second coats 

penetration and assist the drying to a proper 

or surface for recoating. 

That on old work that has been previously painted 

and presents a hard, impervious surface, equal parts 

of pure spirits turpentine and pure raw linseed oil 

must be used in reducing the first coat to a thin con- 

sistency to secure proper penetration and homogenous 

drying of the new coat of paint. 

That “elbow grease’ must be used to spread any 

paint out into thin coats and brush it well into the 

pores of the wood, and unless so spread, satisfactory 

results cannot be insured. 

That a much more satisfactory and durable job of 

work can be done with a 5-0 or 6-0 round or oval 

brush than with a long, wide wall brush. 

That under no circumstances should a new house be 

painted before wet basements or the plaster have dried 

out. It should be borne in mind that every yard of 

green plaster contains nearly a gallon of water, and 

unless thorough ventilation is given and the moisture is 

allowed to evaporate and escape in that way, it must 

necessarily escape through the siding (which may have 

been thoroughly dry when put on) and the result must 

inevitably be blistering or peeling. 

That painting during or following soon after a dew 

or heavy frost or fog, or in any heavy, damp atmos- 

phere, is likely to produce unsatisfactory results, as dry 

siding absorbs moisture very rapidly. 

That to the greatest extent possible, painting in the 

direct heat of the summer sun should be avoided. 

Paint on the shady sides of a building as much as can 

be done. 

Painting around fresh mortar beds should be avoided 

on account of the tendency of the oil in any paint to 

absorb the moisture and fumes from the lime, destroy- 

ing the life of the oil and causing the paint to flat out 

and perish. 

Remember not to apply one ccat of paint and let that 

stand a year or so before a subsequent one is applied. 

It will have weathered sufficiently in that time to absorb 

some of the elasticity of the succeeding coat, so that the 

final result cannot be satisfactory. 

Again, don’t apply a coat of paint and let it stand 

until it is bone hard before continuing the work—one 

coat should follow another within reasonable time until 

the work is finished. If the under surface is allowed 

to get too hard, it will not have the proper “tooth” 
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to allow the succeeding coat to get a “grip” or hold 

on it. 

Leaky roofs and gutters and broken down-spouts 

are responsible for many a case of blistering or peeling 

which might, without investigation, be attributed to the 

paint. 

Remember also that it is always best to employ a 

practical and well-experienced painter who is capable 

of exercising right judgment with reference to the 

proper painting of any particular surface, and who is 

interested in turning out a properly finished piece of 

work even at a somewhat higher cost, rather than to 

entrust the job, at a lower price, to a workman who 

cannot be thoroughly depended upon. 

Yellow ochre and mineral reds, such as venetian, 

rossie and other oxides as well as Princes mineral, etc., 

are totally unfit for use as primers on any work which 

will be subsequently coated with lead and zinc colors, 

for the reason that when mixed dry they do not com- 

bine readily with linseed oil, and many of the particles, 

unless ground, are never thoroughly saturated—the 

result being that after being applied to the surface, the 

absorption of the oil by such particles and the surface 

to be painted, leaves the film of ochre or oxide, without 

any binder, brittle and lifeless. The result is perishing 

and peeling. 

Again, on account of the character of the pigments 

named, they are difficult to spread to uniform consis- 

tency over any large amount of surface, and for that 

reason, as well as to meet the demand for a “good, 

heavy priming coat,” are frequently applied in a very 

heavy strata which, if allowed to become perfectly hard, 

presents such an impervious surface as to prevent the 

proper adhesion of later coats of paint. 

” 

Deterioration of Buildings 

In a discussion held recently between two em1- 

nent building engineers as to the relative duration 

of the modern skyscraper a number of opinions were 

given by architects and others interested in the ques- 

tion and the general consensus of opinion was that 

properly constructed and supported by good founda- 

tions the modern office building should be an income 

producer for at least a century. D. H. Burnham of 

Chicago, who has planned and erected a 

the modern skyscrapers states that the life of the build- 

ing entirely depends on how the building is built and 

how it is taken care of after it is in use. 

“This question of deterioration is a very hard one 

to answer in a satisfactory manner,” says Mr. Burn- 

ham. “Economic deterioration may depend on the 

development of the territory surrounding the building, 

or it may depend on the character and class of tenants 

who occupy a building at the beginning. There could 

be mentioned a hundred different for the 

economic deterioration of property. 

“As to the lasting of a building properly constructed 

on good foundations and properly taken care of, it 

should last at least 100 years.” 

number of 

causes 
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Knives Their Use and Abuse 

A PAPER READ BEFORE THE VENEER AND PANEL MANUFACTURERS’ ASSOCIATION—A WELL-KNOWN 
MAKER OF MACHINE KNIVES TELLS OF TROUBLES AND REMEDIES 

By W. E. Bonesteel 

NIVES: their use—On this I do not need to 

say anything, as you all know for what pur- 

pose you want to use each one of them. If 

they will not cut as you have a right to expect, some- 

one is to blame—either the knifemaker or the user— 

as knives can be made to meet almost any requirement, 

and if skillfully used will invariably give profitable 

results. 

Steel and Temper 

Two things are very necessary to make knives satis- 

factory. First, good steel must be used. It must be 

of a proper temper or carbon, and should be specially 

made for the use intended. Bar steel that is suitable 

to make a veneer knife would make as fine a razor as 

can be made. Second, and the most important element, 

is the proper temper. 

Speed of Cutting 

It is very essential that the knifemaker should know 

for what work the knife is intended. Too much is 

taken for granted by the user of the knife. For in- 

stance, a knife tempered just right to cut gum veneers 

will not cut quartered oak so that you could make a 

reputation for good stock. A knife that would work 

successfully on a machine running from sixteen to 

thirty revolutions per minute would not do as good 

work or stand to the work if run at fifty to seventy 

[ never saw but one machine running 

seventy revolutions per minute—that was on butter- 

disk stock, and they are not running that fast today. 

revolutions. 

Grinding-room Abuses 

Now for the abuse. For over twenty-one years I 

have been the “trouble man” of the Worden Tool 

In that time I have had some very funny 

and some very trying experiences. I am going to tell 

you some things that you may not like to hear and may 

Over go per 

cent of the trouble with machine knives comes from 

their abuse, and most of the abuse is confined to the 

grinding-room. There are so many ways that they 

are abused that I hardly know where to begin. 

The better the knife, the easier it is spoiled in grind- 

Company. 

not believe, but they are plain truths. 

ing. In cases where the temper is drawn in grinding, 

the evidence is nearly always hidden until the next 

time the emery wheel passes over the knife. That is 

as far as you can discover with the eye, but if you will 

try the knife with a file you will notice how soft it is. 

If you will take a hammer and strike the edge lightly, 

the edge will turn ever completely, while a little farther 

along on the edge it will file hard and break out at the 

touch of the hammer. 

Wasteful Economy 

Many veneer mills have the very latest and best 

veneer cutters that can be bought and everything first 

class, all but the grinder—that is only to sharpen 

knives. They buy something that has an emery whee} 

that goes around, and the knife passes back and forth 

past the wheel or vice versa. Sometimes there is a 

water attachment. In fact, any old thing that will 

grind is good enough. 

However, this would not be so bad if they would 

give you a good emery wheel with the grinder, but that 

is very apt to be as cheap as the machine. If the 

emery wheel is too hard it will either draw the temper 

or cause a number of fine cracks to appear in the face 

of the knife. Either the knife edge will turn over if 

the temper is drawn or break out if the cracks appear. 

It is not always the case that the knife breaks out the 

first time it is used after grinding. Sometimes it is 

weeks or months before the trouble begins. 

Glazing and Dressers 

Some grinding machines are fitted with a cast-iron 

box or tank to hold water, with a small pump to force 

water up to the emery wheel. This idea is all right so 

long as oil and grease do not get into the tank, but just 

as soon as oil gets into the tank and is pumped to the 

emery wheel, the wheel begins to glaze, heat and burn. 

After oil has once reached the emery wheel it is next 

to impossible to keep the face from glazing, and this 

is one of the ways to ruin a knife. Frequent use of the 

emery wheel dresser is the only remedy. 

There are as many grades and qualities of emery 

wheels as you find grades and qualities of veneers. 

Emery wheels should be free-cutting, and free-cutting 
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means that they wear out much faster than the wheels 

that are hard and will glaze and heat. You can run 

your emery wheel too fast—so fast, in fact, that it will 

not cut. It makes quite a difference if you are grind- 

ing brass, cast iron, or hardened steel, as to the speed 

you should run the emery wheel. 

Slow Speeds Win Out 

One veneer man I know ran his wheel about 650 

revolutions, while his neighbor ran his 800 revolutions. 

The man running 650 ground his knife perfectly in 

three and one-half hours, while his neighbor ground 

seven and one-half hours and then stopped because he 

had cracked his knife and ruined it. Both knives were 

the same size, and same make of grinders. 

Another veneer manufacturer who had one of the 

best grinding machines made placed it right in front 

of the windows where he had plenty of light which 

came just where it was wanted. He also had a man 

who understood grinding and never had any trouble. 

Suddenly there was achange. He could not get knives 

fast enough to keep him running, and as usual in such 

cases the knife got the blame. 

We investigated and found that the grinding ma- 

chine had been removed into a dark engine room, 

where the grinder had a torch, such as foundrymen 

use, to get around the machine, and a common laborer 

at about $1.75 a day had been picked up to watch the 

grinding machine. The result was that it cost about 

$400 to replace the knives ruined, to say nothing of the 

time lost and veneers that were probably ruined. 

We also found that they had bought an emery wheel 

that was everlasting, one so hard that it would never 

wear out. The knives were cracked so that pieces 

from four inches to ten inches long by three-quarters 

of an inch deep broke from them, and in some places 

the knives showed spots that were blued three-fourths 

of an inch to one inch deep. This is perhaps the worst 

case that ever came to our knowledge, but there are 

similar cases where trouble comes for want of proper 

care in grinding. 

On the other hand, I know of a number of large 

users of veneer knives who have little, if any, trouble 

with knives being burned or cracked. It is not entirely 

due to the fact that they buy our knives, but it is largely 

because they have just as good and capable a man 

doing their grinding as they have running their cutter. 

I have here a number of samples of poor 

grinding, which, without exception, the veneer 

manufacturer has claimed to be temper cracks, while 

as a matter of fact in every case they are grinding 

cracks. Will you please look at some of them and 

the next time you have a knife break out examine it 

first, then look at your emery wheel and question the 

man at the grinder. If he was ina hurry, or the water 

ceased to flow while grinding (if only for a minute), 

don’t blame the knife man, but just order a new knife 

and try not to crack: it. 

PERSONAL INJURY—VeERDICT Not Excessive.— 

Plaintiff fell from a staging and suffered permanent 

injury to his ankle, necessitating his confinement in 

the hospital for two weeks and inability to follow his 

usual or any other avocation for sixteen weeks. He 

also suffered severe pain, loss of time, and money 

paid for care and attendance. Held, that a verdict 

awarding plaintiff $1,000 was not excessive. 

Driscoll vs. Humes, Cruise & Smiley Company, 60 

A. (R. I.) 766. 

Duty oF EMPLOYER TO EMPLOYEE, AS TO HIDDEN 

DaAnceER.—It is the duty of an employer who has 

knowledge of a hidden defect and danger affecting the 

safety of an employee to communicate such knowledge 

to him, and, after such communication, the employee 

can refuse to proceed until the defect is cured or the 

danger removed, or he can proceed with the work, 

assuming the risk. 

Connolly vs. Hall & Grant Construction Company, 

84 N. E. (N. Y.} 807. 

TriFLING Derects May Be Disrecarpep.—In an 

action to recover the amount alleged to be due on a 

building contract, the complaint alleging performance 

of the contract, omissions of defects of a trifling nature 

will be disregarded, and deductions may be made from 

the contract price for minor omissions or defects, 

made inadvertently and in good faith, even though 

they are substantial, instead of judgment being given 

for defendant; but the omissions or defects may be 

such as to show themselves an intentional omission, 

so as to show as a matter of law that the contract 

was not substantially performed. 

Rochkind vs. Jacobson, t10 N. Y. S. 583. 

Ricuts UNDER ALTERNATIVE Brips.—A city, in erect- 

ing a city hall on foundation walls constructed by a 

contractor, whom it had refused to allow to proceed in 

the erection of the hall when it became apparent that 

his purpose was not to erect such a hail as had been 

designated by the city, did not thereby voluntarily 

accept the benefit of the work done by the contractor, 

so as to become liable for the reasonable value thereof. 

The acceptance of an alternative bid for the erection 

of a city hall, either of cement, stone or brick, without 

designation at the time which shall be used, does not 

result in a contract on which the bidder may sue, until 

designation by the city of the material to be used; and, 

after designation of cement stone, the bidder has no 

contract for the erection of a brick hall, under which 

he can recover either the compensation agreed on or 

damages for a breach—Ketterman vs. City of Ida 

Grove, lowa Supreme Court, 120 Northwestern Re- 

porter 641. 
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Designs for Two Well-Planned Structures 

PERSPECTIVES AND FLOOR PLANS FOR AN ATTRACTIVE TWO-ROOM SCHOOL BUILDING AND FOR 
A LARGE BRICK CHURCH 

HE day of the “little red school house’’ has just 

about passed, for most parts of the country. 

The one-room wooden buildings which have 

been such a familiar sight along the country roads are 

fast giving way for more substantial school buildings, 

modern in design and large enough to decently accom- 

modate the works of pupils and teachers. This is as 

it should be, for certainly no investment is so well 

made as that placed in facilities for the proper educa- 

tion and training of our boys and girls. 

In this development our city schools have set the 

pace, but the country districts—the foundation of our 

public school system—are not far behind. 

The accompanying design by G. W. Ashby, architect, 

is a very fine example of what the modern country 

school is like. Two classrooms, 24 by 32 feet in size, 

are provided, each with coatroom of ample dimensions. 

This arrangement is very desirable, as it allows the 

school to be graded and the more advanced pupils to 

be separated from the little ones. 

The exterior is very neat and attractive, though 

simple in design. It has a look of quiet dignity and 
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is substantial in construction and materials used. 

Presbyterian Church 

The church shown in connection with this was re- 

- 

English firm. It consists of an upper and lower lock, 

connected by a chain with a fusible link. This link will 

melt in a current of hot air, and the parting of the chain 
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Presbyterian Church of Minden, Nebr., Woods and Cordner, Lincoln, Nebr., Architects 

cently erected at Minden, Neb., after plans drawn by 

Woods & Cordner, of Lincoln, Neb. 

The auditorium is 42 feet square with a Sunday 

school room 30 by 42 feet off to one side, separated 

from it by rolling partitions. There are a number of 

class-rooms adjoining divided off with heavy curtains. 

Back of the main rooms is located the pastor’s room 

and organ loft. Three spacious entrances gives access 

to the main floor. 

The basement contains a large lecture-room, dining- 

room, clubroom and kitchen, together with the neces- 

sary toilet, fuel and furnace rooms to make a modern 

up-to-date building. 

The woodwork of the main floor is in oak, while the 

exterior is of pressed brick and Indiana limestone 

trimmings. 

ot 

Heat-Operated Window~*Lock 

A window catch that will allow a window to be 

opened to any extent, yet will be so acted upon by ex- 

cessive heat that it will cause the window to close and 

become locked, has been placed on the market by an 

thus brought about allows the heavy ball lever of the 

top lock to drop, causing the window to close. The 

window, falling closed, is automatically locked so that 

Bone fo 
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its fireproof glass keeps the flames from passing 

through and spreading, whether the fire is outside the 

building or in. 
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It is my desire to introduce to the readers of the American Carpenter and Builder, through this Department 
month by month, the men at the head of our great manufacturing concerns. In my wide acquaintance with the men 
of the building trades in all parts of the country I have found a keen interest on the part of the workmen to know 
the personality back of the well-known makes of tools, machinery and equipment, building supplies, materials, etc. 

Accordingly, I am glad to be able to present to you this month the originator of ‘‘ Silver Steel’’ and the 
present officers of E. C. Atkins & Company, Incorporated. WM. A. RADFORD, Editor-in-Chief. 

ROM time immemorial it has been noticeable 

that certain families have handed down, from 

generation to generation, fixed traits of char- 

acter, which have predominated in each descendant. 

“Like father like son” is an old axiom well exempli- 

fied in the Atkins family. 

The progenitors of Elias 

C. Atkins, the founder of 

the “Silver Steel’ saw, 

have been saw makers for 

over three hundred years. 

In England, more than 

three centuries ago, these 

sturdy craftsmen were 

shaping steel, and tooth- 

ing, and hammering, and 

tempering. It seems to 

have “run in the blood” 

as it were. 

The first Atkins saw 

factory in the United 

States was established at 

Bristol, Conn., by the 

grandfather of the found- 

er of E. C. Atkins & Co., 

Inc.; and it was in this 

factory that Mr. Atkins 

learned his trade. Mr. 

Elias C. Atkins was an 

early student of metallur- 

gy. The noises of the 

forge and the hammer on 

the anvil seem to have 

had an instinctive attrac- 

tion. And so we find him at early manhood, more 

than seventy-five years ago, engaged like his ancestors, 

in the occupation of saw making. 

With the foresight which was one of Mr. Atkins’ 

strongest characteristics, he looked to the forests of 

the far west for the establishment of his plant. He 

selected Indiana as the center of a densely timbered 

territory, and in 1857, established the present house 

of E. C. Atkins & Co., Inc. From a modest beginning 

has grown the largest exclusive manufactory in the 

world engaged in the making of saws and saw tools. 

ELIAS C. ATKINS 
The Original ‘‘Silver Steel’* Saw Maker 

It was Mr. Atkins’ idea from the first inception of 

his business to make better saws than had ever been 

made before. He saw opportunities for improvement, 

and so he reasoned: “Enough people will appreciate 

an extra fine product, when they once become familiar 

with its advantages, to 

furnish me an ample mar- 

ket. My object shall be 

not so much to make 

money but to produce the 

finest saws. Then the 

money will come later.” 

And the results from the 

start proved the wisdom 

of his theory. “The people 

shall have confidence in me 

and my nameé shall stand 

for highest quality and 

efficiency. Whatever I 

make shall be honestly 

made, and it shall bear 

the name of him who 

made it, so that the people 

may have assurance of de- 

penability.” 

The story of the incep- 

tion of “Silver Steel’ is 

an interesting one. When 

the new Diamond Point 

tooth, as used in the “Per- 

fection,” “Peerless” and 

‘Rex Cross-cut”’ saws, was 

invented, Mr. Atkins real- 

ized at once that this 

style of tooth, being required to do much more cutting 

than had been necessary with the old-style tooth, must 

be made of finer steel than had ever been used before. 

No manufacturer of saw plates in the United States 

had, at that time, the facilities for making as high- 

gerade steel as Mr. Atkins determined to use in his 

saws. 

And so he went to England. 

Went to see the Jessops, who were and still are re- 

garded as the very foremost manufacturers of crucible 

steel in the world. Being an expert metallurgist, he 

saa 
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prepared his formula and handed it to Mr. Jessop with 

the request that a few plates be made according to the 

specifications. 

Mr. Jessop was astonished and exclaimed, “Do you 

mean to say that you expect to 

use such steel as this in saws!” 

“[ propose to use the finest 

steel that can be made,” was Mr. 

Atkins’ reply. 

Experimental quarters were 

erected on the grounds at the 

Jessop: plant and it was here 

that “Silver Steel” saws were 

born. The first batch of plates 

was made and turned into saws 

by Mr. Atkins’ own hands, and 

carefully tested by him. 

“Not right yet,’ was the ver- 

dict, and so Mr. Jessop was 

again directed to change the 

formula. 

“Put in more carbon and add 

more of this and that,” said Mr. 

Atkins. 

“Why, man,” said Mr. Jessop, 

“that’s razor steel. It’s too good 

for saws.” 

“It’s not too good for Atkins saws,” was the reply. 

“You make the kind of steel I tell you to. I know 

what I am doing.” 

The Jessops shook their heads and tapped their 

foreheads and thought—‘‘ Poor man—too bad.” 

And so the new batch was made and then another 

and another, until at last the proper quality was se- 

cured. It was a steel that had the quality of receiving 

a hard, tough temper, stiff and firm, but not brittle; 

that would receive a very keen, sharp cutting edge 

and hold it for a remarkably long time with but little 

filing. 

NELSON A. GLADDING 
Vice-President and Secretary 

HENRY C. 
President E. C. Atkins & Co., Inc. 

MERRITT A. POTTER 
Treasurer 

“That's ‘Silver Steel’,” said Mr. Atkins. “You ma: 

enter my order for five thousand plates.” Contrar 

to their own judgment and with reluctance the ord 

was filled and the plates were shipped. The wisdor 

shown is best demonstrated 

the immediate and constantly 

growing demand for “Silver 

Steel” saws. 

The present head of the in 

stitution, Mr. Henry C. Atkins, 

like his ancestors, is instinctively 

a saw maker. Naturally inclin- 

ing to this vocation, he was spe 

cialiv educated at Yale and other 

scientific schools in metallurgy ~le ~ 

and in other technical branches. 

This has been augmented by 

over twenty years’ practical ex- 

perience, including actual saw 

making at the anvil, in the tem- 

pering-room and the various de 

partments, followed by the 

superintendence of the plant and 

presidency of the company. Mr. 

Atkins is in charge of the manu- 

ATKINS facturing department, and, be- 

ing thoroughly conversant with 

the entire proposition, he oversees the turning out of 

the product. 

Mr. Nelson A. Gladding, vice-president and secre- 

tary, has charge of the sales. Mr. Gladding is prob- 

ably better known among the buyers of al! kinds of 

saws throughout the United States than any one man 

in the business today. It is largely through his effi 

cient management that the reputation of the company 

has become so largely and favorably known. Mr. 

Gladding has established branches for distribution and 

sales at a number of the largest centers in the United 

States, including Atlanta, Chicago, Memphis, Minne 

FRED C. GARDNER 
Assistant Treasurer 
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apolis, New Orleans, New York City, Portland, San 

Francisco and Seattle. 

Mr. Merritt A. Potter has been associated with the 

company since its early inception. He is a man who 

has charge of the purse strings, being the treasurer of 

the company. It is no little task to successfully finance 

as large an institution as this, and peculiar qualifica- 

tions are required to control this end of the business. 

The high credit standing which this company enjoys 

shows Mr. Potter to be admirably fitted for his depart- 

ment. 

Mr. Fred C. Gardner, assistant treasurer, is in 

charge of the accounting department, and is, therefore, 

at the head of the entire main office force. When you 

realize the enormous detail necessary in order to keep 

accurate records of the purchases, sales and expenses 

of conducting, not only the main factory, but the 

branch houses and salesmen as well, you will appre- 

ciate Mr. Gardner’s ability as an organizer and execu- 

tive. 

The above four gentlemen constitute the executive 

committee who conduct the general affairs of the 

company, all matters of unusual importance being 

considered by them prior to their execution. 

The following interesting facts in regard to the 

company will undoubtedly be of interest to our 

readers. E. C. Atkins & Co. were the first makers of 

hand saws in the United States, and are today the larg- 

est exclusive makers of saws and machine knives in the 

world. The plant covers over four city blocks and 

contains a million and a half square feet of floor space. 

Several thousand experienced men are employed at 

the factory. 

In the Atkins Pioneer Association there are I10 

men who have been with the company continuously 

for over 20 years, some of them for even 40 years. 

The Atkins Company maintain their own plant for 

the manufacture of gas for tempering purposes, the 

output of which is larger than that used in a great 

many cities of fair size. The laboratory analyzes 

every product entering into the making of saws and 

rejects such as are not exactly up to specifications. 

Exclusive processes of tempering remove dependence 

upon the human eye, thus insuring absolute uniformity. 

One of the strongest features in connection with 

E. C. Atkins & Co. is that they do their business abso- 

lutely on a basis of quality which is of such an exceed- 

ingly high standard that their entire output is sold 

under the strongest possible guarantee. In this the 

present administration is proving true to the ideals 

of Elias C. Atkins, the original “Silver Steel’ saw 

maker. 

of 

Ornamental Shingling 

Cut or ornamental shingles are used quite exten- 

sively nowadays in the way of panel work and gable 

finish. For small or medium cost country or village 

houses their judicious use, tastily arranged and brought 

[ April 

out by the painter’s art, is appropriate, but many times 

the work is overdone, both in quantity and quality. 

Too many times it is put on in some hexagonal checker- 

board fashion—a common fault in house trimming. 

Too much sameness must be guarded against. The 

subject requires diligent study. Many times the same 

amount of material and expense put in a commonplace 

design, by a little thought could have been arranged 

No. |. No. 2 

No. 3. No. 4. 

BE 

a I amet ES. 
No. 5. No.G. 

No. 7. No. 8. 

in a tasty design that would have added attractiveness 

to the whole surroundings. 

The accompanying illustrations present several de- 

signs, with the number of the different shingles re- 

quired to execute the work. 

By a little study, other designs might be worked 

out, equally attractive. It is best to lay out the pro- 

posed design before attempting to execute the same in 

wood. 

The number of different patterns contained in the 

designs, counting the straight end butts, are as follows: 

No. 1, two; No. 2, four; No. 3, five; No. 4, eight; 

No. 5, six; No. 6, three; No. 7, three; No. 8, three. 

+ 

A Soft Answer 

Mrs. Starvem—‘‘How do you like the chicken soup, 

Mr. Newbord ?” 

Mr. Newbord—‘“Oh—er—is this chicken soup?” 

Mrs. Starvem—‘Certainly. How do you like it?” 

Mr. Newbord——“Well—er—it’s certainly very ten- 

der.”—Catholic Standard and Times. 
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Library Table and Large Easy Chair 

COMPLETE DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS TOGETHER WITH WORKING DRAWINGS AND ITEMIZED]JSTOCK 
BILLS SHOWING HOW TO MAKE TWO FINE PIECES OF FURNITURE 

HE library table shown in the accompanying 

picture is arranged to be used as a writing and 

study table. While the drawing shows drawers 

from one side only, it is possible, if the table is to be 

placed in the middle of the room, to have drawers on 

both sides of the table. This may be done by making 

four separate drawers for each side of the table or by 

making the drawers as shown extend clear through to 

the other side and facing them there as on the front. 

A partition would be placed midway between the two 

faces. With this latter arrangement, when the drawer 

on one side was pulled out the corresponding one on 

the other side would follow it half way through. 

Quarter-sawed oak-white is the least expensive of 

the better cabinet woods. 

Stock Bitt For LisprAry TABLE 

Top, I piece, 34 by 34 by 56 inches, S-2-S. 
Posts, 4 pieces, 214 by 2% by 30 inches, S-4-S. 
Shelves, 2 pieces, 34 by 13 by 28% inches, S-2-S. 
Ends, 4 pieces, 34 by 10 by 28 inches, S-2-S. 
Backs, 2 pieces, 34 by 10 by 12 inches, S-2-S. 
Facings, 2 pieces, 34 by 414 by 24 inches, S-2-S. 

FRAME UNDER TOP 

2 pieces, 34 by 2% by 56 inches, S-2-S. 
4 pieces, 34 by 3% by 34 inches, S-2-S. 

FRAMES FOR DRAWER SUPPORTS 

8 pieces, 34 by 214 by 28 inches, S-2-S. 
8 pieces, 34 by 3 by 15 inches, S-2-S. 
8 pieces, 34 by 1%4 by 19 inches, S-2-S. 

DRAWERS 

Fronts, 4 pieces, 34 by 4% by 1014 inches, 
Sides, 8 pieces, ¥¢ by 4% by 19 inches, S-2- 
Backs, 4 pieces, ¥g by 4 by 10 inches, S-2-S. 
Bottoms, 4 pieces, ¥ by 18% by to inches, S-2-S. 

It is not necessary that all of these pieces shall be 

of oak. The drawer sides, bottoms and backs may 

appropriately be made of yellow poplar. In this case 

the drawer interiors should be finished in the natural 

by the application of three or four coats of white 

shellac. 

Begin work by cutting the posts to the length indi- 

cated in the drawing. The lower ends of these posts 

should be chamfered slightly to pre- 

vent their splintering through usage. 

Next, the rails may be squared to 

length and width, also the shelves. 

Lay out the tenons on the rails and 

the mortises on the posts. To insure 

getting these mortises laid on the 

right sides of the posts, it is a good 

plan to stand the posts upright in the 

positions they are to have relative to 

one another in the finished piece and 

mark roughly, as with penciled circle, 

the approximate locations of intended 

mortises and gains. The face sides 

should be turned in. They are more 

likely to be true than the other sur- 

faces, and for that reason more likely 

to make tight-fitting joints where 

shoulders of the tenons fit against the sides of the 

posts. 

Make and glue together the frames of 34-inch stock, 

which are to support the drawers, and also the large 

frame which rests upon the posts, and to which the 

top is to be fastened. The easiest way to make up 

these frames is to groove the edges of the front and 

back pieces which are to act as drawer supports and 

tenon the ends of the other pieces just enough to fit 

these grooves. These are then put together, using 

good hot glue and plenty of it. 

The top frame may be similarly constructed, but the 

grooves should be cut deeper. Regular mortise and 

tenon joints would be stronger and possibly as easily 
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made, since the amateur will have to do his grooving 

by hand in all probability. These frames should have 

their corners “let in” to the posts and be glued when 

the frame of the table is assembled. 

dried over night sandpaper lightly, using No. 00 paper, 

and apply a second coat of stain diluted by the addi- 

tion of an equal volume of water. Allow this to dry 

and sand lightly, after which put on a very thin coat 
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LIBRARY TJABLE 

Thoroughly serape all parts that will be visible and 

put the table parts together. Use plenty of good hot 

glue, putting glue on the sides of the mortises as well 

as on the sides of the tenons. 

While this glue is hardening the drawers may be 

made. The construction of the drawers is not shown 

in the drawing. If one is not familiar with drawer 

construction he can easily find how it is done by exam- 

ining any piece of furniture in which there is a drawer. 

With the glue hardened, the clamps may be removed, 

all surplus glue removed and all parts sandpapered 

ready for the finish. 

The top of the table is to be fastened to the top 
“” 

of shellac. This is to seal the pores of the high lights 

so that the filler stain will not discolor them. Sand 

this shellac when dry and put on a coat of black paste 

filler. When this filler has hardened sandpaper again 

lightly with fine sandpaper and apply a coat of orange 

shellac. Follow this with several coats of some good 

rubbing varnish, rubbing the first coats with hair cloth 

or curled hair and the last with pulverized pumice 

stone and raw linseed oil or crude oil. This gives a 

somber finish in green with backzround of black and 

is known as Green [‘lemish Oak. 

Library Easy Chair 

The easy chair, if it is to be used in the same room 
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LARGE EASY CHAIR FOR THE LIBRARY. 

frame by puttire the screws through the frame from 

the undersice. 

Green Flemish Oak Finish 

To finish this table, proceed as follows: Put ona 

coat of green Flemish water stain. When this has 

with the table should be made of the same wood and 

finished similarly. The dark green of the [lemish 

finish will be most effectually “set off” if the cushions 

are made of some soft but lighten green leather, Span- 

ish roan skin is appropriate. 

KT 
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There will be needed pieces as follows: 

Stock Birt ror Larce Easy CHair 

Posts, 4 pieces, 24 by 2'% by 25 inches, S-4-S. 
Front and back rails, 2 pieces, 1'¢ by 614 by 25 inches, 

S-2-S. 

Side rails, 2 pieces, 14 by 6'4 by 27 inches, S-2-S. 
Side rails, 2 pieces, 54 by 2 by 27 inches, S-4-S. 
\rms, 2 pieces, 144 by 434 by 38 inches, S-2-S. 
Braces, 2 pieces, 11% by 134 by 61% inches, S-2-S 
Back verticals, 2 pieces, 114 by 2 by 26 inches, S-4-S. 
Back horizontals, 3 pieces, 3g by 234 by 20 inches, S-4-S. 
Back horizontal, 1 piece, 34 by 434 by 20 inches, S-2-S. 
Seat frame, 4 pieces, 1'§ by 24% by 23 inches, S-4-S. 
Pins, 4 pieces, 14 by 14 by 5 inches, S 4 S. 

Cut the posts to length, then lay out and cut the 

mortises. After this has been done the rails may be 

cut to length and shouldered and tenoned. It should 

be noted that the side rails enter the posts at an angle, 

the bevel square will be needed in marking the 

shoulders. The arms are to be bent: a curved form 

slightly more curved than the arm is to be, will need 

to be prepared upon which to clamp the arms after 

they have been steamed. Curved forms will be needed 

for the back horizontals, too. 

Sandpaper and smooth the parts and then put the 

sides of the chair in the clamps, using plenty of good 

hot glue. While these parts are drying, the back may 

be made. The horizontals should be tenoned into the 

verticals si that while these parts are drying in the 

clamps the front and back rails of the chair may be 

put in place. 

The drawing shows clearly the manner of fastening 

the back to the chair proper, wooden pins being used. 

The easiest way to make these pins is to make the 

head separate from the pin, using a dowel for the pin 

part. Bore a hole in the head and glue and insert the 

dowel. The pins which support the back are to be 

similarly made and shaped. 

lor a seat the most comfortable result is obtained by 

either putting in springs or as good a way is to make 

a frame out of the pieces specified for that purpose in 

the stock bill, weaving on this a cane seat, using a 

rather coarse weave. The loose leather cushions upon 

either of these is very satisfactory. If desired, of 

course, a seat may be made by using slats. In this 

case extra pieces will need to be added to the stock 

bill for that purpose. 

ats 

For Cabinet Finishers 

Wood staining is very much like textile dyeing, in 

that we may mordant our surface, and get many colors 

not otherwise obtainable. Thus we can use certain 

chemicals in connection with certain pigments, getting 

some very handsome colors. Like the dyer, we can 

treat our material, the wood, with a certain color, and 

on this apply another in the effort to get a certain rich 

and full color etfect not otherwise to be had. 

As regards color, there is almost no limit to 

the range that is at our service. This is where 

the art comes in, and where the valuable man 

finds room in the best shops. A man good 

with colors is truly a valuable man in the 

furniture finishing room. In this connection 

he should have a knowledge of certain chem- 

icals, useful with stains, and in staining. In 

fact, his shop should be a laboratory and he a 

chemist—yes, and a wizard with colors. 

There is the matter of matching old wood 

to new, with stains. How should it be done? 

Well, you may darken wood with ammonia or 

iron sulphate, or vinegar and iron filings. You 

may lighten it with oxalic acid, to which add 

a little spirits of nitre in hot water. Bichro 

mate of pdtash is a brown stainer, one ounce 

to the pint of water. If you wish to renew a 

bright yellow wood or match it, use gamboge stain 

gamboge dissolved in alcohol. If red is to be matched, 

try alkanet root soaked in sweet oil for a day, 

benzine colored with camwood. 

This is merely a hint of what work lies in the direc 

tion of the laboratory of the wood finisher. He must 

have a perfect knowledge of all things that concern 

wood finishing and particularly staining. There is nm 

only the great family of aniline dves, but the vegetable, 

the mineral or earth pigments, and the chemically pre 

pared ones. All are to be used by him, and as | have 

already stated, there are the chemicals, too. So that 

it is easily seen what a lot a finisher should know, to 

be at his best. Even where a full knowelge may not 

be called into use, as it is not in most shops, vet it is 

always best to be perfect master of your art or calling, 

for that leads to possible promotion. 
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Design for Paneled Ceiling 

To the Editor: Westport, N. Y. 
I have a dining-room to be ceiled overhead with southern 

pine; size of room 22 by 24 feet. There are to be four electric 
lights put in each set about 6 feet from outside corners. 
Would like some plan or suggestion for properly doing the 

job in an artistic way; would like to start and build around 
each light and then cut and fill in remaining spaces with dif- 
ferent angles, panels, etc. Please give me some idea. 

Joun A. STANTON. 
Answer: We take pleasure in submitting herewith a plan 
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and details of the ceiling for a dining-room. Electric light 
outlets are marked “E.” Would suggest that the beaded 
ceiling be of the V-jointed type, about 2'4 inches wide. 

EpITor. 

oe 

A Waterproof Glue 

To the Editor: Janesville, Ohio. 
If it is not considered a breach of etiquette I will try to 

recommend one kind of water-proof glue, which I have every 
reason to believe will answer the question Mr. H. A. Craw- 
ford has asked in the March number. Buy the best white 
glue and use pure cow’s milk in place of water. The milk con- 
tains a certain amount of oil and fat, which goes a long way 
toward making a water-proof glue. Use a double boiler and 
be sure not to let the mixture scorch, as that would spoil it. 
Use it about as thick as good rich or heavy cream, and also 

do the work in a warm or hot room. Joun Le PAvuvre. 

+ 

Remedy for the Creosote 

To the Editor: Cloverdale, Calif. 
In the February number, W. E. S. complains of the creosote 

running from the stove pipe and asks “What’s the Trouble?” 
As no one answered his question in the March number, I think 
I will try to help him out. The principal part of the liquid 
running from the pipe is the water that is contained in the 
fuel that you are burning. The heat converts this water into 

steam and it starts out the pipe with the smoke and other 

gases. If the pipe is straight and not too long it passes out, 
and there is no trouble, but if the pipe is long and several 
turns, the smoke and gases cool down and the steam condenses 
in the pipe. This being too heavy to rise with the smoke, it 

flows out the seams of the pipe. This is the cause of creosote 
running. 
To remedy, keep the smoke and gases warm until they reach 

the outer air. The simplest way to do this is to run the pipe 
straight from the stove to the roof. Where this is not prac- 
tical (as in W. E. S.’s case) the pipe may be covered the same 

as steam pipes are covered to prevent loss of heat. Any plan, 
however simple, that will keep the smoke and gases hot until 
they reach the outer air, will prevent the creosote nuisance. 

C. A. THomMpPson. 

+ 

To Find the Ribs of the Door Hood 

To the Editor: Manti, Utah. 
The past year I have been a subscriber to the AMERICAN 

CARPENTER AND BUILDER and have been greatly benefited by 
reading the same. I have been mostly interested in the depart- 
ment that has been showing the plans of the different houses 
and the correspondence. The new department of details is also 

very useful. 
In the February number I notice a sketch of a front door 

hood that O. B. Fetters wants explained—how to find the 
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different ribs. I am enclosing a sketch showing how I would 
find the curve of the different ribs. 

Fig. 1 shows one-half of the arch with ribs. The lines de- 
fining the different faces of the moulding are omitted, while 
those defining the width of the mould are given. In Fig. 2 
only the lines defining the thickness are shown. 
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The dotted line b, d, shows where the lower edge of the 
ribs would come on the face of the hood mould, but they only 
come to the back of the mould and therefore their lower edges 

come in the line b f. Beginning on this line at the point b, 
lay off the centers of the ribs (in this case 8-inch centers). 
Then on the segment a c e, lay off the same number of points 
as there are on b f. Connect the corresponding points. These 
lines show the front view of the ribs. 

In Fig. 2 we find the curves of the ribs. I have only found 
two, as the others are found by the same principle. The 
curve a’ b’ of the rib a b needs no explanation, as it is a seg- 
ment of a circle. The rib e f is a straight piece the length of 

f’ c’. The other ribs are all parts of an ellipse. The hori- 
zontal length is the same for all of them and is greater than 
the vertical length, so the former will be one-half the major 
axis for each curve of the ribs. The respective front views 

will be one-half the minor axes. I have found the curve of 
the rib c d, Fig. 1, as shown by c’ d’ Fig. 2. Take o” d, equal 
to cd, of Fig. 1, with 0” as a center and 0” d, as radius, de- 
scribe the quarter circle d, d, likewise with o” as center and 
o” c’ as radius describe the quarter circle c’ c”. These are 
quarters of the minor and major circles respectively. Divide 
both these circumferences into the same number of equal parts 
as has been done by the radii 0” y and o” s._ From the points 
where these radii cut the circumferences draw lines at right 
angles to the major and minor axis respectively, and where 
these lines intersect, as at r’ and s’ are points on the curve 
of the rib. Passing a line through these points and the two 
given points, we have the curve c’ r’ s’ d’. The other ribs are 
found by the same method and each curve will answer for 
the corresponding rib of the other half. 

Niets C. PETERSEN. 

+ 

How to Construct Curving Eaves 

To the Editor: Mt. Vernon, III. 

I have only been a reader of vour valuable paper a short 
time, but have derived great benefit from the articles contained 
therein. 

If it is not asking too much, would like to have you explain 
method for laying out roof like enclosed photograph. If pos- 
sible, give drawing showing “lookouts, etc.” and oblige. 

W. N. ATKINSON. 

Answer: In the absence of the outlines of the building, we 
cannot lay off a roof plan, but the house in question shows 

that of an ordinary hip roof, with a curve at the eaves. The 
accompanying sectional drawings show two very good ways of 
constructing curved roofs. The tendency in such roofs is not 

to allow enough radius for the curve, making the roof too flat 
at the eaves. It looks better and is also better for the shingles 
to use a long sweeping curve; and better effect can be had by 
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dropping the horizontal lookouts below the plate line, as shown 
in these illustrations. EpitTor. 

+ 

Suggestions for Cooling Room 
To the Editor: Hughesville, Md. 

I have just completed a butcher shop of frame construction, 
ceiled on inside with tongued and grooved % ceiling; size 
16 by 30, with 10-foot ceiling; solid cement floor. I now wish 
to build a refrigerator in back end which is partitioned off to 
the size of 10 by 16 feet. The idea is to have the refrigerator 
large enough to hang the four quarters of a beef at once. 
The question is: Of what to build, wood or concrete; how to 

build, to use a minimum of ice, and size to build. The ques- 
tion of cost will hardly enter into the question; only efficiency. 
I will appreciate anything you can suggest. 

A GoLpEN JONEs. 
Answer: If you desire the best obtainable and a thoroughly 

efficient apparatus, you should use the “gravity-brine” system, 
using ice and salt for cooling. This system maintains a tem- 
perature of 30 degrees Fahrenheit, and the air is much dryer 
and cooler than with direct ice cooling. 

In hanging the beef there is no necessity of having the room 
more than 7 feet 6 inches high, and you could run a track 
into the room if desired. To handle only four quarters of a 
beef at one time would not require much space, but we sup- 
pose that you will require additional space for cutting, storage 
of cut meats, pickled meats, etc., and we would suggest that 
the room be about 8 by Io feet inside. 

Concrete would be of no advantage to use in constructing 
a room of this kind, and we would recommend that the con- 
struction be entirely of wood with the addition of high-class 
insulating materials, like cork, hair felt or fiber. These mate- 
rials should be used to a thickness of at least 4 inches, and 
the studding and floor and ceiling joist of the cold storage 
room should be filled with mill shavings to a thickness of at 
least 8 inches. All these materials should be protected on the 
exterior and interior surfaces and carefully separated from 
each other by the best grades of insulating paper. Epzrtor. 

> 

Mounting Tile for Mantel Work 
To the Editor: Lewisburg, Ohio. 

Will you kindly give in the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND 
BuILpeR a method or mixture for mounting tile on slabs for 
mantel and grate work? Epcar J. C. Horn. 
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How to Frame Roof for Octagon Bay Fourth. Would rafter C in the plan become a valley rafter 

should the building line be moved out to line A-B? 
To the Editor: Manhattan, Kan. If not asking too much, I would like to have a rule or 

! am planning a house with a one-third pitch roof. On diagram explaining these points. M. M. Grawam. 
one side will be an octagon bay window extending up to the Answer: The accompanying illustration, as shown in Fig. 1, 
piate [his will also have a one-third pitch roof. Now here is an elevation and plan of the roof in question. 
are some things | would like to know. First. Yes, the plan would be changed and would be as 
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g | the ridge is shortened just the amount that the wall line is 
= noved out and the valley is changed accordingly 
mM q Second. The easiest way to get the cuts is to make a full 

an of Fi vould the plan of the size diagram, as shown in lig. 3. The distance between tli 
wilding li \ i ed out 9 inches, as arrow heads will be the distance apart of the two side cut 

\-B marks on each rafter; these should be carried clear around 
S rmine the side cuts for common — the rafter, then cut diagonally across the back from one line to 

» work? the other. They will fit to their respective places regardless 

Phird. How n | bnd the lengths and cuts for cripples of the pitch given the roof 
fre ley rafter? Third. Lay otf a plan of this part and space off the crip- 
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ples. The length of the cripples in the plan will represent 
their runs, and as the cripple jack is a part of a common 
rafter, its length may be found the same way as that of the 
common rafter. The side cuts may be found as shown in 
Fig. 3, or with the steel square by taking C-D (see Fig. 2) 

on one arm and the length of the common rafter with a run 
equal to D-E on the other; the side of the square on which 
the latter is taken will give the side cut to fit against the 
irregular hip. Proceed in the same manner for the side cut 
to fit against the irregular valley, but take the length of the 

common rafter with a run equal to D-F. Remember this 
applies only to the side cuts of the jacks that rest between 

the hip and valley. The plumb cut would be found on the run 
and rise of the common rafter with run equal to D-E. For 
the side cut of the jack to fit on the other side of the irregular 
valley, take D-F’ on one arm and the length of the common 

rafter (for that side) with a run equal to D-E on the other; 
cut on the latter. The plumb cut is found by taking the run 

and rise of the common rafter also for that side; cut on rise. 
Fourth. No. It would be an irregular hip, as shown in 

Fig. 2, because the projection being 1 foot 9 inches, or 21 
inches, and the building line being moved out 9g inches, the 
rafter’s foot lacks 1% inches of being at the center. There- 
fore, it lacks just that much of being a common rafter as well 

as an irregular hip. 
For the side cut for the regular octagon jack, take one-half 

the length of the side of the octagon and the length of the 
common rafter for that side; cut on length. A. W. Woobs. 

ob 

Good Advice 

To the Editor: Battle Creek, Mich. 
I am a charter member of our great AMERICAN CARPENTER 

AND BuiLper. And above all the departments I think the cor- 
respondence department is the most helpful to the carpenter. 

We tind many things in this department that we “run up 
against” every day. 

| want to say just a word about roof framing. It seems 

to me that the trouble with most of the carpenters who are 
bothered by roof framing is that they do not understand why 
they do a thing this or that way. There has been a great deal 
written about roof framing, and it is all good and correct; but 

the same rule applies to all. In the first place, Mr. Reader, 
don't hesitate to use the gray matter in your head that God 
has given you to use. Don’t simply be content to let your 
foreman make a mark for you to work to, but study out for 
yourself why he made that mark so and so, and don’t give up 

till you have it. If vou will follow up this principle you too 
may be foreman some day. 

Let me give you a little experience of my own. When I first 
commenced working at the trade my foreman told me to fram 
the rafters for a one-half pitch hip roof, he laid out a patter 
for the jack rafter and told me to commence with the longest 
and cut each set 228/12 inches, or practically 225, inches 
shorter, and that would bring them 16 inches on centers 
When I found time I took my square and figured it out, why 

he told me to do that. and I never forgot it. 
Don’t take any more jack rafters up on the roof and scribe 

them in when you can cut them on the ground so much easier. 
+ WILL CARTLIDGE. 

A Home Made Trammel 

Highland, Mich 
I am now engaged in extensively remodeling a church: in a 

To the Editor: 

country village. In the vestibule there are to be two oval 
(that is, elliptical) leaded art glass windows. In studying 
over the different ways of drawing an oval for a pattern for 
these windows, I concluded to use the method described in 
May, 1909, number of the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER, 
page 180, Fig. 246. But as the square and straight edge would 
be unhandy to use and would describe only one-fourth of the 
oval, I invented the device described herewith, which will de- 
scribe the whole oval and is on the same principle as that of 
using the square and straight edge. 

Taking a wide board, I cut a dovetail groove each way 
across from corner to corner, as shown in Fig. I, into which 
I fitted two little hardwood blocks. These blocks are made so 
they will slide easily through the grooves. Then selecting a 
straight-grained edging, I made an adjustable sweep and by 
means of a round-headed screw, fastened the blocks loosely 
to it. See Fig. 2. In using this device A to C represents one- 

half the long diameter and A to B one-half the short diameter 
A pencil point fixed at A scribes the ellipse. 

The request of O. B. Fetters in the February number for a 
method for laying off ribs for the entrance hood he described 
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led me to send you the description of my device, which I think 
can be adjusted to mark out each rib. I have not studied 

any on this application but think [| should considet 
of each rib and adjust the block in center of sw 
ingly. The run, as I understand it, will be the sa 
rib. 

I do not know as this device was ever before us« 
purpose, and if not, and is valuable to anyone, I will 
my right to a patent awfully cheap, and furthermore, there wil! 

be no royalty charged the brothers for making use of it wl 
it is mine \LBERT GONNI 

+ 

How to Silver Mirrors 

To the Editor: Lynchburg, V 

I want to know how tto silver glass for mirrors. I have 
several pieces of plate glass and want to make mirrors out of 
them if I can learn how to do it H. FE. CARPENTER 

Answer: The glass should be plate glass; its surface p 
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fectly smooth and clean. Lay it on a flat, level, smooth and 
true board, bench or table. Lay over it a sheet, or sheets, 
of perfectly clean tin foil, being sure that no portion of the 
glass is left uncovered. Roll this tin foil down so that it is in 
intimate contact with the glass, leaving no bubbles of air im- 
prisoned between the glass and the tin foil. Then pour mer- 
cury over the tin foil so as to completely cover it. Strips 
standing upright on edge may be placed around the rim of 
the glass to confine the mercury. The mercury will immedi- 

ately amalgamate with the tin, and the glass should be slowly 
elevated at one end so as to let the superfluous mercury run 
off. When this has been removed, spread a clean, dry woolen 
cloth over the metal-covered surface of the glass and place on 
top iron weights so as to press the metal coating firmly all 
over on the glass. Let it stand over night or for twenty-four 
hours, remove weights and the cloth and the job is done. If 
you are not experienced, you had better try this thing experi- 
mentally two or three times on small pieces before you attempt 
an important job. EpitTor. 

+ 

Brick Wall With Air Space 

To the Editor: Bonners Ferry, Idaho. 
I am going to erect a brick block here, and would like to 

know, if I build a hollow brick wall, 8 inches outside and 4 
inches inside with a 2-inch air space, as shown in sketch, will 
the inside wall absorb too much moisture for me to plaster 
directly on the brick, or will I have to use furring and lath 
for it? Cuas. D. Rowe Lt. 
Answer: It is entirely safe to plaster directly onto the 
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inside surface of a brick wall built in this way. In fact, the 
object of going to the trouble of laying up such a wall is to 
make it possible to do away with the furring. The inner 4-inch 
wall is bonded to the outer brick wall by metal wall ties 

as shown. EpIrTor. 

+ 

A Good Answer and Some Questions 

To the Editor: Rockford, IIl. 
If Mr. O. B. Fetters, in the February issue, had given the 

plan of his niche the problem could be very easily solved; but 
no common radius, and, in fact, no radius at all can be given 
for the different ribs. On the other hand, I would not run 
the ribs as he has indicated on his sketch. I would run them 
from a common center and thus make the cutting much easier. 

These ribs will not be part of a circle, but part of an ellipse 
in which the rise is one-half the minor axis and the run is 
one-half the major axis. Then with these two dimensions 
describe the fourth part of an ellipse, which gives the curva- 
ture of the rib. If Mr. Fetters is really in trouble and will 

send me the plan and elevation of his niche, I will send him 
drawings showing him how to obtain the ribs. 

I would like to ask for some information through the 
AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER which I regard the best 
of building papers. 

1. Will someone please tell me how to make good tar con- 
crete and where can such concrete be used to good advantage ? 

2. Will someone please inform me of a good way to lay 
the floor of a loggia or any outdoor room, which will be much 
exposed to weather and which has a plastered ceiling below, 

so that it will be free from leaks and at the same time make 
a good serviceable floor? J. W. TRAFZER. 

Corner Post and a Pulley Marker ' 

To the Editor: Adrian, Mo. 

I am sending my plan of a corner post, which I believe is a 
little more practical than either Mr. Rieveley’s in the Decem- 
ber number, or Mr. Hartman’s in the February number, con- 
sidering the dimensions of the studding we get nowadays, for 
the reason that two pieces spiked together flatwise like they 
show, will not equal one piece set edgewise. The 2 by 4’s we 
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PLAN oF SASH PULLEY MARKER 
get only measure 15% by 35@ inches, so their corners would 
lack 3% of an inch of being wide enough one way, which would 
make a crooked wall inside. My plan overcomes this and does 
not take any more material.. The center is made of blocks 
spiked in, of any length, and should be about 3 feet apart: 

In using this post with a box sill where the end joists are 
set in to let the studding go down to the sill, the corner posts 
have to be made in pairs and two of the pieces made as much 

longer as the depth of the joist and heel plate. 
I like the correspondence department of our paper very much 

and enclose also a sketch of a little tool I made to mark for 

pulleys in window jambs. It consits of a piece of tin, brass, 
copper, or any thin metal about 8 inches long by 134 inches 
wide and 5 inches from one end to the first hole. The holes, 
four in number, are 5 inch apart and just large enough to 
stick the point of a scratch awl or other pointed instrument 

through to make a dot to start the center of the bit. Use No. 
Ir bit and trim out edges with chisel and the hole will be 
just right for the ordinary steel sash pulley. To use, place 
end opposite holes, flush with gain at top of jamb and mark in 
the small holes. I do not claim this as original with me, but 
perhaps it will appeal to some brother workman. 

M. W. Roserts. 

+ 

How to Shape the Ribs 

To the Editor: Yorkshire, Ohio. 
In answer to O. B. Fetters question in the February num- 

ber let the curve A B in Fig. 1 represent segment head of the 
door, and C D half of the arch spanning the opening. If the 
ribs are to be put in 8 inches on centers and run parallel with 
each other (No, they should not be parallel, but should radiate 
from a common center. Editor) then space off from center 

A a B 

of segment 8 inches, having one arm of your square parallel 
with the line A B. The outer end of the 8-inch line is to 
intersect the outer segment line. It will be seen by the dia- 
gram that the run for each rib drops a little lower as it gets 
nearer to the outside of the opening; this makes a difference 
in the rise of each rib. I would advise to have a gauge line 
on both arches where the ribs are to rest; and from these 
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gauge lines measure the run and rise as shown in the dia- 
gram. After having found the run and rise of each rib, then 
draw the curves for each rib the same as drawing an ellipse. 

Another thing to be considered is the beveling of the ribs 
to give a solid surface for nailing the lath, as each rib will 
have to be beveled more at the top than at the bottom, also 
the ribs cannot be beveled alike, as the further away the rib 
is from the center of the arch, the more the bevel will have 
to be. I would draw the segment and the outside arch on 
a floor and then put the ends of the ribs on the arches with 
one side flush with the arch, and the part that projects on 
the other side of the rib is the amount to be removed. After 
marking both ends and shaping the rib you will have a pat- 
tern for the corresponding rib for the other side of the arch. 

ALvINn L. OEHRTMAN. 

ob 

To Find the Cut of the Purlin Post 

To the Editor: Juda, Wis. 
Enclosed you will find a rough sketch showing the purlin 

7ST NN 
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posts for a hip roof barn which I do not quite understand. 
Will you please explain how to get the length and bevel with 
the steel square. I can get the length from the drawing, but I 
wish to know how to do it with the steel square. 

Harrison GRENZOW. 
Answer: The problem is a very simple one and may be 

treated as follows: 
The purlin posts should be reckoned the same as a common 

Fig.2 
rafter. The length and cuts are found from the run and rise 
in precisely the same way, so far as they go. That is, it is 
necessary to lay off the plumb line just as though it was to 
be cut, and to this line apply the square with the figures that 
give the seat and plumb cuts of the post to which it joins; 

these will give the proper angle, as shown in Fig. 2. The 
same figures that give the seat and plumb cut of the purlin 

post will also give the cut of the girt that joins it, as will be 
seen in the same illustration. A. W. Woops. 

+ 

Why the Varnish Cracked 
To the Editor: Clarksville, Ia. 

I have read several articles in AMERICAN CARPENTER AND 

BuILper about paint, but have never seen anything concerning 
varnish. I built a house about three years ago, the inside trim 

being white oak, well milled. I was called in lately to see the 
varnish on the woodwork. I found the side casings in bad 
shape, the varnish having cracked, and it seems to be across 

the grain of the wood. Other parts of the trim are not quite 
so bad, but still are cracked some. I would like an explana- 
tion of this trouble. A. G. TENNISON. 

Answer: I would say at once that the cracking is due to 
inferior varnish. The varnish is what we call “short oil,” or 
one not sufficiently elastic, and containing a large quantity 
of rosin. Such a varnish will always crack across the grain, 

and the reason why it is worse in some places is because it 
has been applied heavier there than where it has not cracked 
so badly. Such a varnish has a high gloss, and dries very 
hard, and brittle. Water will cause white spots on such a 
varnish. It easily scrapes under the finger nail test. A good 
grade of varnish does not have so high a gloss because it has 
so much oil that it cannot shine with full luster. Sometimes 
we add some oil to poor varnish, to give it better elasticity, 
but the manufacturers cannot afford to do this, owing to the 
high cost of oil. He gives as good a varnish as your money 

will allow him to give. Now, I do not know what the house 
owner intends to do with that varnish, but he can take it off 
with varnish remover or sandpaper it off enough to allow of 
a fresh coat of a better varnish being applied. It seems a pity 
that a job should be spoiled in this way all in order to save 
a few pennies on the varnish; a very little more, say two 
dollars, even less than this, would give a good wearing varnish. 

A. ASHMUN KELLy. 

+ 

Laying Spanish Roofing Tile 

To the Editor: Miles City, Mont. 
I am at the present time building a $14,000 residence here 

which is to be roofed with Spanish tile, and as I have found 
it impossible to secure a tiler to put the roof on it is up to 
me to do it. Now will you please give me what information 
you can about laying them, etc., as I have never had any 
experience with tile in my twenty-three years of practical 
work. J. W. Brinson. 
Answer: We have requested a number of the tile com- 

panies to forward you their circular literature, which contains 
full specifications for laying of tile and will, no doubt, give 
you the information you desire. You probably know that it 
is the roll of this type of tile which forms the bond and which 
gives the tile its name. Formerly it was common to lay these 
tiles directly on the purlins in open roof construction, the tile 
being simply fastened to the purlins from underneath by 
means of copper wire passed through the pierced lug on the 
underside of the tile. By far the preferable practice, how- 

ever, and the one now almost universal in residence work is 
to use the closed roof construction, the rouf being sheathed 
and then covered with asphalt weighing thirty to forty pounds 
to the square. The tile are laid directly on this protective 
covering and nailed directly to the roof through holes in the 
tile provided for that purpose. Galvanized nails should not 
be used as they have been found to give trouble through cor- 
rosion as well as expansion and contraction, resulting in 
cracking the tile. This trouble is avoided by the use of copper 
nails, leaving the tile sufficiently free to move slightly and 
thus counteract the effects of expansion, contraction and jar. 
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Cheap Way to Construct a Cistern 

To the Editor: Hamilton, Ohio. 
\m sending you herewith an original method of constructing 

concrete cistern in locailties where the sub-soil is gravel. 
[hese cisterns can be built at about one-half the cost of other 
forms of construction and besides will not spring leaks, as the 
sides cannot give. The method is as follows: 

Excavate a circular hole, as per plan, Fig. 1, having a cross 
section as per elevation on line A-B of plan, Fig. 2, using a 
sweep as shown, to get the hole true and round. Sift clean 

sand over this, then place concrete on top the required thick- 
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ness, as per Fig. 3, reinforcing same as desired and placing 
inflow tile in proper position. Have square, or circular form, 

for outside of arch ring. Level concrete off at desired height, 
then let arch harden several days and dig dirt out from under 

arch (passing it up through top opening), to required depth, 
being careful to have gravel sides sloping enough to support 
concrete arch. Plaster directly to gravel and under side of 
arch and cistern is complete, as shown in Fig. 4. 

EmIL GANTZz. 

ca 

Trisection Not Exact 

To the Editor: Berkeley, Calif. 
In. your February issue, Mr. Dustman presents a solution 

for the trisection of any angle. So far as crude instruments 
and human eyes are concerned, it looks very much as if this 
were a geometrical truth. In reality, however, it is not true. 
The trisection of an agle is one of three very famous problems 

of antiquity; it has baffled more than one celebrated geome- 
trician down through the ages. 

It has been demonstrated that this problem is only possible 
of solution by the aid of higher mathematics, i. ¢., it is impos- 

sible by the use of ruler and compasses alone. In case any 

reader doubts this, let him attempt to prove the angle B A J 
equal to the angle J A Kin Mr. Dustman’s solution. To make 
an apparent construction and then prove it true, are two very 

different things ADELAIDE SMITH, 

‘ + 

Where Public Safety is Involved 

lo the Editor Long Grove, la 
Will 2 by 12 inch by 29 feet No. t vellow pine joists, placed 

16 inches on centers, be strong enough for dance hall if they 
have no support at the centers? Tf not, what would you rec 

ommend? The building will be 40 by &o feet, frame building, 
with second floor for dance hall; also we figure on a flat roof 
What kind of construction of roof would you advise? There 
shall be no supports on the second floor 

Rorert SMITH. 
Answer: Tor the span of 20 feet which you mention, we 

have very serious doubts as to the safety of such construction. 
The vibration due to the moving load upon such a floor in 

creases the strain in such long-span beams until it has reached 

a dangerous amount. Our opinion is that such a floor should 
have center supports in each 20-foot span or be supported by 
some form of trussed girder or safe I-beam. 

Our advice to you in a case like this where danger to human 
life is involved, is that the design of this floor and roof be 
placed in the hands of a competent architect or engineer, who 

can go into the details of the construction, knowing all con- 
ditions which are liable to exist, and design this structure 

to meet these conditions. It is not safe for an outside party, 
who has no opportunity of knowing the actual conditions, to 
undertake to give such advice. In many cases conditions are 

changed after the design has been decided upon and accidents 
occur as a result. Epitor. 

be 

A New ‘*Whetstone’’ 

To the Editor: Troy, O. 
[ am a recent reader of your valuable magazine, and am 

much interested particularly in the questions and answers of 
correspondence department. 

One writer thinks his explanation should forever set “at 
rest” the old problem of the three men carrying the stick of 
timber. 
Why bless you no; it has been a mental whetstone for two 

generations! Let it circulate! 
There are some who would rather have a new whetstone 

and here is one that may do 
A farmer when asked to give the rise and run of the rafters 

on his shed, replied: “I can only give the exact length of the 
rafters, which I remember is just 12 feet 3 inches.” What 
are the rise and run? N. W. Cony. 

ob 

Moving Trucks 

To the Editor: Troy, Pa: 
In your March issue, W. W. Glew asks about house moving 

trucks. [ am somewhat at home on that subject, having 

moved many buildings, from one ton’ up to 400 tons weight, 
and then some, and from 6 feet to a mile. I enclose rough 
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sketch of my trucks. They cost $&5 for the four. Have been 

in use some thirty-five years, have re-wooded twice 1n that 
time and are as good today.as when new. I have used other 
kinds, but prefer mine. On small buildings, I only use three, 
placing one in center of front and one on each side toward 
rear. This saves a lot of work on track, as they conform to 
the ground without racking the building. C. 35 GASE: 
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Another Flour Bin 

To the Editor: Thompson, III. 
I subscribed for the first number of the AMERICAN CARPEN- 

TER AND BUILDER, and am still taking it. Heretofore, I have 
not taken part in the discussions carried on in its columns, 

but I find them no less interesting and instructive on that 
account. 

Noticing some different ideas on flour bins, I am sending 

K 

While they are all alike in general, there are a one of mine. 
few points I like very much about this one. 

In the enclosed sketch, you will notice that a bin constructed 
in this way, works on a small threshold hollowed out and 

nailed to the floor; the outside cdge is rounded to form a 
quarter round, and a finish may be obtained by joining to it 
the quarter round that extends around the base. The circular 
notch in the top of bin is for the purpose of lifting the bin 
out, which may be easily done by stopping the bin at this 
place. 

This bin is easily made and it works the best of any I ever 
tried. Epwarp MARTINDALE. 

+ 

Windows in a Curved Wall 

To the Editor: Muskegon, Mich. 
I have been a subscriber to the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND 

BUILDER since last July. I would like to submit a problem in 
building construction for the members of the craft to solve 

I have not seen anything 
I have been taking it. The 

for my benefit, as well as others. 

of the kind in the magazine since 
problem is as follows: 

Show the method for obtaining the length and shape of the 
soffit for a semi-circular window in a curved wall, the jambs 

of which radiate from the center from which the curve of the 
wall is struck. The wall to be 2 feet thick and the opening 
4 feet wide on the inside; the radius to the outside of wall to 
be 8 feet. E. S. Rocers. 

+ 

From a Reader 

To the Editor: Portville, N. Y 
I have been a contributing member of your family for 

some years, and enjoy the letters very much. In the March 
number Albert Gonne shows how to lay out and frame hewn 
timbers; he puts his witness marks on the part to be cut out. 
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In this section of the country we place witness marks opposite 
the part cut out, which I think is better 

The articles on the steel square by A. W. Woods are splen- 

did and should be a great help to members, old and young 
We raise heavy frames here with a gin pole and blocks; 

it is easier and much safer than by hand. An inch rope will 
hold for 8 by 8 inch framing if placed so that the rope will 
not cut. C. M. Hopkins 

+ 

Shingles for Bell Roof 
Versailles, Ill 

Kuster in your March number would say, 
had the finest 

To the Editor: 
In answer to J. A. 

I have shingled a bell roof, last summer, and 
I took a piece of soft pine 4 by 12 inches and cut my luck. 

shingles to shape on a band saw, and there is no exposed nail 
anywhere; try it and see how many shiigles you can saw 
out of a piece 16 inches long. I am sure it surprise you 

ob 

Framework for a Barn 
To the Editor: Holmen, Wis 

As I have always taken much interest in your publication, 
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and always expect to, I am herewith sending a sketch of a 
trestle frame barn which I constructed the past year. It 

makes a very substantial frame. 

| 

ric. 2. 
The trestles, as shown in Fig. 1, should be about 8 feet 

The top plates should be trussed between trestles as 
Frep BLack 

apart. 
shown in Fig. 2. 



Of Interest to Floor Finishers adjust the weight over the blade to the desired degree of 
Bulletin No. 17, describing the “Adjustable” floor scraper pressure, adjust the handle to the convenience of the operator, 

has just been issued by Mr. H. P. Didriksen, of South Bend and then simply push and pull it forward and backward in an 

Ind. This should be of special interest to any building con- easy, natural way. 
tractor who contemplates 
work, 

AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 

any floor scraping or refinishing 
for the “Adjustable” is a practical machine and is said 

to have many features of advantage over anything of its kind 
that has yet appeared upon the market. 

The adjustable features make it readily 
adaptable to any kind or condition of floor, whether hard or 
soft, A strong 

it differs from all others, 
is claimed absolutely 

This weight 

wide range of 

and one in which 
is the movable weight, by which it 

uniform work can always be obtained. 
may be so adjusted as to give any desired 

pressure upon the blade, and this pressure remains fixed until 
the adjustment is again changed, thus insuring a true 
cut by the blade. This may be a deep or a thin cut, as may 
be desired, but it will always be true, something that cannot 
be claimed for any the pressure upon the 
blade is governed by the operator lifting upon the handle. 

A striking feature about this machine is the fact that the 
user never lifts upon the handle in operating it, and as a 

it is only 

old or new wood. feature, 

even 

machine where 

result its operation is very easy, for necessary to 

This 
shipped to any 

machine is sold strictly on its merits, 
responsible builder on approval, 

communications to H. P. Didriksen, 

and will be 
with the 

privilege of returning it if not found perfectly satisfactory. 
Address all 

Bend, Ind. 
South 
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Kawneer System, 

EASE OF INSTALLATION 

EFFICIENT, ECONOMICAL 

That’s the complete description of Kawneer System Store Front » 
1,491,400 lineal feet of F Construction, the reason why more than 

material was installed in 1909. 
Ventilation and drainage sash is so constructed as to be readily 

brick, terra cotta or concrete. installed against wood, iron, stone, 

Kawneer’ Jy ‘stem, 

All exposed wood is eliminated— 

large glass area is sec ured—perfect 

ventilation and drainage is provided— 

all glass edges are properly protected 
—rate of glass insurance the lowest. 

The illustrations of No. 30 and No. 
50 ventilation and drainage sash are 

one-half size, and No. 5 corner bar 

two-thirds size. These members No. 30 Sash 

Kawneer Manufacturing Co. 
BRANCH OFFICES 

50 Sash No. 

form an important part in 
good store front construc- 
tion, and are responsible to 
a very large degree for the 
‘phenomenal success of the 
Kawneer system. 

Do not overlook, however, 

d 

1 

the value of our jamb, sill 
and bulkhead mouldings; 

No. 5 Corner Bar feither in standard or special 
idesigns. With a complete 

Kawneer System you will have a Store Front 
that will pay dividends to your client every 
day in the year. 

_Send for Blue Book No. 2. It contains full 
size details and comprehensive descriptions. 

Home Office 
Niles, Mich. 

CHIC NEW YORK KANSAS CITY SAN FRANCISCO 
MIN NE {POLIS ST. LOUIS PORTLAND PHILADELPHIA 
SEATTLE ATLANTA PITTSBURG DETROIT 
MILWAUKEE SPOKANE CINCINNATI VANCOUVER, B. C. INDIANAPOLIS DENVER | LONDON, ONT. LINCOLN, NEBR. 
LOS ANGELES HOUSTON SIOUX CITY, 

DES MOINES, IA. 
SEE SWEET'S INDEX. 

IA. SYRACUSE, N. Y. 
WASHINGTON, Buc. 

Kawneer System, 
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enemas " 
Without An Equal In The World 

At The Price 

4 Cylinder - 20 H. P. 

Sliding Gears 

Bosch Magneto 

The Hupmobile is a triumph of American mechan- 
ical ingenuity and manufacturing genius. 

Five vears ago or even two years ago such a car at 
such a price would have been a manifest 
impossibility. 

It would be an impossibility today, were it not for 
the magnificent factory equipment of the Hup- 
mobile Company; the splendid experience of 
the designers and builders; and the capacity to 
market the extraordinary output of 10,000 cars. 

The Hupmobile has a smaller carrying capacity 
than the most expensive cars but it does not 
fall below them in quality one iota. 

It has been well said of the Hupmobile that it com- 
pares with the costliest cars as a perfect small 
diamond compares with a large one. 

In the past eighteen months it has performed 
prodigies of service in the hands of thousands 
of hard-driving owners—over rough country 

roads, up steep mountain slopes, through snows 
and cold across the open country. 

Hupp Motor Car Company 

Licensed under Selden Patent 

Desk 32 Detroit. Mich. 

$750 

(F. 0. B. Detroit) 

Record after record for sturdiness and endurance 
has been achieved. 

The Hupmobile at a minimun cost per month for 
upkeep will give you thousands of dollars 
worth of enjoyment and service every year at 
a price which every man can well afford 
to pav. 

Scores of carpenters, contractors and builders 
make use of the Hubmobile for bus- 
iness as well as personal service; a 
dozen times a day they find it 

useful for inspecting their work 
in different parts of town. Hupp 

—_— Motor 

Send this coupon today jor Car Co. 

full information Desk 32. 

about this DETROIT, MICH. 
unparalleled 

car. 

Send 1910 Hupmo- 
bile literature and 

mame and address of 
Hupmobile dealer. 

Name 

Address a ee 
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Risk Reduced by Using Cylindrical 

Cutterhead 

Fay and Egan Company, of Cincinnati, are ofter- The J. A 

ing a decided improvement in cutter heads for hand planers or 

jointers. This is their new Safety cylindrical cutter head, its 
great advantage being that it reduces the risk for the operaior 
in using these dangerous machines. 

The most dangerous and most dreaded machine in any 
wood working plant is the hand planer. More fingers have 

been lost on this machine than any other kind of tool ever 
invented 

lhe reason for this is obvious enough. The large opening 
made by the necessarily wide space between tables on the hand 

planer makes it almost certain that sooner or later the oper- 
will get his fingers into it ator AlOl 

The possibility of such an accident is eliminated by using 
the eylindrical head, which almost entirely fills the opening in 
the table 
operated 

allowing only sufficient room for the knives to be 

The illustration showing the hand on top of the 

head sets torth clearly the safety feature of the new cutter. 
The cylinder works in relatively the same opening as the old 

ead, fills it at all times. A careless workman might styl but 

THE PAST 
Showing the Necessity 

lose the epidermis on the inside of his fingers, or, if he was 

painstaking about it, might have a nail cut off, but it would 
be impossible to lose fingers or hand, as many of those who 
operate jointers have done. 

In addition to this very important safety feature the claim 
is made for this new cylindrical cutter head that it does more 

No. 254—Bench Hand Planer and Jointer 

accurate work than the old style, because there is less vibra- 
tion from the operation of a solid cylinder than from a square 
style of head. 

It is understood that the new cutterhead can be secured in 
sizes to fit any standard machine. The element of safety to 
the operator alone should be sufficient to warrant the adop- 
tion and use of the improved attachment, which is a safety 
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device of itself. Using the old head the open space between a 
the two sections of the table is great enough not only to ad- 
mit fingers, but an entire hand, and the records of the liability 

Fay and Egan’s New Safety Circular Cutter Head 

companies show occasional loss of the hand at the wrist by 
workmen who operate such machinery. 

Catalogue No. 81, issued by the J. A. Fay and Egan Com- 
pany, of Cincinnati, is devoted to consideration of the many 

advantages to be derived from using this new cylindrical cut- 
terhead which is manufactured by that institution. The cover 
design is a two-colored illustration of the hand of a working 

THE PRESENT 
fo this Improvement 

man with two of the fingers and part of a third torn off by the 
old style square cutterhead on a hand jointer. The book is 9 
by 12, and contains much valuable information for machine 
woodworkers and many interesting illustrations. It is printed 
on heavy enameled paper and should have a large circulation. 

In addition to this new Safety cylindrical cutterhead, at- 
tention is also directed to the No. 254 bench hand planer and 
jointer of the J. A. Fay and Egan Company. 

This No. 254 bench hand planer is designed for a great 
variety of small work. It occupies very little space and re- 
lieves the large machine of much work, which it accomplishes 

It will be found especially , 
manual 

wood working shop, 

more rapidly and conveniently. 
and 
valuable tool 

useful in cabinet shops and training 

schools, in fact a 
pattern 

in any 

large or small. 
This bench hand planer is illustrated 

panying cuts. Another of the illustrations shows a 
the Fay and Egan Safety circular cutterhead showing details 

The other illustration is a comparison show- 

in one of the accom- 
view of 

of construction. 
ing graphically the necessity for this improvement in cutter- 
heads. Note how the opening between the tables is about 
completely closed by the cylindrical form of the head. Also 

how the old-style square head with the wide opening between 
the tables makes serious accidents extremely liable. 

All readers of the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER are 

invited by the J. A. Fay and Egan Company, 545-565 West 

Front street, Cincinnati, Ohio, to write for, detailed informa- 

tion concerning this Safety cutterhead, and the No. 245 bench 

hand planer and jointer. 
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TRADE MARK. 
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“No-Co-Do” 

| a Steel Ceilings, Side 

| | oon [Pat i Walls and Tiling 

Hundreds of inquiries are received by us every 

week from our magazine advertising. Those 

from your town we'll turn over to -you if you 

want them. Let us know at once. It makes no difference where you are—in Maine or 

California—you will reap the benefit of this advertising if you handle these highly artistic 

effects in architectural finish for interior decorations for Hospitals, Churches, Schools, 

Theatres, Halls, Stores, for the home and around the farm—appropriate for the hum- 

blest cottage or finest cathedral, in fact any class of building is bettered artistically and 

cominercially by this durable and incombustible material. 

+ da aati sb 

— 

ai] | ee) _—s ~ Rar 
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ee eee 
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Recognized by Fire Insurance Companies for its great protective powers—rates 

are always lowered wherever Nal ON STEE is installed. 
=i; @Ri) 
ee ee 

ee ae 

The ‘‘No-Co-Do”’ Catalog, besides showing installations, has a profusion of cuts 

illustrating the many styles and effects that ‘‘No-Co-Do” Steel is made in. Send fora 

copy today—it’s free. 

ay 

is an 

=m = 
The standard of quality by which all others are judged. 

Northrop, Coburn & Dodge Co. 

45 Cherry Street, New York 
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1000 YearsjProgress in Roofing 

For several years back the Edwards Manufacturing Com- 

pany, as the leading maufacturers of roofing in the United 
States, have been asked by people of considerable prominence 
to give to this country a roofing of the alluring beauty of that 
of the ancient Moors. The old Spanish earthenware tiles 
have been considered the acme of the artistic in roof covering 
and it was thought that if these tiles could be duplicated in 
metal—thereby securing lightness with strength—they would 
be ideally suited to the needs of modern building. Accord- 
ingly after a long period of testing and trying, experimenting 

and improving, the Edwards Metal Spanish Tile has been 
produced. 

In placing before the public this beautiful tile the manu- 
facturers wish to emphasize that the beauty of the old 
Moorish tile has been carefully retained, with its disadvantages 
entirely eliminated. So that today Metal Spanish tile means 
beautiful yet practical and serviceable roof at a very reason- 

able price. 
The accompanying photograph is an illustration in point. 

The beauty and dignity that Metal Spanish tile has given this, 
make it an object of real, whole-hearted admiration. It pos- 
sesses an appearance of warmth that is delightful to the home- 
loving folk. Picture this home in your mind without its cov- 
ering of Metal Spanish tile—its absence makes a world of 
difference. 

The Edwards Manufacturing Company stake their repu- 

tatiion as the largest manufacturers of metal shingles and 
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the shop and put together, every bolt and screw perfectly 
fitted. The table is then tested for strength and ease in 

turning, and very carefully inspected before it is taken apart 

ae 

siohink =| kh. rckaabepteaers 

and put into knockdown shape for transportation. This table 

is highly indorsed by architects and builders. The illustra- 
tions (herewith and in their ad.) show the construction of the 
table in detail, also its use. 

Carpenters and builders oftentimes are called upon to install 
turntables required in their specifications. A nicely illustrated 
catalogue and detailed information will be sent by return mail 
to any interested parties addressing the Canton Foundry and 
Machine Company, 610 East &th street, Canton, Ohio. The 
advertisement in this issue gives the diameter, wheelbase and 
weight of the various sized tables. 

Francisco Two-piece Walls 

The Francisco Block Machine Company, Co- 
_~ lumbus, Ohio, urge all readers of the AMErI- 

CAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER to investigate 
the merits of this block machine, which pro- 

duces the L-style block for two-piece walls. 
The advantage of the two-piece wall is that 

it cuts out all possibility of damp walls. The 
Francisco people claim that their block enables 
the concrete man to win back the people who 
are prejudiced against cement blocks on ac- 
count of experiencing trouble with damp walls 
which the old-style dry process blocks have 

ceilings in the world on the assertion that Metal Spanish tile 
offer many practical advantages never before given by any 
other roofing material. They stand ready to back this up and 
to prove to the readers of the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND 

BurLper that Metal Spanish tile should be specified and used 
in all work. They request that you write today for their 
catalogue 51, addressing the Edwards Manufacturing Com- 

pany, 401-417 Eggleston avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio. 

**Universal’’ Turntable for Garages 

The Universal turntable is well-known to the entire garage 
trade of the country and it is unnecessary to repeat the details 
of construction. Many of the very prominent public and pri- 
vate garages have installed them. 

The convenience of the table is more especially noted from 

the fact that a pit only 12 inches deep is required, regardless 
of the diameter of the table. They are built from 12 to 20 
feet in diameter, and carry the heaviest autos with wonderful 
ease. Every table is fully guaranteed. The Universal has 
an iron top and is proof against the warping, shrinking and 
splitting of the wood-top tables. Once erected, it is claimed, 
never to get out of order. Every table is completely built in 

produced. With the two-piece L-block it is 
claimed the inner wall can be laid more accurately on account 
of the inner and outer being separate, so that plastering would 
not be necessary, simply a white coat, which will mean a big 
saving and make a much more desirable wall. The wall is 
laid up just as fast as the cored block and is much easier 
on the man laying them, as they are lighter and easier to 
handle. A house laid up out of L-blocks is warmer in the 

winter and cooler in the summer than any other style of con- 
struction. 

Mr. J. B. Francisco, the inventor of the machine, has been 

using this machine for years. The machine is patented, and, 
from the very wide range of styles of walls and size of stone 
produced the machine seems to have special merit that de- 
serves investigating. This machine is a down-face machine; 

crushed granite or any other facing material can be used; 
and for terra cotta designs the inventor has a special plate 
constructed so that plain faces, beveled or hammered, can 
be formed which will enable the block maker to furnish almost 
any desired style of work. 

The Francisco Block Machine Company, Columbus, Ohio, 
will send catalogues and full information concerning this ma- 
chine and method of construction on request. 

, 
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A Bench Hand Planer and Jointer 

—For— 

Carpenters, Contractors, Builders and Cabinet Makers 

Undoubtly, the handiest and most valuable tool ever invented for planing 

small work — saves much time, does the work much better and 

with far less labor than can possibly be done 

with the hand plane. 

WITH OUR 

No. 294 Bench Hand Planer 

you can plane, surface straight or tapering, joint, edge, etc., in the 

most rapid and perfect manner. The price is so reasonable 

that the ordinary Carpenter or Cabinet shop cannot 

afford to be without it. 

Write For Large Illustrated Circular 

J. A. FAY & EGAN CO. 

545-565 W. Front St. Cincinnati, Ohio 
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The ‘*Famous’’ Universal Woodworker 

Ihe Sidney Tool Company's “Famous” Universal wood- 
worker is rapidly becoming recognized as the standard wood- 
working machine for contracting and carpenter shops where 

a great variety of work is turned out but where there is not 
room nor requirement for many different special machines. 

he No. 14 “Famous” Universal woodworker combines in 
itself the following twelve special woodworking machines 
1—A 12-inch jeinter 6—Pony planer. 
2—Saw table with saw arbor 7—-Power feed sander. 

that may be raised and &—Boring machine 
lowered Q—Hollow chisel mortiser 

3—-Two-side power feed  to—Standard single end ten- 
molder and edger ones. 

j—Band saw 1i—IXmery grinder 
s—Complete single spind I: 12—Dise sander 

- : shape 
Phe accompanying illustrations show this machine equipped 

and in use in two of the ways, as a dise sander and as a drun 
sander. With the use of this disc sander, which is attached 

right to the boring spindle, all kinds of circular or irregular 
curve sanding can be done. It is convenient for all kinds of 

planing mills or carpenter shops. It is glued up in sections of . 
the very best grade of kiln-dried cherry, and is so arranged 

the outside that it is impossibie for the paper with steel ring on 
to be thrown off while sander is in motion. The disc sander 

} is I2 inches in diameter, and can be recovered without any 

difficulty whatever. 

For the disc sander the Universal wood worker: is equipped 

with a I2-inch sand drum. In order to use. this. attachment 

you swing the outside bearing out of the way, remove the 

jointer head, replace same with the sand drum, move’ your 

tables up so the drum will clear them nicely, then. adjust 

them for the different depth cuts you desire, same as on the 

rezular standard jointer. With this out- 
fit it is claimed that you can take the 

lumber right from your planer and sand 
it in such a satisfactory manner that it is 
not necessary to use the hand planer to 
make the lumber sufficiently smooth for 
any and all kinds of work. 

These are but two of the twelve ma- 
chines embodied in this No. 14 Universal 
woodworker. The simplicity of the ad- 

Used as a Disk Sander 

justment and Qhange for them—as just described—is typical 
of all the rest: 

In offering this 
\ MERICAN CARPENTK 

roodworking machine to readers of the 

ND Bui_per the Sydney Tool Company 
ask “why buy twelve ¢hines to do your work, when one is 
enough?” This certainly %sa question well worth thinking 
over and investigating ; 
« The following is a very Brief description of the No. 14 

“Famous” Universal wood worRgr with some of its various 

attachments ‘a 

\ 

It has a 12-inch jointer, tables 5 feet over all arranged so 
you can joint stock up to 12 inches wide without taking the 
gauges off the table, also arranged for rabbetting, and the 
tables are so arranged that they can be moved back from the 
head sufficient to put on any and all kinds of molding bits 
for doing special work. 

The saw table has a raising and lowering saw arbor, which 
will accommodate saw blades up to 14 inches in diameter, 
which can be lowered entirely out of the way when the saw is 
not in use. The saw can be raised high enough in the table 
to accommodate ripping as thick as 4 
inches and as wide as J4 inches. You 
can cut off or dado stock of any kind as 
wide as 24 inches without coming into 
contact with the band saw. This table 
is equipped with one miter cut-off gauge, 
and one miter ripping gauge. The rip 
ping gauge can be swung entirely out 

Used as a Drum Sander 

of the way when cuting off stock. It is not necessary to 
remove the saw table to use any of the other attachments, 
but the saw table can be removed in half a minute’s time. The 
arbor is I inch where the saw goes on. The table is made 
of wood glued up in narrow strips and planed perfectly true. 
Size of table, including jointer table, 33 by 33 inches. This 
table is also fitted with wooden throat which can be removed 
for using any size dado or grooving heads. 

The Single Spindle shaper which is fyrnished with the 

No. 14 Universal woodworker, is only a one-way spindle and 
not reversible. The head is adjustable up and down as well 

as the table. The spindle is 1% inches where the collars go 
on, and is fitted with one set of shaper collars with sixty- 

degree bevel. The collars are inter-changeable with the joint- 
er spindle, the head is also inter-changeable with the boring 
spindle arbor in case you wish to use the head for any special 
work. 

The band saw being part of the No. 14 Universal wood 
worker is 27 inches, the wheels are ground perfectly true and 
covered with genuine rubber. The upper shaft runs in a long 
babbitted boxing, fitted with oil cup, arranged with spring 

tension, and also adjusting screw, to cause the blade to run 
in any desired path. The guide bar is 1 inch square and is 
adjustable up and down, and is fitted with the Wright friction- 
less roller guide, extreme heighth under guide when raised is 
10 inches. The table will tilt to any angle up to 45 degrees, 
and is held in position by a new positive clamp, which comes 

out in front of the table, and within convenient reach of the 
operator. The size of the table is 20 by 26 inches. The 

shifter rod for the tight and loose pulleys is also within con- 
venient reach of the operator. The tight and loose pulleys 
are 10 inches in diameter, 342 inches face. The length of the 
band saw blade is 13 feet, 6 inches. 

The Sidney Tool Company maintain that the day you install 
a “Famous” Universal woodworker you discount competition 
and will be able to make profits you cannot earn without one. 

They stand ready to prove every claim and back each sale 
with a good guarantee. All they ask you to do it to send now 

for additional information and get their special premium, good 
only for sixty days. Address Sidney Tool Company, Sidney, 

Ohio. 

EE 
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It’s A Good Drum Sander 

—and 11 Other Machines Besides 

Special Proposition 

If You Act Quick 

We are making an unusu- 

iyIo| -ARPENTER AND BUILDER 83 

The Famous 
ally liberal offer that holds 
good for thirty days. Every 
carpenter, builder and con 
tractor who uses woodwork- 
ing machinery should ask for 
information. It means money 
saved so write today. Don't 
forget. *‘Universal Woodworker’’ 

It’s a machine-shop in itself. Twelve 

woodworking machines are combined in one 

at the price of one Practically all the work 

that carpenters and builders need can be 

done on this machine. And the low cost, 

combined with our special proposition, puts 

it within the reach of everybody. 

It’s So Durable — And So Simple 

a 

To operate the woodworker as a Drum Sander 
all you have to do is this: 

Swing the outer bearing out of the wav, re 
move the jointer head, place the drum in position, 
place the outside bearing on and, — there you are! 

You have a complete drum sander, perfect in 
every respect, ready to do as good work as a 

With this attachment you can do all kinds of 
sanding and with the assistance of the power feeding 
attachment with the sand drum, you can equip the 
machine as a power sander, which will sand stock up 
to 12 inches in width and six inches in thickness. 

And perfect work is guaranteed. 
This is the only woodworker on earth that can be 

machine that does only sanding. converted into a power feed sanding machine. 

A Fine Investment for Carpenters 

Such adaptability has never been known on woodworkers before. Carpen- 
ters and builders throughout America who have work for twelve machines, but 
who cannot afford to buy twelve separate machines—and who have not the 
space to install twelve machines if they had them— recognize the Famous 

‘Universal Woodworker” as the solution of their problem. 
The merits of this wonderful machine are acknowledged 

bv evervbody. Imitations are only —-imrtations. Noothers 
can compare with the famous ‘‘Universal’’ for the wide range 
of uses, quality of the work, the great durability, or the low . 
cost. Send at once for full particulars— vou ought to be 
posted on such a remarkable proposition. 

This Illustration 

shows our No. 14 Universal Woodworker with Ré 
and Lowering Saw Arbor, Jointer, Shaper, Boring Mae 
and Band Saw, without any change whatever. bs 

Sidney Tool Co. 

Highland Ave. : : Sidney, Ohio 
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JOHNSON’S 

| Money Makers 

) | = | Just Mail Coupon or 

ea ey | 1 | Postal for Three Big 

Wir tt Samples and Book. 

ET us send you test packages of these three Johnson’s Wood Fin- 

ishing Specialties absolutely free. These are the best money 

makers among all wood finishes for Painters and Decorators and 

we want to prove it to you at our expense. Johnson’s Electric Solvo 

—to remove old finish in a jiffy; Johnson’s Wood Dye, for artistic, rich, 

permanent color; Johnson’s Prepared Wax, for the beautiful polish of 

subdued lustre. 

Johnson’s Wood Dye 

Made In 14 Standard Shades 

HW 1 
1h 

No. 126 Light Oak No. 130 Weathered Oak 
No. 123 Dark Oak No. 131 Brown Weathered Oak 
No. 125 Misston Oak No. 132 Green Weathered Oak 

No. 140 Manila Oak No. 121 Moss Green 
No. 110 Bog Oak No. 122 Forest Green 
No. 128 Light Mahogany No. 172 Flemish Oak 
No. 129 Dark Mahogany No. 178 Brown Flemish Oak 

Price —all shades — half gallon size — $1.50. 

Y a, Johnson’s Electric Solvo softens all old finishes in 15 or 20 minutes without 

S.C... the slighest injury to wood. Goes farther than any other varnish remover. 

POHMSON ..¢, Price-— Gallon Size $2.50. 

Racine, Wis. "Se Johnson’s Prepared Wax gives the ‘‘hand rubbed”’ effect and does not 

Mg catch and hold dust or dirt or show heel-marks. te 
offer of a sample °*. 90 = 
of Johnson’s Wood —_, Our Beautiful 48 Page Text Book 
Dye. Also a copy °, “ E . ‘ 
of your text book—“The i. which we will send free with samples, is the most helpful guide 
Proper Treatment for “.% eae. : Floors, Woodwork and Fur- “s,Q to decorating published. Send the coupon or postal now 

niture”, Edition A. C. B. 4. “.% for the whole outfit — free. 
* 

Piso ssinseenentenceyianae , S. C. Johnson & Son 

M RACINE, WIS. 

Y *'The Wood Finishing Authorities’’ 

I accept your 

eeceeereree eres ereeeeeereeesesesesesesee 
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OHNSON’S 

Business Getters 

This Set of Wood Panels — 

14 Natural, Standard Colors— 

Will Get Contracts for You. 

E want you to have this complete set of Wood Panels showing 

Johnson’s Wood Dye in its 14 shades. We'll gladly send them 

free because they will prove to you beyond doubt that 

Johnson’s Wood Dye produces better results than any other 

wood-coloring material made. 

Also, they will get you the business in competition with any other 

set of panels or color card ever put out. 

__ They show the real colors on the real wood—colors of life and 

richness. And you are safe in contracting to match any shade— 

Johnson’s Wood Dye never varies. 

Johnson’s Color Panels and 

Guide Book Always in Demand 

In every city and town the best trade is coming to depend more and more m WA 

on Johnson’s Wood Finishing Materials and the Johnson Suggestions for ».- 

interior decorations. ge. 

You will find our book, ‘The Proper Treatment for Floors, Woodwork and Furniture,”’ o a 
Edition A. C. B. 4, equally helpful to you and to your trade. Beautifully illustrated in» .- pee 
natural colors from life—complete in color scheme suggestions, and valuable information «4. & SON 
on all kinds of wood finishing work. Tells about the matchless results possible by © ~ Racine, Wis. 
the use of Johnson’s Wood Dye, Johnson’s Under-Lac, Johnson’s Prepared Wax 2 - ' 
and other wood finishing specialties. ff’. I accept your offer 

Cut out Coupon now to remind you, fill in your name and address and & - DR seg ce a : 
send by next mail, or mail postal if more convenient. Remember this bus f-” copy of your sent beaten 

: “The Proper Treatment of 
Oy . Floors, Woodwork and Fur- 
mH, niture,’”’ Edition A. C. B. 4. 

S.C. Johnson & Son fe 

Racine, - . . Wisconsin Ns 5 sao cack ww nwtemoeebana 

“The Wood Finishing Authorities” A wz Ee ee UC ree Coe 

iness-getting outfit is absolutely free— All yours for the asking. 
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Of Interest to Every Builder 

Something Out of the Ordinary 

There are on the market today a great many devices for 
floor scraping. Many of these are very good—they all have 
their merits, in fact—and this lit- 
tle article is in no way criticising 
them. 

recently been There has pat- 
ented, however, a floor scraping 
device that will scrape a floor as 
smooth and true as plate glass. 
The method used by this machine 
in scraping floors is, as far as we 
know, totally different from the 
method employed by any other / 
floor scraper. 

In the first place, 
with the Daisy floor 
scraper—which is the 
name that is given to 

the device—a_ shear- 
ing cut is always 

advantage 
Daisy Floor Scraper 

made, the 
of which is easily apparent to every man who has scraped 
floors. The weight of the Daisy is approximately 125 pounds, 
this weight being largely in the roller which, by the way, is 

totally different from others. 

This roller consists of two separate and distinct parts, each 
part being set on a very heavy rubber tire; and also they 
revolve on a perfect bearing, each separate from the other. 
This method being used, it can be easily seen that moving the 
scraper is greatly facilitated; and, inasmuch as nothing but 
rubber tires touch the floor, it 1s impessible to mar the wood- 
work in any way 

The clamping device for the blades is something entirely 
new, inasmuch as a blade can be removed or replaced instan- 
taneously, there being no nuts to loosen or tighten; and by 
the use of this device the operator is enabled to use practically 

Edge Turner 

eve f the blad This means a large saving, as these 

blades are not slotted 

he indle of the Daisy scraper is adjustable, that 1s it 
can be used with like facility by a tall or a short man. It is 
of great convenience to the carpenter to be enabled to reach 
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any part of the floor desired with a scraper. The Daisy is so 
constructed that any corner can be scraped thoroughly and 
also the floor may be scraped flush to the baseboard. 

After the floor has been roughly dressed, two blades are 
used for the finish, that is two blades are placed in an ex- 
tended V-shape, and by this method the production of wavy 
floors is an absolute impossibility, inasmuch as each blade 
is scraping opposite to the other, and consequently the finish 
on the floor is as true as plate glass. 

On this page is a photo of the blade sharpening device used 
Look this photo over carefully and 

This device 
by the Daisy Company. 
we feel sure that its merit will appeal to you. 
is so constructed that it is impossible to get anything but a 
true edge on the blade, and by its use at least three-quarters 
of the time usually spent on such work is saved. 

Then again, there is a second device used for turning the 
edge of the blade. This is also reproduced on this page. 
After the blade has been sharpened it is run through the 
edge turner in a few seconds and the blade is ready to be 
used. 

Filing Device 

Floor scraping is an art. A well-scraped floor is a thing 
of beauty, and a man who can do this work with a machine 

ten or twelve times as quickly as he can by hand, and do it bet- 
ter, is the man who is going to get the ‘job. 

If the claims for the Daisy are true—their claim was fully 
substantiated in a trial of the machine before a representative 
of this company—it will do anything that you need done, and 

you at least ought to get in touch with these people and let 
them tell you what they have. Let them prove to you that 
their machine will do as they claim, and if it does these 
things, you ought to own one. 

Daisy Mfg. For complete information address Company, 
South Bend, Ind. 

Write for This 

We are pleased to acknowledge receipt of the new Catalogue 

“E” of the Cotilson patent store front construction, manufac- 
tured by J. W. Coulson & Co., 234 North 3rd street, Columbus, 

Ohio. We feel very sure that the readers of the AMERICAN 
CARPENTER AND BuiLper will be very much interested—as we 
have been—in looking this catalogue through, preserving it 

In it we tind clearly set forth for future reference and use. 
the Coulson patent store front construction and the advan- 
tages gained by its use. This is done by means of a thorough 

full sized sectional drawings of the differ- 
and 

description and by 

ent corner posts, transom and division bars quarter 
rounds, together with a few reproductions of store fronts in 

which this construction was used. There are also a few let- 
ters of reference received from the different plate glass insur- 
ance companies, architects, contractors and owners of build- 

ings. 

We gain this book that 
specified and used in a great many buildings throughout the 

from this construction is being 

United States and Canada, and has always given entire satis- 
faction. 

Eee 
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Everyman’s Car 

La 

The 

) $485 

F. O. B. Factory 

Price Lom Enough for Every Man— 

Quality High Enough for Any Man 

Think of it!! $485.00 for the best- 

built, most thoroughly-proven, easiest- 

riding, most economical, handiest,'small 

automobile in the world. <A car that 

has just been awarded the highest prize 

in an endurance contest of 568 miles in 

open competition with twenty - five 

other cars, selling all the way from 

$750 to $5,000. A car that is alwavs 

ready to go, because the little troubles, 

which are bound to develop in the 

ordinary automobile, never appear in 

the Brush. There are no complicated 

parts to get out of order, nothing about 

it the ordinary man cannot understand. 

That’s why you see it on the road — 

not in the repair shop. 

Do not judge the Brush by price in 

comparison with other automobiles. It 

is the only car that is different from all 

others, and still a proven success—so 

judge it by the practical, sensible fea- 

tures of its construction; judge it by 

the showing it has made in the reliabil- 

ity and endurance contests; judge it bv 

what 3000 users say about it; judge it 

by its looks. Then, ask yourself if you 

can afford to be without one. And re- 

member, in addition to its utility and 

economy, it makes as stylish a little 

pleasure car as you could buy at any 

price. 

The Brush is the first automobile 

which the business man has been able 

to regard as an investment —not a 

luxury — and it is an investment which 

is sure to pay him a high rate of inter- 

est on his money. 

The Brush is the logical successor to 

the horse and buggy. 

Any Brush dealer will show you why 

the Brush should prove an excellent 

investment for you. On request we 

will send vou full information about 

the Brush and the names of some users 

in your vicinity. Do not postpone 

investigating the Brush. The chances 

are you could be saving money every 

day by using one in your business. 

Brush Runabout Company 

Licensed under Selden Patent 

381 Baltimore Ave. DETROIT, MICHIGAN 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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Acme Woven Wood Lath 

During recent years there has been a growing feeling among 

carpenters and builders that the ordinary lath and plaster we 
have been accustomed to does not form the ideal material for 

27 by 50 inches, are nailed directly to the studding with either 
two or three-penny nails. A lap joint is used where the 
sheets come together so as to preserve the continuous bond. 
The average lather puts on 100 square yards of the ordinary 

sawed lath per day. A record of 225 square yards has been 

Fle 

the purpose. The lath is too expensive to put on; and, 
owing to the ever-increasing scarcity of first-class lumber and 
the accompanying increase in blue, sap-stained, “dead” lath 
in every bundle, there has been a growing demand for some- 
thing better. In response to this, wall boards of various kinds 
have been offered as being more easily applied and at the 
same time making a stronger, more enduring and satisfactory 
wall. 
One of the foremost of these improved lathing materials is 

Acme woven wood lath. This possesses a great deal of merit 
and seems to be admirably adapted for use in modern building. 

Acme woven wood lath consists of sheets 27 by 50 inches 
formed of interlacing wooden strips. A number of different 
kinds of wood are suited for this use, but the Acme Woven 
Wood Lath Company make it one of their strongest points 
that only the good, sound mature heart of trees is used. The 
individual strips are only about half the thickness of the old- 
fashioned lath, but the interlacing braces and strengthens them 
to such an extent that this lath is much more strong and 
durable than the old-fashioned kind. In fact, Acme woven 
wood lath has been developed to meet the modern demand for 

strength and durability in building construction. This it does 
at a very reasonable cost. 

The interlacing of the strips makes a strong positive key in 

both directions for the plaster. This is said to prevent, abso- 
lutely, cracking or falling away of the plaster in either ex- 
terior or interior work. From the construction and texture ot 

Acme woven wood lath it seems reasonable that this should be 

the case. 
The accompanying illusrations show Acme woven wood lath 

as it is used both for exterior and interior work. The sheets, 

established for the Acme woven wood lath, and 200 yards per 
days is average work. This shows that half the labor is saved. 
One half the nailing is saved also, since only every other lath 
is nailed to each studding. 

Acme woven wood lath is being specified for schools, 
churches, public buildings and for residences large and small 
in all parts of the country. It is recommended for all classes 
of work, both interior and exterior, where ordinary lath would 

be used, forming a stronger, more durable plaster surface. 
It is more easily applied, and compares very favorably in cost 
with ordinary sawed lath. 

Acme woven wood lath is guaranteed absolutely in all re- 
spects by the makers, The Acme Woven Wood Lath Company, 
St. Louis, Mo. They will furinsh complete information in 
regard to this material on request. 

+ 

Unito Asphalt Roofing 

The United Factories Company, Cleveland, Ohio, have de- 
veloped what seems to be a new idea for marketing a number 
of lines of goods of interest to AMERICAN CARPENTER AND 
BuILDER readers. It is a well-known fact that the expense 
for selling certain lines is fully as great as the manufacturing 
cost. In order to cut down this selling expense to a mini- 
mum the United Factories Company has been organized as 
the sales department of a number of large manufacturing con- 
cerns. It is claimed that by combining in this way much lost 
motion will be eliminated and a material saving made in the 
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Try the new Rambler at half-speed in crowded 

traffic—on a hill or sand road—where flexi- 

bility or exceptional power is needed. Notice 

how smoothly and steadily it pulls when 

running even as slowly as three miles an hour 

under load. This is because of the Offset 

Crank-Shaft. 

The new Rambler with such features as the 

Straight-Line Drive, Rambler Spare Wheel, 

engine accessibility and the new Expanding 

Clutch, is superior in many respects to any 

other automobile. In point of quality it is even 

better than any previous Rambler. 

Please write for the Rambler magazine, 
a monthly publication for owners. 

Thomas B. Jeffery & Company 

Main Office and, Factory, Kenosha, Wisconsin 

Branches: Chicago, Milwaukee, Cleveland, Boston and San Francisco 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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cost of marketing each of these various lines of merchandise. 
\n instance of this saving in selling expense is shown in the 

“Combined Catalogues” of the United Factories Company for 

1910, which has just been received. This is a single catalogue 
combining under one cover the following: Excell roofing, Unito 

rooting, Unito paint, incubator catalogue, fence catalogue, steel 
wheel and handy wagon catalogue, Unito fireless cooker cata- 
logue, Unito manure spreader catalogue, Unito gasoline engine 
catalogue, agricultural implement catalogue, besides other spe- 

cial lines, including lighting outfits, tire extinguishers, vehicles, 
etc. It is figured that all of these lines will be of interest at 
one time or another to the same parties. If interested in 

txcell metal roofing today, a man may be interested in 

Unito paint tomorrow, or he may need a gasoline engine; 
thus this combined catalogue 1s worth while saving for future 
reference or use 

One of the leaders in this combined catalogue, and a line 
that is being strongly urged by the United Factories Com- 
pany, is Unito asphalt roofing. This is made from the best 
of fiber wool felt, saturated and coated under a special pro- 
cess with asphalt. This makes a rubbery, densely compressed 

rooting felt which is said to resist the action of moisture, acid 
or tire. Unito roofing is not affected by heat or cold. It is 
easily laid, is plastic and pliable, strong and tough, and will 

not stick in the roll. This rooting 1s offered for use alike 
on steep or flat surfaces. The claim is made that it will not 
shrink or crack. There is absolutely no tar in it. 

Unito roofing is sold strictly on its merits; still it 1s claimed 
that through the economy effected by this new method of 

selling these lines of goods, 1t may be secured from the United 
lactories Company at a very reasonable price. 

The readers of the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER will 

do well to get in touch’ with the United Factories Company, 
Cleveland, Ohio, and investigate their proposition. Write for 

this large catalogue, for there is much in it that will interest 
you 

Stone on earth 

USE THE ENTIRE SURFACE 

FOR SHARPENING 

The Carborundum Sharpening Stone for carpenters is round. 

It is just the right shape and size to allow for the rotary motion 

required in sharpening a carpenter’s tools— 

It not only does its work better and quicker but the stone wears 

down evenly—there is no unused surface— 

And—It’s a Carborundum Stone—which means it is the best Sharpening 

Price $1.00. 

Ask your Hardware Dealer—or send $1.00 to 

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY 

NIAGARA FALLS, N. Y. 

New Shelby Catalogue 

The Shelby Spring Hinge Company, Shelby, Ohio, have 
just issued their new catalogue, No. 15. This shows their 
line of double-action ball-bearing spring hinges, including the 
well-known Shelby “Chief” floor hinge, screen door hinges 
and yarious builder’s hardware specialties. 

This catalogue is very nicely illustrated and prices are 
given in connection with all the items, making this a verv 
valuable book to figure by in estimating work. There is a 
complete index, alphabetically arranged, so that any item 
desired may be quickly found. This book is now being dis- 
tributed to those interested, and every reader of the AMERICAN 
CARPENTER AND BUILDER should have it in his catalogue library. 

Steel Square Framing Made Easy 

\s was recently stated by Alfred W. Woods in this maga 
zine, the steel square contains within itself—for the steel 
square specialist—the easy solution of all framing 
problems. To read and make use of the information 
contained, however, takes a great deal of skill and 
technical knowledge—more, in fact, than the major- 
itv of builders possess or feel that they can take time 

to acquire. We all know how difficult it is to read 
and apply the steel square; we also know the im- 

mense handicap a workman is under who does not 
understand its use. 

It has been truly 
said, “Every day we 
find out how little we 
know about most - 

ch 
phatically the case WU ; — 

ao 

‘{§——' things!” That is em- 

when it comes to framing with the ordinary steel square, and 
if we had to depend on it alone for help, everything but the 
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"RICHMOND Ef 

Beets element which distinguishes the 

"RICHMOND Heating System from all 

others is the efficiency with which all 

parts, from boiler to radiator, faultlessly 

perform the work for which they are in- 

tended. The specification of “RICHMOND 

fixtures precludes any suggestion of an 

error in your judgment. 

And, after installation, you will under- 

stand why the owners and users of 

"RICHMOND goods join with us in pro- 

claiming that RICHMOND’ means super- 
e e PLATE 42-9-S 
1ority. RICHMOND” Square Sectional Waterbase Steam 

Boiler. (Also made for Hot Water Heat.) 

“RICHMOND” 

Steam and Hot Water Boilers 

Radiators 

“Ricumonp” Boilers, in every detail, embody the requirements of the perfect house-heating boiler. 

The heating surface is so placed that both the flame and heated gases strike it at right angles, thereby 

utilizing the maximum amount of heat. In the interior surface all parts are so arranged that they are 

easily accessible for cleaning, thus securing the highest efficiency of the heating surface. Every inch 

of fire surface in “Ricumonp” Boilers is so backed by water that it readily absorbs the full heat and 

circulates it through the hollow double walls of the boiler and on through the piping to every part of 

the system. Because water surrounds every portion of the surfaces with which fire or heated gases 

come in contact, and because the construction is such that the greatest amount of surface is so placed 

as to be in contact with the fire or heated gases, the “Ricumonp” Boiler is the most economical on the 

market in fuel consumption, easiest to operate, and of the highest heating efficiency. It is also 

practically indestructible. 

Send for Catalogue BR 

THe MSCrum-HoweLt Co. 

Ss: : oe Park Ave. and 41st St., New York City 

Address in the Westi(ameron Schroth (meron G. 189 Michigan St., Chicago, Ill. 
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cost of marketing each of these various lines of merchandise. 
\n instance of this saving in selling expense is shown in the 

“Combined Catalogues” of the United Factories Company for 

i910, which has just been received. This is a single catalogue 
combining under one cover the following: xcell roofing, Unito 
rooting, Unito paint, incubator catalogue, fence catalogue, steel 
wheel and handy wagon catalogue, Unito fireless cooker cata- 
logue, Unito manure spreader catalogue, Unito gasoline engine 
catalogue, agricultural implement catalogue, besides other spe- 
cial lines, including lighting outfits, fire extinguishers, vehicles, 
ete. It is figured that all of these lines will be of interest at 
one time or another to the same parties. If interested in 
Excell metal roofing today, a man may be interested in 
Unito paint tomorrow, or he may need a gasoline engine; 
thus this combined catalogue is worth while saving for future 
reference or use. 

One of the leaders in this combined catalogue, and a line 

that is being strongly urged by the United Factories Com- 
pany, is Unito asphalt rooting. This is made from the best 
of fiber wool felt, saturated and coated under a special pro- 

cess with asphalt. This makes a rubbery, densely compressed 
rooting felt which is said to resist the action of moisture, acid 
or fire. Unito roofing is not affected by heat or cold. It is 

easily laid, is plastic and pliable, strong and tough, and will 

not stick in the roll. This rooting is offered for use alike 
on steep or flat surfaces. The claim is made that it will not 
shrink or crack. There is absolutely no tar in it. 

Unito roofing is sold strictly on its merits; still it is claimed 
that through the economy effected by this new method of 
selling these lines of goods, it may be secured from the United 
lactories Company at a very reasonable price. 
The readers of the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER will 

do well to get in touch’ with the United Factories Company, 
Cleveland, Ohio, and investigate their proposition. Write for 

this large catalogue, for there is much in it that will interest 

you 

Stone on earth 

USE THE ENTIRE SURFACE 

FOR SHARPENING 

The Carborundum Sharpening Stone for carpenters is round. 

It is just the right shape and size to allow for the rotary motion 

required in sharpening a carpenter’s tools— 

It not only does its work better and quicker but the stone wears 

down evenly—there is no unused surface— 

And—It’s a Carborundum Stone—which means it is the best Sharpening 

Price $1.00. 

Ask your Hardware Dealer—or send $1.00 to 

THE CARBORUNDUM COMPANY 

NIAGARA FALLS. N. Y. 

New Shelby Catalogue 

The Shelby Spring Hinge Company, Shelby, Ohio, have 
just issued their new catalogue, No. 15. This shows their 
line of double-action ball-bearing spring hinges, including the 
well-known Shelby “Chief” floor hinge, screen door hinges 
and various builder’s hardware specialties. 

This catalogue is very nicely illustrated and prices are 
given in connection with all the items, making this a very 
valuable book to figure by in estimating work. There is a 
complete index, alphabetically arranged, so that any item 
desired may be quickly found. This book is now being dis- 

tributed to those interested, and every reader of the AMERICAN 
CARPENTER AND BUILDER should have it in his catalogue library. 

Steel Square Framing Made Easy 

\s was recently stated by Alfred W. Woods in this maga- 
zine, the steel square contains within itself—for the steel 
square specialist—the easy solution of all framing 
problems. To read and make use of the information 
contained, however, takes a great deal of skill and 
technical knowledge—more, in fact, than the major- 
itv of builders possess or feel that they can take time 

to acquire. We all know how difficult it is to read 
and apply the steel square; we also know the im- 
mense handicap a workman is under who does not 
understand its use. we — . ” aa —_ 
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said, “Every day we 
find out how little we 
know about most 
things!” That is em- 
phatically the case CH. _ “ 
when it comes to framing with the ordinary steel square, and 
if we had to depend on it alone for help, everything but the 
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"RICHMOND Efficienc 

HAT element which distinguishes the 

"RICHMOND: Heating System from all 

others is the efficiency with which all 

‘parts, from boiler to radiator, faultlessly 

perform the work for which they are in- 

tended. The specification of “RICHMOND 

fixtures precludes any suggestion of an 

error in your judgment. 

And, after installation, you will under- 

stand why the owners and users of 

‘RICHMOND’ goods join with us in pro- 

claiming that RICHMOND’ means super- 
PLATE 42-9-S 

1ority. “RICHMOND” Square Sectional Waterbase Steam 
Boiler. (Also made for Hot Water Heat.) 

“RICHMOND” 

Steam and Hot Water Boilers 

Radiators 

“Ricumonpb” Boilers, in every detail, embody the requirements of the perfect house-heating boiler. 

The heating surface is so placed that both the flame and heated gases strike it at right angles, thereby 

utilizing the maximum amount of heat. In the interior surface all parts are so arranged that they are 

easily accessible for cleaning, thus securing the highest efficiency of the heating surface. Every inch 

of fire surface in “Ricumonp” Boilers is so backed by water that it readily absorbs the full heat and 

circulates it through the hollow double walls of the boiler and on through the piping to every part of 

the system. Because water surrounds every portion of the surfaces with which fire or heated gases 

come in contact, and because the construction is such that the greatest amount of surface is so placed 

as to be in contact with the fire or heated gases, the “Ricumonp” Boiler is the most economical on the 

market in fuel consumption, easiest to operate, and of the highest heating efficiency. It is also 

practically indestructible. 

Send for Catalogue BR 

THe MS Crum-HoweLt Co. 

Se: lee Park Ave. and 41st St., New York City 

Address in the West](ameron Schroth (@meron G. 189 Michigan St., Chicago, Ill. 
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very simplest of framing problems would have to remain as 

Chinese puzzles to most of us. 
Luckily, however, the Crookston Tool 

Company, Crookston, Minn., have come to 
our aid, offering their “A B C protractor 

square.” With this it is claimed 

that all framing problems, simple 
or involved, are easily solved. It 

gives bevels 

and degrees, its oper- 
ation simple, 
straightforward and 
easily understood. 

The accompanying 
drawings illustrate 

this ingenious tool, showing it in use and also folded for easy 
carrying in the kit or chest. 

lengths, 

being 

The other cut illustrates a number of common roof framing 
problems, all of which are easily solved with the “ A BC 
protractor square.” 

To get the length of hip rafter and bevel on the side oi 

the jack rafter, set member C to member A at length of com- 
mon rafter, and set member B to member C at half width 
of building. Member B will then give the length of hip 
rafter and by laying member B against the side of the timber, 
member A will give the side bevel on the jack rafter. Now 

to get bevels on both ends of hip rafters, reset the square, 
setting member C to member A at rise of roof, then set 
member C to B at the length of hip rafter as 
given on member B in first setting; then by laying member B 

against the edge of the timber, member A will give upper 
and member C lower bevel on the hip rafter. The plumb 
and base cut on the jack rafter are the same as the bevels 
on the common rafter. 

A valley rafter is obtained the same as a hip. The cripple 

member 

[April 

rafter has two plumb cuts which would be the same bevel as 
the upper end of the common rafter. The side cut on the 
cripple is obtained the same as on the jack rafter. 
We are informed that this square is sold on an absolute 

guarantee that it will do what the makers claim for it. The 
Crookston Tool Company, Crookston, Minn., will be pleased 
to furnish readers of the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
full information of this tool on request. 

A New Mortise Guide 

A new low-cost yet practical mortise guide, one that will do 
the business and do it right, is now obtainable from the 
Nicholls Manufacturing Company, Ottumwa, Iowa. 

It will mortise lock in doors, and 
is excellent for making screens, 
screen doors or anything that has to 
be mortised. It cannot get out of 
order—can be operated by an inex- 
perienced hand as well as a skilled 
one. 

It cuts true and is so arranged 
that the auger always comes central 
on the door or piece to be mortised. 
There is no changing or adjusting 
to get center of door. It has one 

guide block which will take in ™%, 
34 and 15/16 inch auger, or a guide 

block can be furnished to fit any 
size auger up to 15/16 inch. 

The guide block can be changed 
instantly to any of the different size 

holes. 
The construction of the mortise 

guide is extremely simple; it is 
made of steel and always ready for 

instant use. The guide block holds the bit absolutely square 

A Few Points on Estimating 

Upon estimating the cost correctly depends your success. 
high or too low. If you sit down and take off every item separately it takes too much time. 

If you guess, nine times in ten you are too 
It means a 

great risk of omissions on account of interruptions or overlooking something because you have so many 
items and figures to handle. 

nights? 
they would not want it for any less. 

The need of a system in taking off quantities is one cause of omissions also. 
Do you neglect your business many times because you have a job to figure? 

Most builders bid too low for fear of losing the job. 
If you want to adopt a system that is easy, simple, accurate, reliable 

Do you worry and lie awake 
If they knew just what the job was worth 

and practical, the NEW SIXTH EDITION of The Lightning Estimator will teach you. 

You Need the Lightning Estimator 

This method shows you the actual time and material involved in each part of your work, but so cleverly 
combined and systematized that a large job may be estimated in a very short time and omissions are almost 
impossible. Shows you how to dissect and analyze unfamiliar work in order to get at the cost. By showing 
time and material required as well as prices you may adjust this method to any scale of prices in any part of 
the country. Written by a successful builder from actual experience, not theory. 

The carpenter builder who sublets everything but the carpenter work concrete block maker and setter. 
Valuable hints for the 

can learn how to estimate the walls, brickwork, concrete work, chimneys, plastering, etc., so that he can 
handle this work by the day himself and save the subcontractors’ profits. 

Now is the Time to Become a Master Builder 

If you are a journeyman here is your opportunity to become a master builder and if an old timer, a 
chance to get new ideas and become more proficient; if you know it all, pass it along. 5 

This edition is bound in cloth and is amply illustrated, a feature that has been overlooked in most books 
on this subject. Can you afford to hesitate? 
get on the road to success? 

Will you do yourself justice and send one dollar today and 

BRADT PUBLISHING COMPANY 

1260 Michigan Avenue JACHSON, MICH. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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Every Carpenter Should 

Have this 165 Page Book 

in His Tool Chest 
It will be sent free. 
Simply write your name and address on a postal 

card and say, “Send me your Handy List.” 
The book contains a complete catalog of 200 

mechanics’ hand tools—the largest line offered by 
any one manufacturer. 

It also contains 35 compact pages of handy ref- 
erence tables and valuable information. 

P. S. & W. Carpenters’ Tools are for sale by 
hardware and tool dealers all over the world, and 
are backed by go years of tool-making experience, 
ability and progress. 

Every single tool we send out has been made by us. Look 
for The MARK of the MAKER. 

That is important, for if you don’t know who made your 
tools you can’t be sure of the quality. 

The Peck, Stow & Wilcox Co. 

MANUP'RS $4.03 artesiaing of Mechanics’ 
Established 1819 Five Large Factories 

Address Correspondence to 
22 Murray Street, New York City 
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with the work and true to the gauge lines. It will not mar 
the finish on the sides of the finest dgor. 

To change guide block for different size holes, loosen 
thumb nut on top of the right hand guide bar, then spring 
bar out in slot, slide the guide block to the top plates and 
remove same, change to size wanted and replace it on the 
bars, push rod back and tighten thumb nut. It is said to be 
the cheapest mortiser on the market. 

For complete information address Nicholls Manufacturing 
Company, Ottumwa, Iowa. 

Glidden Varnish Co. Establishes 
Toronto Plant 

The Glidden Varnish Company, Limited, was organized in 
Canada, March 2nd, 1910, this company having purchased the 
plant, business, and good will of Blackwell Varnishes, Limited, 
at Toronto, Canada. The plant is now being remodelled and 
the capacity of same very largely increased, in order to handle 
better the rapidly increasing trade of the Glidden Varnish 
Company of Cleveland, Ohio, of which the Canadian plant will 
be a branch. All the famous Glidden products, including 
their world renowned Jap-a-Lac, will be manufactured at this 
new Toronto branch 

Reeves Embossed Metal Tile 

The Reeves Manufacturing Company, Canal Dover, Ohio, 
wish to impress the fact on the readers of the AMERICAN CArR- 
PENTER AND BUILDER that in their “embossed metal tile” they 
have produced the very highest grade metal roofing tile they 
know how to make. *They state that they make no effort to 
compete in price with makers of low-grade goods, but to 
those who want the best both in material used, care in making 
and merit of goods, they are prepared to furnish a high-grade 
article not obtainable elsewhere at any price. 

In the manufacture of Reeves embossed metal tile, we are 

EA SSAA a a Te A), 

Why They Cannot Crack 

Split or Come Unglued 

J-M SANITOR SEATS AND TANKS are moulded in one piece and 
saturated with a waterproof hardening material, which renders them 
impervious to moisture, heat or cold, and gives them greater tensile 

inforced that only the very best IC and IX full weight open 
hearth terne plates and galvanized iron are used, and it is 
claimed that for this reason the Reeves embossed metal tile 
will weigh approximately 10 per cent more to the square 
than any other metal tile or shingle on the market. It will 
pay you to remember this. 

As a roof for your house is indispensable, why not let it 
be one that will add to the appearance, one made of the most 
durable material? No money spent on a house will add 
more to its value than that spent on an ornamental and 
durable roof. A good building with a poor roof is no better 
than a well-roofed building with a poor foundation. Both 
represent false economy. 

Reeves embossed metal tile are adapted for residences, 
schools, churches, public buildings, ete. of all kinds and 
sizes, having roofs of 6 inches or more pitch per foot; or in 

other words, wherever wood shingles or slate can be used. 
They are equally suitable for siding, and, in some sections 
of the country are extensively used for such work. 

Too much emphasis cannot be placed upon the embossing. 
This is what gives Reeves embossed metal tile its beauty, 
strength and rigidity, preventing rattling and buckling, adding 
to its durability by keeping it dry and cool. This embossing 
also permits of the free and uninterrupted circulation of air 
on the under side, preventing the accumulation of mositure 
and its results, rust and corrosion. _ After the roof is on there 
is no way to paint the under side. Free circulation of air 

alone will preserve the roof. 

The lock is perhaps the most important part in the con- 
struction of any metal tile or shingle, and one of the prin- 
cipal reasons for the pronounced success of Reeves embossed 
metal tile is in the locking device. The embossed end lap 

is another distinctive features of Reeves embossed metal tile 
which absolutely prevents any moisture whatsoever from pene- 

strength and durability than any wood. Being made in one piece, there are no joints to come unglued 
or split. Not being affected{by moisture, heat or cold, they will not swell, warp or crack. They are 
practically indestructible. 

J-M SANITOR SEATS AND TANKS 

have no dirt-catching, disease-breeding cracks and crevices. The tanks are absolutely waterproof without 
lining, therefore have nothing to corrode. They will no! sweat. _ As this material cannot water-soak, the 
tanks do not become heavier, and cannot warp, swell or shrink and throw the inside fittings out of adjustment. 

J=-M SEATS AND HIGH AND LOW TANKS are furnished complete with fittings, in mahogany, oak 
and white enamel. The graining is so natural that only an expert can detect them from wood. 

Baltimore 
Boston 
Buffalo 
Chicago 

& 

Write nearest branch for prices and further particulars—or simply write 
your name and address on margin of this advertisement and mail it to us. 

H. W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO. 

ASEESTOS 
Manufacturers of 

Asbestos and Magnesia Products, Asbestos Roofings, Packings, Electrical Supplies, Etc. 
Cleveland London New Orleans San Franctsco 
Dallas Los A ngeles New York Seattle 
Detrout Milwaukee Philadelphia St. Louts 
Kansas City Minnea polis Pittsburg 

(873) 
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will help you in your interior 

work by furnishing a complete 

scheme of household decoration 

HE above illustration is a black and white reproduction of one of the color plates 

taken from our “Ideal Plan of Home Decoration,” which is a portfolio showing each 

room of a model house, illustrating in exact color the finishes, paints, varnishes, etc., 

to be used for the walls, floors, ceilings and furniture. Complete specifications are 

given as to how to obtain each result. Write today for this portfolio, which is free 

to any reader of the American Carpenter and Builder. It will save you time in planning the 

work which you may have on hand, as some of the suggestions for the various rooms. will 

undoubtedly be entirely suitable, or at least suitable in part, for your work. 

In using the suggestions given in this portfolio, you can be quite sure that they are new 

and up-to-date, as they have been worked out by the decorators in our Decorative Depart- 

ment. All of these color schemes are produced by the use of 

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINTS AND VARNISHES 

We have been manufacturing paint and varnish products for over 40 years and our line 

includes a finish for every surface. With the experience gained through all these years of 

paint making, we are in a position to judge what finish is best for the surface under considera- 

tion. Remember that if the color suggestions shown in this portfolio do not exactly suit 

the interior work which you may be planning or designing, all you have to do is to write to 

our Decorative Department telling just what changes you would like to have made and our 

decorators will work up special color schemes for you along the lines you suggest. This serv- 

ice is absolutely free of charge. 

We feel that the suggestions offered in this portfolio cannot help but be of benefit 

to every decorator, contractor or carpenter, not only in the time saved but also in the ideas 

which it may furnish for work at hand. Write today for our portfolio, the B-73 

THE SHERWIN-WILLIAMS Co. 

PAINT AND VARNISH MAKERS 

612 CANAL ROAD, N. W., CLEVELAND, OHIO 
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trating, should it happen to find its way under the over- 
lapping tile to the sheathing. 

At the bottom of the tile is another improvement, consisting 
of a reverse turn-down or brake of about 3/16. of an inch, 
which fits closely against the embossed end lap of the under- 
lying tile, preventing driving snow and rain from drawing up 
under them. The reverse brake mentioned above serves to 
stiffen the end of the tile, preventing damage in transit, or 
on the job, a point which will be fully appreciated by the 
workman who applies the roof. 

These, and many other interesting points, are fully explained 
in the finely illustrated catalogue now being distributed by 
the Reeves Manufacturing Company, Canal Dover, Ohio. 
Every reader of the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER should 
have a copy. They will be mailed free on request. 

**Hercules’’ Prize Winners 

Announcement has been made before in these columns of 
the prize competition recently held by the Century Cement 
Machine Company. The photographs were judged at the 
cement show, the award being as follows: 
A. T. Bradley, Esq., care Century Cement Machine Co., 

Rochester, N. Y. 

Dear Sir: The committee named by you to select prize 
winners from the exhibition of photographs showing con- 
struction formed of blocks made on Hercules machines, has 
the honor to report the following selections: 

First Prize. No. 132. Gospel Trumpet Home, Anderson, 

Ind. 
Second Prize. No. 162. Barn, by Frank Lewis, Harpurs- 

ville, N. Y. 
Third Prize, No. 21. Orangery for Sir Hedworth Wiliam- 

son, Bart., Sunderland, England—work by William Sewall. 
Fourth Prize, No. 51. Presbyterian church, Gibbon, Neb. 

Fifth Prize. No. 44. First M. E. church, Miramar, P. L., 
Frank B. Hatch. 

(SIGNED) 
Percy H. Witson, A. A. P. C. M. 
C. R. W. Epccumse, Cement World. 
WALTER C. Boynton, Concrete. 
GeorcE C. WALTERS, Concrete Age. 
Georce D. PFEIFFENBERGER, Architect, East St. Louis, III. 
Frep K. Irvinr, Rock Products. 
F. F. Lincotn, Cement Age. 

Cement Brick 
“Well, it’s remarkable that such a small and simple machine 

like that can turn out so much work!” This was a remark 

Metbod of Placing Product for Curing. 
overheard at the recent cement show, in the crowd gathered 

A VALUABLE NEW BOOK JUST ISSUED 

SHORT CUTS IN CARPENTRY 

A Collection of New and Improved Methods 
of Laying Out and Erecting Carpenters’ Work 

MMM 

for the short cut are given, but also the “reason why, 
apply his knowledge to many problems besides those given in this book. 

The book contains 90 large (5 x 7-inch) pages, illustrated by 75 engravings in the 

By ALBERT FAIR 

O LAY OUT and erect carpenters’ work accurately and quickly is an accomplish- 
ment desired by all progressive carpenters. In this book, not only the simple rules 

”’ so that the carpenter can 

text and a large folding plate, finely printed on ivory-finish paper and handsomely 
bound in green art canvas. You run no risk in ordering this book as we will cheerfully 
refund your money if you are not pleased. 

PRICE ONLY 50 CENTS POSTPAID 

This useful, practical and unique instruction book contains remarks about the carpenter and his work; the differ- 
ence between carpenters and joiners. Description of the various carpenter and joiners’ work about a house illustrated 
with a large folding plate giving the names of the various parts of doors, windows, trim, etc. (This chart alone is worth 
the price of the book.) The practical use of geometry in laying out carpenters’ work explained in a different way so 
the reader will know ‘“‘why.’’ How to obtain various miters, both for straight and curved work. How to make a miter 
box. Descriptions of different kinds of moldings. Bending moldings around circles and the art of kerfing explained 
simply and accurately, telling why it is done and how to doit. Rake mouldings and how to lay them out fully ex- 
plained, and several short-cut ways of doing it. How to find the corner brackets for coves. The‘use of the steel square 
in finding various pitches, degrees, miter cuts for polygons, etc. Use of the 2-foot rule in describing various figures 
when no other tool is at hand. The selection and use of glue. Hints on saving time when working on hardwood. The 
art of blind nailing. Setting door jambs, fitting and hanging doors. Fitting windows. How to cut pockets in window 
frames. Remarks on framing. Short cuts in placing siding. Siding a circular tower. Shingles required to cover a given 
roof area. Laying out octagon shingles. Quick method in finding bevel of shingles for gable. Framing a floor with 
short timbers. Building up a beam. Laying floors. Laying wood carpet. Constructing dished floors. The art of 
veneering on a small scale. Hints on inlaying. Roof framing explained on a new principle whereby you know the 
reason why the square is used and how to use it for different forms of roofs. How to find the sizes and cuts of braces. 
Bevels for hoppers. Making wheat bins. Quick method of beveling fence posts. Shaping a flag pole. Quick method 
of obtaining the bevel of tank staves. Making and placing well curbs, etc., etc. 

INDUSTRIAL BOOK CoO., 178 Fulton Street, New York 
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Every BEAVER’ BOARD wall or 

ceiling 1s a standing advertisement of 

your skillful workmanship 

Paneled walls and beamed ceilings done in BEAVER BOARD are being 

used in every type of building, new or remodeled. It means steady summer 

and winter employment for every good car- 

See, penter that knows what BEAVER BOARD is 

oa RD and how to put it up. 

One BEAVER BOARD job, well done, leads 

to another, and is a standing advertisement of 

the skill of the man who did it. 

Read what follows, and learn all about it: 

BEAVER. 

BOARD 

BEAVER Co BUPPALO BEAVER Co BUPFALO 

What BEAVER BOARD is 

Beaver Boarp takes the place of 
lath, plaster and wall-paper in every 

kind of building. 

It is made entirely of selected 

woods, reduced to fibrous form and 
pressed into panels of uniform thick- 
ness, with pebbled mat surface. 

It is growing in favor by leaps 
and bounds, because it is so quickly 
and easily put up, is economical, 

Besides that, it deadens sound 
and retards fire. It makes a house warmer in winter 
—cooler in summer. It can be put up without any 
of the mess and nuisance of plastering and _ papering. 

BEAVER BOARD is sold everywhere by hardware, lumber, 
paint, wall-paper and builders’ supply dealers and decorators. For 
your protection, every panel is stamped on the back with the 
Beaver Boarp Trade-mark,. 
BEAVER BOARD BOOKLETS sent free if you mention name 

of your dealer. They tell you many interesting and_ profitable 
things to do with Beaver Boarp. 

A Dining-room, showtna the Fine F fect of BEAVER BOARD 
Panels and Battens 

Th FAVER BOARD is put on the and wears better than plaster and none an haa 

-pa be put on over the lath and plaster 

_ er of old rooms 

How BEAVER BOARD is Put Up 

Beaver Boarp is made in panels 
of standard sizes and nailed direct 
to studding of new walls, or put on 
old walls without removing plaster 
and wall-paper. Beaver Flathead 
Nails are used for edges and Beaver 
Bunghead Nails for centers of panels. 

Panels should be run clear down 
to floor behind base-board and fit- 
ted around window-casings, doors, 

The seams are covered with bat- 
tens, and other battens are used for 

centers or diagonals where called for in specifications. 

All nice, clean inside work, easy to put up in good 
shape, 

Another profitable use of Beaver Boarp is in making many 
useful and handsome household articles. We send free an _illus- 
trated booklet with plans and specifications for making many things 
that everyone wants around the house. With each is given an 
estimate of cost. 

Write for BEAVER BOARD BOOKLETS. 
They give you all the details. 

A Large Room Divided Inio Two by BEAVER BOARD 
Movable Partitions 

The BEAVER COMPANY 0 BUFFALO 

GENERAL OFFICES AND WAREHOUSE, 122 BEAVER ROAD 
Mills and Factory Canadian Factory 
Beaver Falls, N. Y. Ottawa, Ontario 
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in front of the booth of the La Grange Specialty Company, 
where their “Little Giant” brick machine was being demon- 
strated. And it did seem remarkable; yet the operations re- 
quired were so simple, and the machine itself so light and 

compact, that we were not at all skeptical when informed that 
two men, one to fill the moulds and the other to carry away 

Huntsman Block, La Grange, Ind. 
(Built of Brick Made on the Little Giant.) 

the bricks, working with two of these machines, could easily 

make 300 perfect bricks per hour! 
The “Little Giant” makes three perfect cement bricks at 

each filling. While this number is not large, still it works out 
very well in the final outcome; for with this machine there 
are practically no spoiled or broken bricks. This is due to 
the fact that they are removed and placed lengthwise of the 

THE STANDARO-GILLETT LIGHT COMPANY, 

Write today for Catalog before the edition is Exhausted, 

LIGHT FUR HOMES, SLOKES, 
The best light under the sun ts produced by the STANDARD AND SIMPLICITY LIGHTING SYSTEMS. Better than 
eiectricity or city gas, cheaper than kerosene or candles, with none of their objections No smoxe—no soot—no odor—no 
work filling lamps or trimming wicas. A light that does not befoul the air. Suitable for the cottage or for the mansion 
for the city or country home. Anyone can operate them and be entirely independent of gas and electric companies 
Produces a Hydro-Carbon Light—white, brilliant and penetrating. Does not change or affect colors at night nor cause eye 
strain. Endorsed by insurance underwriters, recommended by users. 

BIG MONEY FOR LIVE AGENTS. ; pam: ann 
We want a live, wideawake hustler to represent us in every community. Exclusive territory given. well organize 
“Sales System’ aids the agent in his work. Write today for large illustrated catalogue and further particulars. 

‘CHAS. F. LORENZEN @ COMPANY 

Manufacturers of high-grade, thoroughly modern, and up-to-date wood Mantels, from 

factory direct to you. Selection of material the best. All Mantels finished in our 

standard color, light golden oak, have a regular piano polish finish. 

H to cover postage and packing on the most valuable mantel catalog 
Remit 25 cents ever issued. This amount will be deducted from the first order received 

pallet. A moment’s thought will show the reason and im- 
portance of this—when the pallet boards become warped and 
curled as they always do. With this machine it is also pos- 
sible, and is very often done, to remove the brick onto level 

ground, sand covered, thus saving entirely the expense of 
pallets. 

The accompanying photographs are eloquent in their story 
of the “Little Giant” and its prowess. One shows a typical 
“Little Giant’’ cement brick plant, the other a fine modern 
building constructed of these bricks. 

There is no question but that there is a large and promis- 

ing field, with the assurance of good money, in the cement 
brick industry. It is a line that is developing. The readers 
of the AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER will do well to 
write the La Grange Specialty Company, La Grange, Ind., 
and get full particulars concerning the “Little Giant” cement 
brick machine and this industry. 

New Sales Manager for Pullman Mfg. Co. 

We are informed that Mr. George J. MacLoughlin, formerly 
one of the proprietors of the Century Camera Company, has 
become actively interested in the Pullman Manufacturing 
Company, Rochester, N. Y., and will have entire charge of the 
selling end of the business. This company is also adding new 

facilities to their equipment in order to take care of the rapidly 
increasing business. 

Slate—The Right Roof 

Edward Hall, in a “Treatise on Building and Onamental 
Stones,” puts the case thus: “Slates are chiefly used for roof- 
ing houses and public buildings, and are valuable in propor- 

tion to their compactness and durability, their smoothness of 
surface, their uniformity of quality and incapacity for absorb- 

ing water.” 
Prof. J. L. Stone, New York State College of Agriculture 

FACTORI£5S AND SCRELETS 

6 West Michigan Street, CHICAGO, ILL. 

719 N. Ashland Ave., CHICAGO 
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ALL BOARD 

YOU DON’T HAVE TO WAIT for good building weather when you use Bishopric Wall Board. This substitute for 
lath and pone 3 is made of kiln- dried, dressed lath, imbedded in hot Asphalt Mastic under pressure of 500 pounds to the 

square inch, surfaced with sized cardboard and cut at the 
factory into 4x4 ft. sheets, of uniform thickness (3 inch), which 

. are easily and quickly nailed to studding, ready for immediate 
i application of wall paper, paint, burlap or other de- 

’ coration. 

Applied It is applied dry; is guaranteed not to swell, shrink, warp, , 
crack, flake or blister; is clean, sanitary and odorless; is i 

Dry, proof against moisture, cold, heat, and vermin: saves f 
fuel in winter and keeps out summer heat; also deadens 
sound. Is suitable for dwellings, factories, new partitions 
in old buildings, finishing attics, porches, laundries, cellar 
ceilings, garages. etc. 

rta The lath forms a perfect binder—a guarantee against warp- : \ : 
impo nce of Lath ing or twisting out of shape. Furthermore, insures perfect WRG \ 
adhesion when nailed to studding. Beware of cheap imitations. Bishopric Wall Board is protecte 
by U.S. patents. Prosecution will follow infringement. 

PRICE AND SHIPMENT FROM NEAREST POINT: Crate of 16 sheets, covering 256 
sq. ft. of surface, $6.40 or $2.50 per 100 sq. ft., f. o. b. New Orleans, La., Cincinnati, O., or Alma, Mich. 

Saves labor. Does BISHOPRIC Proof against 

away with building heat, cold, moist- 

Sa’ SHEATHING ga = 

Made of the same materials used in Bishopric Wall Board and same way, though 
finish is not necessarily so smooth, therefore costs less. It is nailed to studding on 
outside of the building, with lath and Asphalt Mastic exposed. Overthis you nail 
weather-boarding. This gives solid sheathing with dead air space between Sheathing 
lath and siding. Ideal material for cement exterior or stucco work. Cement firmly 
adheres to lath and Asphalt Mastic, making a solid, smooth exterior. For factory 
or residence, this form of cement construction is the cheapest and best known. 

Winter or 
Summer 

Bishopric Sheathing is cheaper than lumber; is free from holes and rough spots; is nailed to 
studding in half the time required for lumber; does away with expense of buying and applying 
building paper; is proof against heat, cold, dampness, frost, wind and vermin. Being a non-con- 
ductor, it keeps the building cooler in summer and saves fuel in winter. It is used with excellent 
results as a lining for dairy barns, poultry houses, driving stables or other outdoor buildings. 

PRICE AND SHIPMENT: Crate of 16 sheets, covering 256 sq. ft. of 
surface, $5.12, or $2 per square of 100 sa. ft., f. 0. b. New Orleans, La., 
Cincinnati, Ohio, or Alma, Mich. We ship from nearest point. 

Handsome and 

sei ROOFING 

Standard Quality, Bishopric Asphalt Mastic Roofing wil! not dry out; therefore requires no paint. The 
asphalt composition is toughened and perpetuated by an exclusive process, which converts asphaltum into 
Asphalt Mastic. May be exposed direct to weather in any climate without danger of softening, drying out, 
cracking or crumbling. The only asphalt roofing with successfully stands the direct exposure test. 

ELUTE | 

Requires No Paint 

or Other Coating. 

Made of pure woolen felt, coated on both sides with pure Asphalt Mastic and flaked mica, making a 
neat, clean, artistic, durable roof, which never needs paint. Absolutely proof against cold, heat, moisture, 
wind and weather; will not crack, curl or break; wholly unaffected by climatic conditions. Will reduce 
fire insurance. E asily laid. 

PRICES: Freight prepaid East of the West Line of Minnesota, lowa, Missouri, 
Oklahoma and Texas: 

3-ply..$2.50 per square of 108 sa. ft. 
2-ply..$2.25 per square of 108 sq. ft. 
1-ply..$1.75 per square of 108 sq. ft. 

Write for descriptive booklet and samples of Bishopric Wall Board, Bishopric 
Sheathing and Bishopric Rooting—all sent free. 

The Mastic Wall Board & Roofing Mfg. Co., 24 E. Third St., Cincinnati, 0. 
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at Cornell University, says: “We are very favorable to slate 
roofs for farm buildings. I have a slate roof on my own 
house and it has given me no trouble during the ten years it 
has been in use.” 
Cement and Slate, a leading periodical of the building trade, 

published the following concise and competent summing up: 
“Many advantages are claimed for slate, which seems to be 

designed by nature for use where a clean, non-absorbent sur- 
face is required. It is strong and durable and can be made 
neat and even beautiful. The surface is smooth; it will not 
retain dirt or moisture.” 

From the foregoing it is evident that slate excels in dura- 
bility, in cleanliness, in compactness, and in that chief of all 

roofing virtues, imperviousness to water, air and changes of 
temperature. Slate shares these characteristics with other 
roofing materials. It is smooth—like tin; strong—like iron; 
and so on. But, so these writers claim, no other roofing mate- 
rial combines all the good points of a perfect roofing. They 
claim that iron rusts, making it worthless in ten years; while 

sea green and purple slate does not rust and it wears five, ten, 
even fifteen times as long as iron. It shares with shingles the 
power®of regulating extremes of temperature. 

Copper, lead, tin cost more in the beginning—and it is said 
fail to compete in durability. Felt, shingles, iron cost less to. 
put on, but soon catch up owing to their weak resisting power, 
the yearly loss of efficinecy in a shingle roof, for instance, 
being 35 cents per square. In the same time wear and tear 
affect a good sea green or purple slate roof (the most durable 
of all varieties), not to exceed thirty-six mills. In other 
words, one slate roof equals six shingle roofs, and even then 

is a better investment, for while six wornout shingle roofs are 
worth nothing, a century old slate roof still has its price. 
For example, one sold at Delta, Pa., recently, brought close 
to the ruling market price after being in service ninety-three 

years. 

Retail Store for **Thor’’ Laundry Machines 

The Hurley Machine Company, manufacturers of the Thor 
electric laundry machines for the home, write us that they 
have opened a retail store for the sale of these machines at 
31 Monroe street, East, between State and Wabash, Chicago. 

Fellgren System of Concrete Construction 

At the third annual Cement Show, recently held in Chicago, 
a new system of solid concerte building was on exhibition 
which attracted a great deal of attention. The carpenters and 
building contractors who were present in large numbers at 
this show were especially interested. As the inventors of this 
system, C. W. Fellgren and Sons Company, explain: it is a 
method of construction that appeals in a peculiar way to the 

carpenters; for it is, in fact, an ingenious combination of the 
standard frame construction, with which we are all familiar, 
and the new building material, concrete. 

The accompanying diagrams will serve to show the method 
of construction. A solid concrete wall, four or five inches 

thick, takes the place of the sheathing and exterior siding of 
the ordinary house. This wall is keyed to the studding in the 
most substantial manner, producing a wall of great strength 
and durability. Lath and plaster are applied to the inside of 
the studding in the regular way, thus providing a 2-inch air 
space. This makes the wall absolutely moisture proof. 

The framing for a Fellgren System house is exactly the same 
that the carpenter employs in ordinary work. The studding, 
however, have first been put through the mill and two %-inch 
grooves rabbeted out along each 4-inch face. This is a matter 
of very small expense. The grooves are used when the fram- 
ing is set up for the mould-boards to slip into to form the in- 
side of the concrete wall. 

With this system of concrete construction no difficulty is 
experienced in framing for doors and windows, or in applying 

FELLGREN SYSTEM Solves the Problem 

Solid Concrete Houses At Last—With- 

out Expensive Forms or Lumber Waste 

‘T*HIS is an example of the beautiful, substantial, modern houses 
being built by the Fellgren System of Concrete Construction. 

(Patented.) The only practical, satisfactory method. Strong, 
Fireproof, Damp-proof. No lumber wasted for Forms. Dead- 
air space makes Dry Walls. Framing and Construction Easy. 
The Fellgren System has been Tested and Approved. 

CARPENTERS ano BUILDERS —INVESTICATE 

G. W. Fellgren & Sons Co. macnciie ave Chicago, Ill., 

Write today for particulars and fot money-making proposition 

The No. 21 Watrous Screen Door Catch 

The Latest and Best Thing in Screen Door Catches 

THE CATCH WITH THE POSITIVE LOCK 

The case comes flush on door jamb. The strike 

is adjustable. Needs notemplet. A child can 

set it without making a mistake. A light trip 

and a strong hold. Positive lock does away with 

necessity for hook-and-eye, or other fastener. 

Sells at Sight 

THE E. L. WATROUS MFG. CO., DES MOINES, IOWA 
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You can’t afford to be The Man Who Stood Still. 

You don’t want to stick to the plane, the saw 

and the hammer all your life. You don’t want 

to continue to work for the next twenty or thirty 

years just as you do now. You must want to 

advance, and you can advance by studying 

Radford’s Gyclopedia of Construction Ne 

‘aS CARPENTRY, BUILDING AND ARCHITECTURE 

Twelve great, big, massive volumes. More thorough, more complete, more exhaustive than anything before even 
attempted. Over four thousand pages, thousands of illustrations. diagrams, 

charts, plans and working drawings, made especially for this set of books, including three complete volumes on cement 
and concrete construction, the only thing of the kind in existence. Practical carpentry, steel square, framing, roof con- 
struction, and even manual training, painting, glazing and decorating are thoroughly treated in addition to the bigger 
work, such as masonry and steel construction, heating, ventilation and plumbing, reinforced concrete, contracts and speci- 
fications. And all this explained thoroughly without the use of a single square root sign or algebraic equation, or the 
use of anything but simple arithmetic. Practical information from start to finish. 

Free Set of ONE-QUARTER PRICH BARGAIN Free Five- 
Bl Print Delivered to you at bare cost of manufacture merely to introduce the set. Privilege of ex- D Off 

ng B re . amination free. We pay transportation both ways if you don’t keep the books. One dollar with your order Ss righ t F = 
7 nie and two dollars a month pays for the books. Order on the coupon below and get all the benefits of the mete 
of Plans One-quarter Price Offer—$23.80 instead of $79.00. Only $1.00 

Including year’s subscription to the American Carpenter and Builder and one extra large Portfolio size volume of three hun- 
dred pages of ali kinds of plans, perspective views and floor plans, selected for their excellence, economy of design and 
popularity among the building classes. 

SMALL LIST OF CONTENTS 
To Realize their Tremendous Scope, You Must See the Books “> 

Carpentry How to test Cement Walls and Foundations Use of Tiles Invaluable to the Radford 
Stair Building Standard Specifications for Steps and Stairs Ventilation and Plumbing house owner or Archi- 
Steel Square Concrete Blocks Concrete on the Farm Heating—Steam, Hot Air, prospective rN ecatusel. Go. 
Test Questions, Practical Establishing a Concrete Roofings, Chimneys, etc. Hot Water, Furnace home Oo Medinah Bldg. 

Problems, Reviews Block Business Reinforced Concrete Bridges Steam Fitting, Gas Fitting, builder g Chicago 
Framing Concrete Block Systems Railroad Work, Concrete etc. re) _— al 
Roof Construction Proportions—Sand, Stone, Ties, Abutments, Culverts Architecture, Mechanical, oe) : —s _ > - 
Strength of materials Gravel and Water Concrete Dams Free Hand and Perspec- : va - 3 He mony 
Foundations, Retaining How to Overcome Concrete Retaining Walls tive Drawing & " Cyc a fo pr . = Walls, etc. Troubles Reinforced Concrete Rendering in Pen and Irk Po _ ee ee eee 
Piles and Caissons Curing Stone by Steam Various System, Tables and Wash Q nve nga yer tee 
Sewers and Drains Color of Concrete Blocks Showing How to Reinforce Lettering I enclose _ ang 
House Drainage and Sani- Waterproofing Cement Ornamentation Practical Problems in er which you — bay as ener Se 

tation Cement Plaster Work STEEL CONSTRUCTION Mensuration a e decide not - uy be -— s 
Estimating and Superinten- Cement Mortar This subject is handled Water Color mA a I keep the books h sere ere! 

dence Monolithic Concrete Con- thoroughly Effects $2.00 a_ month until the — 

Laws of Building Contracts struction General Principles The Five Orders oO pee, $25.80, is_ paid, — — 
Painting and Glazing Sidewalks, Pavements and Practical applications af _ years subsc riptiou to \m. Carp. om 
Blue Printing Floors Practical Problems in Con- e a. Bldr.; otherwise I will a you +. : 
Specifications for Portland Expansion Joints struetion in five day + on eer a them. ~ 

Cement Concrete Floors Fireproofing also agree to furnish set of blue prints. 1 
ordered within two months after acceptance 

RADFORD ARCHITECTURAL CO. 7 *:«°" 
Address 

Medinah Building, Chicago, Ill. Employer __ ‘ 
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INVESTIGATE THIS MONEY- 

SAVING “THIN FLOORING” 

It has all the beauty of heavy flooring, with 
strength and durability far beyond that of 
the ordinary thin flooring. The reason is:— 
more wood 1s left above the groove. 

Think of the saving in lumber cost, and the 
great convenience in laying a thin floor of 
this quality. Little thicker than carpets or 
rugs, it can be laid over any floor without 
the need of cutting off doors. 

Nails are blind-driven obliquely through the 
tongue, therefore there are no nails to punch 
or holes to fill with putty. Floor is practi- 
cally one solid piece. 

Cincinnati Thin Flooring has revolutionized 
the flooring business. Write us for sample, 
also booklet that tells how you can make 
more money by laying Cincinnati Floors. 
When layed, they require very little plan- 
ing, sand-papering and finishing and will 
save you a great deal of time and money. 

——=W RITE TODAY———————_ 

CINCINNATI FLOOR CO. **ciNcinwati 

SAVE 

MONEY 

FLY TIME 

IS NEAR é 99 
‘Superior 

Window ScreenFrames 

Make Your Own Window Screens 

This frame is made heavy and substan- 
tial from selected kiln-dried lumber. Size 

of sticks { x 13 inches. The construction is 
simple and the frame 
is easily put together, 
The side pieces have 
grooves in the outer 
edges. Slide sticks for 
fastening to the window 
casings are furnished, 
also mouldings forf§ 
coveirng the edge of the § 
wire cloth. 

Galvanized steel corners 
apd lifts, with the neces- 
sary nails, are furnished 
for putting the frame 
together, all of which 
are packed one set in a 
box, with full printed 
directions explaining in detail the simple 
construction of this frame. These frames are 
easily put together and are rigid, making a first- 
class window screen in every particular, 

Furnished in All Sizes 

If your dealer cannot jurntsh—Write us 

The Continental Co. 
DETROIT, MICH. 
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the interior trim, since all of this work is done exactly the 

same as in regular frame construction. 
For these reasons the Fellgren System seems to unite the 

ease of work- well-known advantages of frame construction 
ing, freedom from moisture, ete.—with all the advantages of 
solid concrete building, with its fireproof qualities, freedom 

from repair, evenness of temperature, etc. 
The practical advantages of cement have been fully demon- 

strated in the foundations of our largest buildings, but this 

material has not lent itself so readily to use in the upper parts 

of the building. The difficulty has been in devising an eco- 

nomical system of supporting the walls during erection, and 
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then of securing an air space in the wall so that it will be 

moisture proof when complete. The Fellgren System solves» 
this difficulty in a very ingenious way. 
holds the moulding boards in place while a course of the 

The wood studding 

concrete wall is deposited. In a short time the concrete is 
sufficiently hard so that the boards may be raised and another 

course deposited. In this way, a_ strong, self-supporting, 
concrete wall is built up, the same moulding boards being used 

over and over again. 
These moulding boards are permanent assets of the con- 

tractor using this system. They are movable from building 

to building. The same moulding boards and tools can_ be 

used irrespective of the thickness of the outside walls designed, 
for a simple iron screw holds the outer forms to the studding. 
3v lengthening or shortening these lag screws a variation in 

the thickness of the wall is secured. 
This system has been thoroughly tested by the C. W. Fell 

gren and Sons Company, the inventors, in their own contract- 

ing work in Chicago. The accompanying photograph shows 
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ASBESTOS 

“CENTURY” 

SHINGLES 

“The Roof that Outlives the Building’ 

Here is the one roofing that vou 

can recommend with a clear mind. 

You know that your ‘client is 

getting full value for his roofing 

investment —is jree for good and all 

Asbestos ‘‘Century”’ Shingle Roof — Tipple jul Coal Bin of jrom the expe NSE and annoy ance o} 
the New River Collieries Company Sun, West Virginia. pai nti ng and repair 5 

Asbestos ‘“‘Century” Shingles are shingle-like sheets of reinforced concrete. Hydraulic 
cement reinforced in every direction with interlacing asbestos fibers. 

Thev grow tougher and more elastic the longer they are exposed to the weather. 
proof—weather-proof—time-proof. 

Laid like any shingle or slate—easily fitted and cut. 
Asbestos “‘Century’’ Shingles are made in three colors—Newport Gray (silver gray), 

and Indian Red, in numerous shapes and several sizes. Ask your Roofer for new quotations 
Booklet ‘Everlasting 1910.” 

~ mere & veins COMPANY, Factors, Ambler, Pennsylvania 

Fire 

Slate (blue black) 
Write for 

A DEPENDABLE ROOF 

» expensive The old reliable is not only a matter of much satisfaction, but also of economy. Leaks ar 

32 POUNDS COATING 

ROOFING TIN 
“The Terne which turns the elements’’ 

ind satisfaction. The continuous unbroken surface of good terne plate, free from open 
joints, practically seals the top of the building, and is absolutely impervious to all conditions of weather. Then 
too, it is light, clean, fireproof, easily applied, reasonable in cost, and lasting. The Old Style, hand dipping, palm 
oil process is strictly adhered to, and its use for good roofs is not an experiment but a matter of wisdom 

Ameri
can Sh

eet av
in Pla

te Comp
an 

General Offices: Frick Building, Pittsburgh. Pa. 

Chicago Cincinnati Denver Detroit New Orleans New York Philadelphia 

makes a roof of service 

DISTRICT SALES OFFICES: 
Pittsburgh Portland San Francisco St. Louis 
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Why hesitate 

one minute 

Your commonsense tells you to 
get the roofing made of Trinidad 
Lake asphalt. Nature gives it 

waterproofing qualities that man has never equaled 

Genasco 

Ready Roofing 

is made of Trinidad Lake asphalt. There are no secret 
materials init. There’s wool-felt for foundation, and 
mineral surface (on some) for finish. The Trinidad Lake 
asphalt is the life and backbone. It prevents cracks and 
breaks; does away with leaks and repairs, and makes 
Genasco last longer than any other roofing. 

Write for the Good Roof Guide Book, and find out more about 
Genasco; get samples too. Mineral or smooth surface. Look for 
the trade-mark at your dealer’s, and insist on Genasco. A written 
guarantee—if you want it. 

THE BARBER ASPHALT PAVING COMPANY 
Largest producers of asphalt, and largest 
manufacturers of ready-roofing in the world. 

PHILADELPHIA 

New York San Francisco Chicago 

Cross-section, Genasco Stone-surface Ready Roofing 

Gravel 
i Trinidad Lake Asphalt 
Asphalt-saturated Wool Felt 

= Trinidad Lake Asphalt 
= Asphalt-saturated Wool/jFelt 

Ch 

M. P. DURABLE 

EXTERIOR VARNISH 
(GREEN LABEL BRAND) 

Is a wonderful varnish for outside or inside 
exposed woodwork. Especially adapted 
for front doors, window sash and sills. Is 
very elastic and flows out with a beautiful 
deep lustre. Is for use upon exposed 
parts of residences, buildings, yachts, etc., 
or wherever an exterior or spar varnish is 
required. 

PRICE 
$4.00 per gallon 
Quarts $1.00 each 

For sale by paint dealers everywhere. If 
not at yours, we will send by express pre- 
paid on receipt of price. Full descrip- 
tive price list on application. 

THE GLIDDEN VARNISH CO. 
Makers of High Grade Varnishes 

for all purposes 
GLIDDEN BUILDING, CLEVELAND, OHIO 

A 4)4 
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a cottage built by them using this method of construction. 
The owner, Arthur F. Weber, 2027 Estus avenue, Chicago, in 
a recent letter to Mr. Fellgren says: “I wish to advise you 
that the reinforced concrete bungalow that you erected for me 
during the past summer is giving entire satisfaction. I find 
the same to be warm, dry and sanitary. I believe your form of 

Monolithic Cement Cottage Built by the Fellgren System 

construction excels any other.” The total cost of this house 
was $2,922, itemized as follows: 

PORN (sig Oe cae neg acpia us wie Si wie ate Re $ 20 
Carpentry and interior finish.............. 1000 
Cement work, including reinforcement..... 600 
Ga cry eeurn is 0's ais! Gre etic ne ae eae 235 
re ee ee eer ee 250 
IIS Grae cal Sac sw Sis car Nar Ena vata ere) aol eee 275 
I rhe oF ee Moc ct baht us lp, ore eed wie eter bad 35 
SEO Oe ee oe ey Cee ee 25 
IR oo sta & oe bie ele Soe A oy a IA 35 
TS ik See 4 2, Eg Sais OS o.5 wa Wee ales 40 
INN ake 's Wehr rca acts soap ehar ae pew ony ote: Bie Me eae 75 
I INS oa. 5 SF Senet olla nod ween ness 67 
UNO MUNN ao 5 hoe 0 CSC eS oes Ree ES 265 

Others who have had buildings erected using this method 
of construction state that they find them very warm in winter 
and cool in summer, thoroughly dry and altogether sanitary. 

It is predicted that this method of construction will play an 
important part in future building operations. 

C. W. Fellgren and Sons Company, 4874 Magnolia avenue, 
Chicago, IIl., are the originators of this system of construction 
and hold the patents which fully cover it. The readers of the 
AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER would do well to look into 
this matter with a view to securing district rights for its use. 

Vertical Spindle Boring Machine 

The accompanying engraving represents the No. 6 vertical 
spindle boring machine of the Defiance Machine Works, 
Defiance, Ohio. It is designed for use in chair, furniture, 
implement, wagon, carriage, automobile and pattern shops 
and for wood-workers in general, for straight or angular 
boring in hard or soft wood. 

The frame is designed on graceful lines, heavy and strong, 
cast in one piece with cored center and a broad floor base to 
stand firm. 

The boring spindle of ground steel, I 5/16-inch diameter, 
slides into a splined sleeve, which rotates in bronze journal 
bearings which are self-lubricating. The lower end is fitted 
with a 14-inch straight hole to receive the boring bit. It is 
provided with a vertical movement of 12 inches and brought 
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SEND FOR OUR CATALOG,“HOME HEATING” 

OT-\WATER HEATED +198 

| by ANPREWS YS T EM 

: 

r( - ‘ os. 1 en ——— nace " 

iT 1S WELL WORTH READING 

PUT A HEATING plant in that house and make a little more profit on the job. You can do it. You 
know how much better satisfied most people are when they get a house ‘‘ready to move in.” They will pay more 
additional for the house than the cost of the heating plant. Other contractors are putting in the Andrews Hot 
Water Systems, which any carpenter or handy man can erect and screw together. We furnish everything complete. 
Andrews Steel Boiler, radiators, pipes (cut, reamed and threaded), all fittings, even including gold (or silver), 
bronze, fire tools and flue cleaner. 

‘| Send us plans (or sketch) and we will make you an estimate and also send you our 64-page book, “Home 
1 Heating,” which tells everything. You can guarantee the Andrews System, because we furnish a 360 Days’ Free ffi 

Trial Guaranty Bond — full satisfaction or money back. 
| We also furnish plumbing, air pressure and sewage disposal plants. 

* Let us make an Estimate for you—we take all the risk. 

ANDREWS HEATING COMPANY, ~ 1115 HEATING BUILDING, Minneapolis, Minn. 

MANUFACTURERS CONTRACTORS 

Throw Away that Wet, Soggy, Wheezy Pipe 
And Get One that Smokes as Pleasantly as a Fine Cigar 

Notice the shape and construction 
of the Acme bowl, made of the finest 
Vienna Meerschaum with vertical walls 
and flat bottom like a pan.—The to- 

bacco cannot pack solidly like in other pipes. 
Again notice the series of holes In the bowl 

angling through solid meerschaum to a center 
hole at the bottom. This construction insures 
a free circulation of air throughout all parts of 
the tobacco which !s the secret of the cool, 
pleasant smoke of a fine cigar 

Then the air chambers in the briar part of 
the pipe make it impossible for the saliva to 
get into the bowl. he bow! of the Acme is 
guaranteed never to get wet. 

Cut this ad out and wrap a dollar bill in it 
and forward to us and you will receive promptly the 
best pipe you have ever smoked. 

THE ACME PIPE CO. 

Single Pipe, $1. 
Lots of 6, $5. 

DO YOU KNOW IT? STATION M. CINCINNATI, O. 

The roof that proves. Sunproof and rainproof, 
Needs no paint or repairs. Easy to put on. Sure 
to satisfy. Better than wood, gravel, tar, tin or 
tile. Exactly right for residence, hotel, business e 7 ry < J > : ’ , 

A Detail Drawing ll le nn eg a block, outhouse—flat or pitched roof. Covers the 
entire coast from Alaska to Mexico. Demand 

Park’s double gutter and cornice mould combined. steadily growing eastward 
Just what you have been looking for. i 2 ; 

2 Write for samples and illustrated 
Ask your dealer or write to us for the roofing booklet. Address Dept. 21 
detail sheet showing our eight styles of 

this gutter and a com- 
lete line of sheet pies Hae of chest Asphalt-Compo Board 

Every architect should have : ‘ 
this detail sheet te specify : We are refiners of Asphalt and manufacturers 
from. f of Asphalt Paint. Let us supply you direct from 
pl me ye our factory in Los Angeles. Also, California Agents 
metal work for build- for Northwestern Compo-Board Company. 
ings (watch this 

: posiaa PIONEER PAPER COMPANY 

: MESSENGER & PARKS MFG. CO. LOS ANGELES - - - CALIFORNIA 

The Prompt Shippers. Aurora, ILLINOIS 

GAP Pei 
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I never saw 

a SaW, Saw 

the way this 

ANT AS 

From tip to handle the Simonds Saw shows 

the result of utmost care. 
The very fit of the handle is exactly right 

to give a perfect grip with an easy “balance” 
and just the right “hang.” 

The steel from which the saw is made is 
the famous Simonds steel, made expressly for 

and used only in the Simonds Saw. 
_Its temper is as nearly perfect as human 

thought has yet achieved. Tempered by our 
own secret process it holds a keen cutting edge 
in a marvelous manner, requiring but little at- 
tention or sharpening. 

When you buy the Simonds Saw you are 
getting the highest grade saw made. 

Thousands of experienced carpenters testify 
that 

SIMONDS SAWS ARE THE BEST 

And They ARE The Best 

Protect yourself against imposition in buy- 
ing saws by looking for Simonds trade mark. 
Whatever saw you find that on you are safe 
in buying, and don’t buy any other unless you 
are prepared to be disappointed. 

If your dealer does not keep the 

Simonds, let us know and we will see 

that you are supplied. 

SEND FOR “SIMONDS CARPENTER GUIDE"’ 

MAILED FREE 

This booklet will tell you about 

Simonds Saws and give other infor- 

mation of real interest and value. 

SIMONDS MANUFACTURING CO. 

Fitchburg, Mass. 

Branches In leading cities 

| down to its work by a convenient foot treadle, with a quick 

return movement by means of a weighted counter balance. 
| Suitable stops are provided for gauging the depth of boring. 

The table is 18 by 27 inches in size, is gibbed to the frame 
and can be raised or lowered by means of a convenient hand 
wheel. It is provided with a guide, adjustable clear across 
the face of the table, and it can be clamped in any position. 
The table has a lateral and longitudinal adjustment within 
a limit of 30 degrees for angle boring. Five boring bits are 
furnished, 3¢-inch, ™%-inch, 54-inch, 34-inch and 1-inch. 

The idler pulleys are adjustable to properly track the belt 
and they are fitted with bronze bearings and are self-lubri- 
cating. 

The counter is a part of the machine, and it can be belted 
to from any direction. The tight and loose pulleys are 10-inch 
diameter by 5-inch face, with the loose pulley fitted with 
bronze, and they should run 800 turns per minute, giving a 
bit speed of 3,300 turns . 

Horsepower to drive is one-half; floor space occupied is 
31 by 62 inches. For further information address the Defiance 

Machine Works, Defiance, Ohio. 

Prentiss Vise Company Moves 

We are informed that after twenty years at 44 Barclay 
street, New York, the Prentiss Vise Company are about to 
move their New York office and salesrooms to 106-110 Lafay- 

ette street. They hope to be settled in their new quarters 

about April 15th 

Cost of Auto Parts 

‘ While it is quite common for original purchasers to compare 
prices of cars, it does not occur to the inexperienced buyer to 

obtain a comparison of the cost of extra parts of the auto- 

mobile which he may select 
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WOVEN WOOD LATH 

Won’t Warp, Won’t Buckle, Won’t Rust. 
It solves the problem of cement coated houses. 

The United States Government is using it. 

IT STANDS ALONE, IN A CLASS BY ITSELF 

Why don’t you write us today for our illustrated 
booklet? It’s free for the asking. 

Acme Woven Wood Lath Co. 

1015 New Bank of Commerce Bldg. 

ST. LOUIS, MO. 

| 

TTT 

Cast Iron Gutters Last 

Easily put up. Once up, always up, Do not bend or 
break by pressure of ladder against them. Will stand 
greater weight of snow or accumulation of ice than 
any other gutter. Not affected by acid fumes that in 
some vicinities play hob with all other metal gutters. 
They are adaptable to any kind of building or type of 
construction. Cast with moulded face to form part of 
cornice, or rounded to serve as a hanging gutter. Used 
almost exclusively in England and all over Europe. 
Supplied in 6 foot lengths. Joints fitted ready to 
erect. No soldering required. Send at once for cir- 
cular and prices, 

HITCHINGS @ COMPANY, Elizabeth. N. J. 

Use the system of store front construction 
that secures the glass against breakage 
not one that will break it. Some bars do 
that very thing —-break the gless—but not 
so with Petz Bars. Petz bars are the strongest, 
most rigid bars made, and, withal, the most artistic. 
They have been used for years without a single re- 
port of breakage except from outside causes. It is 
the kind you should specify. 

Patent A booklet, , Modern Store Front Construction,’’ shows 
and describes the various Petz Bars. Write for a copy. 

Store Front DETROIT SHOW CASE CO. 

‘Construction SOLE MAKERS 
491 West Fort St. DETROIT, MICH. 
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INTERNATI 
YOU 

pear 

TECHNO! Need This 

= Library 

—because it is the greatest Library 
of Architecture in the world. It 
is the combined work of the best 
authorities in the country, edited 
by the staff of experts of the Fac- 
ulty of the International Corre- 
spondence Schools, of Scranton, 
Pa.,aftera manner that has proved 
most practical and efficient in 18 

years of experience in writing text- 
books that are easy to learn, re- 

HISTORY member, andapply. These books 
A are part of a Library that cost in 
RCHITEC its original preparation one million 

ARCHITE T five hundred thousand dollars, and 

; DESIG. is without doubt the clearest and 

SPEC most practical library ever printed 

IFICA’ on technical subjects. A know.- 

edge of higher mathematics is not 
required for a proper understand- 

ing of this Library. It is there- 
fore of equal value to the drafts- 
man, designer, architect, or con- 
tractor. 

There are 8 volumes in the Li- 
brary, beautifully bound in three- 
fourths red morocco, stamped and 
numbered in gold, printed on a 
very high-grade book paper, and 
fully and practically illustrated. 
They may be purchased in a set 
of five or more volumes. For full 
description, price, etc., send the 

coupon—send it NOW. 

*@eeeeeoeeeoteoeeeseeoseeeeeeoe 
International Textbook Company 

Box 910, Scranton, Pa. 
Please send, without further obligation to 

me, full particulars in regard to the Inter- 
national Library of Architecture. 

Name_ aoe ——s 

NN a i a ae cs 
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Charles T. Jeffery, of Thomas B. Jeffery and Company, says 
that he has recently made a comparison of the prices of parts 
of various cars and finds the cost of parts of the New Rambler 

are one-half to two-thirds lower than the parts of other cars. 
It is part of the Rambler policy not to endeavor to make a 

buyer believe that a car that lasts for five or six years and 
perhaps may meet with an accident will never require an extra 
part. 

Every part of the new Rambler is made in the Rambler 
factory and duplicate parts of every car ever manufactured are 
ready for shipment on twenty-four hour’s notice. 

Instead of having to wait for parts, as do the owners of cars 
assembled from many different factories, the new Rambler 
owner may procure any necessary part immediately and at a 
very reasonable cost. 

Metal Frames for Cellar Windows 

The accompanying illustration shows the new “Sectional” 
metal window frame made by the Majestic Furnace and 
Foundry Company, Huntington, Ind. In our description of 

this new appliance in last month’s magazine, this cut was in- 
advertently used wrong side up. We regret this occurrence 
and desire to call the attention of AMERICAN CARPENTER AND 
BuILpER readers again to this meritorious cellar window 

frame. 

Sasgen Derricks 

A line of builders’ hoisting derricks that deserves the special 
attention of AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER readers is 

being offered by Sasgen Bros., 2744 Lincoln avenue, Chicago, 
lll. Four of these der- 

kal ricks are illustrated here- 
with. They are the cir- 
cle swing builder’s der- 
rick, the circle swing 
wheelbarrow derrick, 
the Sasgen pole derrick 
and the improved setter 
derrick. 

The Sasgen circle 
swing builder’s derrick 
is without question one 
of the most practical 
hand-power derricks 
made for hoisting tim- 
ber, joists, flooring, door 

and window frames, 
stone, concrete blocks, 

| terra cotta, iron girders, etc. 

It is very simple in operation and construction. By re- 
moving two nuts and one bolt it comes in two parts, so 
that it can be easily handled for transportation. It can be 
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WE SAVE YOU 

Send for Our New Furnace Book 

No matter what you think about the furnace question, you ought 

to have a copy of our new catalog of JAHANT DowN DRAFT 

FURNACES. You ought to know how we make them, and how 

“WE SELL THEM DIRECT” 

saving you all of the dealer’s profit and giving you a built-to- 

order heating plant at a small advance over factory cost. The 

“JAHANT Peary FURNACE” 

is the most efficient turnace ever built. Gets more heat out of 

the fuel and is easier to regulate because it has the patented 

“down draft’ feature. Burns wood, hard or soft coal, and consumes every particle, 

leaving no cinders or clinkers. Saves at least 4 to $ on coal bills. We design complete 

outfit for your house, ship it prepaid to your freight station and let you pay for it 

$10 DOWN AND $10 A MONTH 

With each outfit we supply special plans, full directions and all necessary tools (free) so that any man of modérate 
intelligence can easily do the installing. Each outfit is also accompanied by a 360-day guarantee bond, by the 
terms of which we agree to take the furnace and refund your money if a year’s trial does not convince you that 
it is the best furnace you ever used. 

Write for Catalog today and learn all the facts about this unique furnace proposttion. 

THE JAHANT HEATING COMPANY, 200 Howard Street, Akron, Ohio 

THE DEALER’S PROFIT 

ae saeco 

COST ONLY $650 

This Modern Concrete House 
was built at’ Fond du Lac, Wis.—8 rooms with full basement—coal 
cellar under the porch; all concrete work including walls of Miracle 
Double-Air-Space 
Blocks, Cellar and 
Porch Floors, Steps 
and Porch Pillars, 
all at actual cost of 

fora 
first 
class 
job. 

FOR NIGHT TRAVEL 

Between CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS and 

je anh liste ASR as an 

3 

eae yee oil 

KANSAS CITY choose 
“The Only Way” 

Chicago & Alton R. R. 

Electric block signals, electric search head-lights, 
electric lighted trains, over a completely rock- 
balasted roadway underlaid with boulders and 
underdrained with tile. 

A Railroad with Character 
GEO. J. CHARLTON R. J. MCKAY 

Passenger Trafic Manager General Passenger Agent 

~- ee y ee a ¢ 

You Can’ Build 
ie with a” MIRACLE OUTFIT now $60 

(Until recently sold at $100) 
All fully explained in our new 128-page book on concrete. 

Sent for 24c in stamps, but to readers of The American Carpenter 
and Builder FREE if you will mention the name of this paper. Ask 
also for Latest Discount Sheet. Don’t put this aside; act now. 
This is the time to look into the Concrete Industry. MIRACLE 

LocK 

Miracle Pressed Stone Co. 
World’s Largest Concrete Machinery Makers 
Department K MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 
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Direct From Factory 

Insures Most For Your Money 
Let us quote you prices on your next roofing job. Let us 

send you samples and show you what the users of our different 
roofings think of them. No matter what style of building you have 
in hand—from skyscraper to barn or shed. You will find the 
right roofing at the right price among these styles: 

Unito Diamond —- Unito Crystal Top — Unito 
Double Flint Coat—Unito Rubber Roofing 

Our prices range from $1.00 per roll up, and every style is 
the leader of its class—has proved its worth in service. 

Unito Paints and Colored Asphalt Paints 
have made an enviable reputation in all parts of the country 
for richness of color, uniformity and durability. Our factory 
rices for highest quality will surprise you. Unito Metal Roofing 
ile is another one of our products you ought to know about. 
Write for Factory Prices and Profit Sharing Plan 
Our proposition wi'l interest you. The goods are right, the 

prices right and the plan right. Address 

THE UNITED FACTORIES COMPANY 
Dept.A-117 Cleveland, 0. 

ROOFING 

A Few Words from Users of Amatite 

We have hundreds off similar letters 

Laid one Amatite Roof five Have seen Amatite outwear tin 
years and one two years ago roofs. It is all you claim and the 
Both in perfect condition to best of modern roofings 
day Maurice H. Bowman, Douglassville Squab Co., 

Waterville, Maine Douglassville, Pa. 
: Tried two roofings for two 

Have handled Amatite for veays. One must now have a coat 
over three years and it has of paint, but the Amatite looks 
given perfect satisfaction 
Jordan Hardware Company, 

Willimantis, Conn 

Find Amatite better than 
any other rooting I have ever 
used Chas. Doll, 

Laurel Hill, N. Y 
Amatite is equally satisfac 

tory in hot or cold, wet or dry 
weather It tills the bill 

Jacob W. Thorne, 
Nutley, N. J. 

I tested five roofings, and 
found Amatite the best 

Wm. F. Fatterall, 
Oakford, Pn 

Have never had a com- 
plaint from Amatite 

S., St. J. Gardner & Son, 
Shoioha, Pa. 

as good as when first put on. 
W. W. Labbot, 

Brunswick, Ga. 
Amatite is betterthan shingles 

and does not cost so much. 
Herman Halbesma, 

Summit, Ill 
Iam glad I saw your adver- 

tisement and got Amatite in 
stead of shingles 

J. E. Heizen, 
Ranson, Kansas 

Amatite Roofing is giving per 
fect satisfaction. 

Kruger & Kruger 
Cape Girardeau, Mo 

What better proof can anyon 
want? 

Send for Sample. 

BARRETT MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
New York Chicago Philadelphia Boston Cleveland Cincinnati 

St. Louis Pittsburg Kansas City Minneapolis New Orleans 
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= 4 | regulated in a few minutes to suit the 

nito Roo i work being done, can be set up by 
man in 15 minutes and is operated by 

| one or two men. The height is 8 feet. 
has a cirle swing of 12 feet, weight 250 

pounds, capacity 1000 pounds, which can 
be increased to 1,500 pounds by fastening 

guy lines to top of post and back 
changing cable from double to triple. 

The Sasgen circle swing wheelbar 

row derrick is safe, easy to handle, 
quickly and easily erected and is a light 

weight apparatus. It may be used with 

horse or other power. 
It is equipped with a handle so load 

may be lowered slowly. It can be oper- 

one 

and 

nected to the handle is a brake so load 

may be lowered slowly. It can be operated by one man, load 
can be swung to any point desired whenraised. 

The Sasgen pole derrick is extensively used by builders to 

set posts, girders, heavy joists, stone, coping, etc. It is quick 
in Operation, easy to set 
up, being handy and light 
to move around. ‘The 
weight of the pole der- 
rick is about 200 to 225 
pounds, equipped with 

winch, 100 feet of cable, 
and block ready for 
hoisting except guy lines. 
It is made of 5% bv 5% 
selected Norway, and 
equipped with extension 
shive frame which en- 
ables to hoist the load 
without scraping the 
pole. The pole is fas- 
tened to a 4 by 6 inch 
6-foot bottom connected 

to the pole by a malleable casting and angle iron braces. 
Che Sasgen improved setter derrick has many improve- 

ments over the old style Setter derricks, which we know 
would be worth your while considering. The top frame is 
equipped with two shives and does 
away with the block on top. This 
frame is supported by 5¢-inch 
truss rod and has locks for guy 
lines in front and back and also 
clamps for fastening extension 
pole. The top frame shows an 
extension which enables to hoist 

the load without scraping the der- 
rick. The bottom and the side 
pieces cf this setter derrick are 

v5 
{ 
; 

VN 
14 \\ 

connected with two malleable cast- 
ings, the same are fastened by 

means of bolts, making the der as 
rick easy to be taken aparat, if 
necessary, for shipment or re- y, me [i 
moval. ES. : 

No building contractor needs to be told the necessity of 
having a good serviceable hoisting derrick on the job. Those 

interested in new equipment of this kind should write at once 

to Sasgen Bros. for full information. 

Neverleak Metal Shingles 

No money spent on a house will add more to its selling 
value than that expended in taste and material of the roof I 
The roof is the first thing seen, and first impressions are 

most lasting. 
Poor roofing is expensive at any price, as the damage that 
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Slate The slate roof is one that will last forever. It is permanent. It 

will never wear out, never rust, never warp, never tear, never decay. 

Roofs The slate roof is the one that satisfies builders and brings business 

-good business—to the contractor—to you. 

Never |Sea Green and Purple Roofing Slate 

Of all roofing slates Sea Green and Purple Slate is the most g I 

durable, most lasting, most satisfactory—in every way. 

. 
. . “ 

Repairs The contractor who makes use of inferior roofing materials 

is cheapening his reputation—weakening his future. 

K The one roof that pleases, in the beginning and for- wry 

ever afterward, in all respects—is the Slate roof. BS RSS 
S 5 

; é ’ . x SS” 
! h ey Write today for free booklet ‘“‘Roofs’’ and prices » SEs > 

‘ <> 3 SS 5 : 
of Sea Green and Purple Slate—delivered. ra BESS 

r oy 
“ Vv > PSS > 
4 . ss = J ¥ 

Last American Sea Green SEES 5 a ~ > wes os Q vo 
: Slate Company Ros 

SS rod eyo .¢ \ 
Forever 125 Clark Street, GRANVILLE, N. Y. S$ soe of ft os 4 Ge > = 7 , - 

This is of great interest to nER 

YOU aa 
b) 

© - 

Mr. Carpenter! sneer || || o-anads 

on AD es 
Just what you have been A SECTIONAL . 

looking for, to take the place Cae > 
of sash weights or balances, ~ —— 
when desired, and in re- 
modeling old houses. Use = : c : + 
No, | for upper sash, No. 2 pinmeimenan 

No. 1. SingleCam !0Fr lower. No 2 Double Cam est and" MOBt Prac- f ARE LOW IN COST 
“k ' ic ur on the Ma chitects, © ac 

— Weighted or balanced ket. Long Life—- ors ‘= “Gwners ava 
sash, use No. 1 on upper and Glass bedded " \ H ay oh SA 
lower. | nie a Cork, pre- sure. otiess or eat 

venting cracking or mates. 
crushing of glass. No = ‘ Also Shultz ot 

a Watwaad aon . aie , 
AUTOMATICALLY | | Chute. All. Sieet 

Simply incomparable Cork Bedded end 
LOCKED | Si old a Ventilated Bottom 

i ee 8 3ar 
WHEN CLOSED | | - Beauty. Craity and 4 

| | enta alue 9 
OR OPEN } oi | Buildings, 

f ANY HEIGHT = 
Unlocking Key S) I | \y . 

| “4 I = ° 
Cannot Be Forced § 7/ 

* | ALL-STEEL BURGLAR-PROOF COAL CHUTE 
Just drop us a card TODAY for } ot See toe oa sh : ; | | i Rr Most Convenient 
further information and _ prices, | | Coal Chute Made. 

giving your dealer’s name and we ' gp Par cs 
will supply him, if he does not = mcomplete without it ao Locks itself when 
already carry tI Mcloeed up. Can only 

Ys be opened from inside. 
mam Architects, Contrac- 
@etors and Owners are 

Powers Burglar - Proof Sash Lock Co. [ invited to write for 
- Positi 0c Hastings, Neb. . ang ek ock descriptive circular. 

cc. H. SHULTZ, Manufacturer, St. Joseph, Mo., U.S. A. 2 RE MOR 9 
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New Roofing 

Discovery! 

Works Wonders in Beautifying 

Simplest and Grandest Homes. 

Charming Moorish beauty and dignity of ap- 
pearance of Metal Spanish Tile gives an air of dis- 
tinction to the home graced by this wonderful 
new and practically indestructible roofing. 

It has taken home builders of America by storm, 
for it is the modernization of the wonderfully 
bea utiful roofs of historic Spanish edifices. ; 

The art of making this roofing, left behind by 
fleeing Moors driven out of Spain centuries ago, 
until 1910 could not be made practical for the 
modern home, despite its alluring beauties. 

After years of experiment we have hit the solu- 
tion. That is why today we are able to offer 
American homes the amazing attractiveness of 

Metal Spanish Tile Roofing 

Its scores of vital, practical advantages cost no more 
than common roofing, yet mean tremendous economy — 
it needs no repairs and outlasts several ordinary roofs be- 
cause of its practically indestructible metal construction. 

It is absolutely wind, weather, storm, fire and light- 
ning proof. Easy to apply. No soldering, no special 
tools —any ordinary mechanic can apply it. It is 
guaranteed non-breakable. 

Home Builders 
Simply send us to- . . 

Carpenters! Builders! day the dimen- 
Cont t ! sions of your build- 
ontractors. ing and we will tell 

Write today for full particulars you by return 
about this wonderful roofing — mai 1e exact cos 
how it will add tremendously to ri, pine niar-v-iethi st 
the value of every home you of all No. 51 mate- 
build because of its truly amaz rial, Our new 1910 
ing powers of beautification. Our book on beautifv- 
special proposition to the trade : ue i / 
will especially interest you. Our ing t 1e€ modern 
catalogue No. 51 gives a liberal American home by 
education on the subject of roof- use of Metal Spanish 
ing. Write today a postal atte 
will do. Tile is yours for the 

asking. <A postal 
will bringit. Address 

The Edwards Manufacturing Co. 

The Largest Makers of Steel Roofing, Metal 
Ceiling and Metal Shingles in the World. 

401-417 Eggleston Ave. Cincinnati, Ohio 
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results from its use often results to more than the cost of 
a half dozen good roofs; so good roofing is a consideration 

of the highest importance toevery builder and property owner. 

There have been numerous kinds and brands of roofing 
offered the building public during recent years and various 
advantages have been put forward in: connection with each. 

Some have based their claim entirely on low cost, others on 
durability, others on their fire-resisting properties and some 
on their artistic effect. The users of the Neverleak metal 
shingles claim that this roofing material combines the good 
qualities of all the others, yet has a minimum amount of their 
faults. Neverleak metal shingles are durable and fire-resist- 
ing without being heavy. They make a very attractive ap- 
pearing roof. No special construction is needed for their 
use and any practical mechanic can lay them. With the 

Neverleak metal shingles no solder is required, and there are 
no exposed nails. The accompanying illustration shows one 
of the designs of this metal shingle. It has been said that a 
roof should be more than a mere protection; it should orna- 
ment and increase the value of the building to which it is 
applied. There is no question regarding the artistic and 
attractive qualities of the Neverleak metal shingle. 

The Tiffin Art Metal Company, Tiffin, Ohio, the manu- 
facturers of the Neverleak metal shingles, will be glad to 
send samples and pamphlets to all those interested in this 
modern roofing material. They also manufacture art metal 
ceilings and side walls, painted and galvanized roofings, eaves 

trough, conductor pipes, etc. 

Waterproofing Basements With Coal Tar 
Pitch and Felt 

Some very valuable and interesting information has been 
furnished by the Barrett Manufacturing Company tending to 
show that the old method of keeping cellars and basements 
dry by ventilation instead of by making the walls water-proof, 
is out of date. , 

The best and standard method of water-proofing is to pro- 
tect the outside walls and foundations with alternate layers 
of coal tar pitch and felt, the number of layers varying with 
the wetness of the soil and the amount of water pressure. 

Pitch has the quality of being inert under the action of 
water and acids. Excavations frequently disclose water- 
proofing of this kind that is still in perfect condition after 

several decades under ground. 
The builders of the new Pennsylvania Railroad Terminal 

had this experience. Some old pitch and felt which had 
been in the soil for several decades was dug up in the course 
of excavation and was taken to the Pennsylvania laboratories 
to be tested. The chemists could not find that there had 

been any change whatever in its chemical composition; in 

fact the pitch could have been melted up and used over 

again on a new job. 

The Pennsylvania Company had started to do some work 
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YOU BUY THIS WAGON 

AND 

Our agent in your locality will do your hauling at a fixed cost per month 

We maintain a service department whose business is to advise you on any delivery problems you may have. This 
service is free and if you have a problem communicate with us, and get full details as to how we guarantee continuous 
service at a fixed cost to you 

W. H. McINTYRE CO. 

Station 2, AUBURN, IND. 

Licensed Under 

Selden Patents 

Kansas City Branch 

1730 Grand Ave. 

Roenius Wood and Goal Ghutes 

A NECESSITY TO EVERY MODERN HOME 
NO MORE DAMACED CASINCS OR SASH 

Roenius Chutes are equally desir- 
able for houses of low or high cost. 

Nearly 20,000 In Use 

Safe from outside tampering or en- 
trance and weather-proof. Are easily 
opened and Jocked. 

Write for Catalog 

Grand Rapids Foundry Co. 

High Street - Grand Rapids, Wis. 

PRA 2 

Quickly and easily applied. 
We are the snly manufacturers 
who cut the heads in the dies 
after casting. Reasult—Square 
and accurate plates—which_ will 
save you time and labor infcost 
of erection. 

Send for Catalogue No. 2 
which shows 200 new and 
original designs. 

every builder should 

Practical Art Metal Ceilings On the Sq uare 

and be a constant 
reader of the ‘“‘ Cement 
World,” the leading pa- 

Mper of its kind pub- 
lished. 

STEEL SQUARE POCKET BOOK............ 
FOLDER (in case with pockets)......... 
DESIGNING (finely illustrated). Teer 
CREE. Win cove cwedwca caste deeec paian 

All for $1.75. 
DWIGHT L. STODDARD, Author of “Steel Square Pocket 

Book,” 328 W. Raymond St., Indianapolis, Ind. 
Send for other Combination Offers. 

Manufactured by 

Wm. Foster & Son Co., Inc. 

Springfield Illinois 

and Sash, Gal. Iron Fronts, Hip Shingles, Cornice, Skylights 

| 

Also manufacturers of Radiator Shields, Fire Proof Window Frames 
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Good 

Material 

Penn. R.R. Station __ 
Washington _ 
eT 

~... ready roofings are made of flimsy, light- 
weight paper, scantily coated, [which last only a 

year or two. 
Granite Roofing does not belong in that class. 

Good materials and plenty of them are used in making it. 
There is nothing flimsy or fragile about Granite Rooj- 

ing. It has a heavy sea-grit surface, which takes the 
place of the usual coat of paint, and wears indefinitely. 

Other roofings require coating with some special com- 
pound every year or two, [but Granite Roofing never re- 
quires any coating. After the roof is laid, it will take 

care of itself. 

A Free Sample will be sent ‘‘four the asking.’’ You 
will be astonished to see how heavy, firm and durable a 
ready roofing can be made. 

EASTERN GRANITE ROOFING CO. 
19 Battery Place, NEW YORK. 

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS 

The UNIVERSAL Auto Turntable 

Swings Easy as a Top, Under 

Heavy Load, Mr. Builder 

The Strongest Ever Built. Fully Guaranteed 

Will Never Get Out of Order 

DIAMETER TABLE AND WEIGHTS 
DIAMETER - WHEEL BASE WEIGHI 

12 it. 119 in. 3000 Ibs. 
14 ft. 145 in. 3700 lbs. 
16 ft 171 in. $200 lbs. 
1S ft. 197 in. 5000 Ibs. 
20 ft. 223 in. 6000 lbs. 

A Pit Only 12 Inches Deep is Required 
The Table comes in knock-down shape, so that one 

man can handle each piece and set it up. There are no 
intricate parts—it is simple in construction. Nothing 
better made. 

Illustrated Catalog Free. Send for Your Copy Today 

The Canton Fdry. & Machine Co. 

610 E. Eighth St. CANTON, OHIO 
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with a new fangled waterproofing proposition, but this test 
furnished so clear a demonstration of the value of pitch and 
felt that the new material was straightway abandoned, and 
was used nowhere except in the experimental piece on the 
first section of the job. 

The building of the new Grand Central station in New 
York, for instance, necessitated the demolition of part. of 
the old Park Avenue tunnel. Vhe excavators found the 
pitch and felt absolutely unimpaired, although it had been 
underground for 33 vears. The entire tunnel from Grand 
Central station north has always been free from dampness, 
showing that the water-proofing is undoubtedly in equally 
good condition for the entire length. 

In fact, practically all the large engineering jobs of the 
country involve the use of pitch and felt water-proofing. 

There seems to be no good reason why the same should 
| not be applied to the protection of dwelling houses and 
| other more modest buildings, to insure dry cellars and healthy 
| living conditions. 
| 
| 

A Booklet telling how 

to get water Fresh from 

the well for suburban 

homes. How to avoid 

storage of water. The 

most economically operated inde- 

pendent water system, etc. 

Sent Free on Request 

UNITED PUMP & POWER CO. 

495 Old Colony Bldg. : CHICAGO 

Testes for Tee a 

Steel Ceiling Work 

And you ean easily handle it. Our construction is planned 
to simplify erection and reduce number of pieces to handle, thus 
saving time, labor and expense. Any good mechanic with the 
aid of oumworking drawings can easily do the work and secure a 
neat, snug-fitting, workmanlike job 

We help you by preparing free suggestion drawings and 
estimates. Send sketch and dimensions of room or rooms to be 
covered and we will submit suggestions and quote exact prices 
on the material delivered at your depot. 

Berger’s “CLASSIK” 
is the most complete line of artistic Steel Ceilings in existence 
AND OUR CATALOGUE PROVES IT. 

Write for it TODAY. Ask for No. D-55. 

THE BERGER MFG. CO., Canton, O. 
New York Philadelphia Boston Chicago 

Atlanta Minneapolis San Francisco St. Louis 
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Ventilation Without Risk 

IVES PATENT VENTILATING LOCK 

A safeguard for ventilating rooms, allowing windows to be left 
open at the top, the bottom, or both top and bottom with en- 
tire security against intrusion, a permanent fixture easily ap- 
plied and quickly operated, affording three times more 
protection to the window than the ordinary sash fastener. 

Se THE H. B. IVES COMPANY Hh NEW HAVEN. CONN., U. s. A. 

88-page Catalogue Hardware Specialties Mailed Free 

rchitecls Enainee'= Supply ©. 

DRAWING & SURVEYORS INSTRUMENTS 

BOUGHT, SOLD AND REPAIRED 

ARTISTS’ MATERIALS 

1010 Grand Avenue $2 Kansas City, Mo. 

HINTS FOR CARPENTERS 

A BRAND new book, containing a collection of useful practical hints, 

ideas, shop notes, and suggestions, giving directions for making various 
tools and appliances that will enable the carpenter and joiner to do more and 
better work in less time. 

— Compiled by ALBERT FAIR 

The book contains 144 large (5x7-inch) pages, illustrated by 100 en- 
gravings in the text, finely printed on ivory-finish paper and handsomely 

bound in green art canvas. You run no risk in ordering this book, as we 
will cheerfully refund your money if you are not pleased. 

PRICE ONLY S50 CENTS POSTPAID 

‘THE object of this book is to bring together in a convenient form some of the best schemes con- 
tributed by various practical men, not a mere one-man or one-idea book, but the ideas of various 

bright carpenters, all carefully verified and edited by a well-known writer on carpentry subjects. 
One of the most useful books of shop notes ever gotten out. Get a copy and start anywhere, and 

you will get some good useful ideas to apply to your daily work. 
Many rules and recipes for carpenters are given, among them, how to make tools, keeping tools 

from rusting, filing saws, planing, oil stones, scrapers, levels, bench stops, 10 designs of tool boxes, 
nails, screws, glue pots, scaffold brackets, fitting doors, door holders, door checks, floors, fire proof 
wood, removing dents, cement for wood, polishing wood, shelves, flour bins, truck, siding hints, roof 
framing hints, spacing balusters, transoms, saving windows, removing putty, looking into dark places, 
removing splinters, ropes, and many other hints and schemes that will lessen the work of the carpenter 
and joiner, etc., etc. 

Industrial Book Co., 178 Fulton St., New York 
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Mantels of Wood, Brick or Tile 

furnished direct from factory at attractive prices, freight paid 

TILE and GRATES of every description 

Contractors 

Our No. 51 Grate is guaranteed to heat from 8,000 to 10,000 
cubic feet of space in zero weather. 

CATALOGUE FREE 

and Architects, send us the names of your 
clients requiring Mantels, Grates and Tile for same, as well 

as Tile Floors and Wainscoting of every description. QWe 
will make it interesting for you. Send plans for estimates. 

HEITLAND GRATE @ MANTEL CoO., 

No. 102 South Fifth St., QUINCY, ILL. 

EEE 

Contractors find 

the 

Reliable Jack 

easy to operate, strong, 
less expensive 

and more 

durable. 

Capacity five 

to ten tons, 

Reliable Ideal 
Wrste for description and prices 

THE — CO. 

ASHLAND 3 : OHIO 

Ask your dealer 

AND 

HAND ELEVATORS 
OF THE MOST IMPROVED 

AUTOMATIC CONSTRUCTION 

INVALID LIFTS 

TRUNK, CARRIAGE, 

SIDEWALK AND 

FREIGHT ELEVATORS 

‘SEDGWICK MACHINE WORKS | 

I28 LIBERTY ST. NEW YORK | 

CATALOGS AND 
ESTIMATES FURNISHED * 
SEE SWEET'S INDEX &%S 

The Universal 

Sash Bar 

Makes any angle, allows for set- 
tling of building, keeps windows 
from frosting. 

Standard Store 

Front Construction 

of the World 

Glass set from the outside 
Write for latest catalogue 

Voltz Manufacturing Co. 

1101-1103 S. 8th St. - . St. Joseph, Mo. 

Cre 
= tata 

THE GEORGIA MARBLE CO., 

s... 
Georgia Marble 

TATE, GA. 

and we will ond. yon our Architect s scale. A. Inches (pide Into 6. 
12, 16, 20 and 4 Also free catalo 

9 Heating Bidg., Minnea 

EVERY BUILDER 

In order that you may ‘become 

paint—first cost—last cost. 

needs. Address Dep't Z. 

Union Roofing & Mfg. Co. 

quainted with the roofing facts shown in our book—‘‘The Inside Of An Outside Proposition.’ 

the advantages of GAL-VA-NITE ROOFING we want you to 
let us send you our CONTRACTOR'S ESTIMATE BOOK FREE 

The busiest builders use GAL-VA-NITE—the triple asphalt-coated, mica-plated ROOFING. 

It gives satisfaction every time—in any climate—on any kind of a building. Needs no 

Let us send you samples and our celluloid covered estimate book—something every builder 

Andrews Heating Co. 

dene: poe what a good roofing 

GAL-VA-NITE really is. We want you to 

get samples and details and to be fully ac- 

thoroughly familiar with 

1109 E. 7th Street, St. Paul, Minnesota 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 

‘SCALE FREE termed or want vo buy Hot Water Heating Plants 
10, 

A mn request wo-page 
vertisement in the February, 1909, issue o tne. American Carpenter an ‘= cape 

Ss. 
978 La Salle Bidg., Chicago, I , 
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YOU 

WANT 

THIS 

BOOK 

Not because we have 
had it printed, and in 
it show many genuine 
Factsand Reasons why 

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING 

should always be your choice, but because it contains much 
Information about Roofs which will be of value to you. 

Your business keeps you constantly in active touch with 
rocfing conditions, consequently you will appreciate this Book. 

Send your name and address and a copy will be sent you, free, 
by first mail. Don’t put it off,—send to-day. 

Founded J. A. & W. BIRD & CO. 
1837 63 Pearl St., Boston, Mass. 

Agents 
Everywhere 

VME VM@eEEEEEEEE EEE 

PHILLIPS GASOLINE ENGINES 

Air or Water Cooled ‘‘Ready to Run” 14—25 H. P. 

Our engines are 
well tried and test- 

ours isthe Original 
Air Cooled engine 
and the first ones 
are still holding 
their jobs. We can 

» make you prices 
according to your 
needs, from $45.00 
Heit ae ght o Be 

ee et Portable Air Cool- 
ed Engine—made for heavy work. You can Save the price“of an engine on one 
contract. It costs about ten cents a day to run our 2-H..P Write while it is 
on your mind, for our Catalog No. 45-A. 

Phillips Gasoline Engine & Motor Works, Chicago 
Corner Washington and Clinton Streets 

BUY A BOVEE FURNACE 
Direct from the Factory 

AND SAVE $50.00 to $100.00 
ON YOUR HEATING PLANT 
Actually Save from One-third to 

One-half of the fuel 
We have one of the best equipped furnace 

factories in the west and make more than 30 
different furnaces of seven leading styles and 
can furnish our customers with practically any 
size or style of furnace they may desire, either 
Upright or Horizontal, sufficient to heat a 
large church or school house, down to a cottage 
beating plant comaine with all pipe, registers 
aud fittings for $55.00. 

Our furnaces are the only furnaces having 
a. perfect ventilating system for every part of 
the house. 

We ship our furnaces cut to fit. Any handy 
man can install them without the aid of a 
tinner. 

Catalogue and full specifications free. 

They 

Bovee Grinder & Furnace Works 
50, 8th Street Waterloo, Ia. 

AMERICAN CARPENTER 

lL Amer. Carp. and Bid 

AND BUILDER 

urrounded 

by Knowledge 

with this complete ten-volume set of 

Architecture, Carpentry and Building 

you can practically surround yourself by the knowl- 
edge you need in your every day work. You can 
have at your fingers’ ends, for instant use, the help 
and advice of forty experts. 

The Reference Value is Guaranteed 

by the fact that the books are compiled from text books used 
in the correspondence courses of the American School. 
Read What It Comprises This great work is the must 

exhaustive, comprehensive 
and authoritative work on the building trades ever published. 
Covers every branch of building construction, from plans to 
finishing touches. Bound in half morocco; 4,670 pages 7 x10 
inches, printed on special paper; large, clear type. 
Contains: Plans, color plates and photos of buildings completed 
and in course of construction. Diagrams and sections showing 
all details. Over 400 full page plates. 3,000 detail drawings, 
diagrams, etc. Just the thing for the student and a practical 
guide for the experienced carpenter and an ever ready refer- 
ence work for the expert. 
Our Liberal Offer: To introduce our Correspondence Courses 

from which the Cyclopedia is compiled we 
offer this set of books at the special price of $24.00, payable 
2.00 after 5 days and $2.00 a month. Regular price is $50.00 

IMPORTANT SUBJECTS COVERED 
Building Superintendence — Building [Materials Car- 

| ec a ea uilding—Reinforced Concrete— Masonry — 
stimating — Contracts and Specifications — The Law of 

Contracts and Liens — Hardware—Plastering—Painting — 
Heating — Ventilation—Wiring for Door Bells—Burglar 
Alarms — Steel Construction — Elevators — Sheet Metal 
Pattern Drafting —-Mechanical, Architectural, Freehand 
and Perspective Drawing — Lettering — Blue Printing — 
Shades and Shadows—The Greek and Roman Orders of 
Architecture—Rendering in Pen, Ink and Wash — Water 
Color Hints for Draftsmen. 

For a short time we will include as a monthly supplement, for one 
year, the TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE. This fs a regular 
$1.50 monthly, full of Twentieth Century Scientific facts, written In 
popular form. Also contains the latest discussions on timely topics 
in invention, discovery. industry, etc. 

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE 
CHICAGO, U: S: A: 

FREE OFFER COUPON 

American School of Correspondence: 
Please send set Cyclopedia of Architecture, Carpentry and 

Building for five days’ free examination; also Technical World 
for 1 year. | will send $2.°00 within five days and $2.00 a 
month until I have paid $24.00 or notify you and hold the 
books subject to your order. Title not to pass until fully paid. 

RR 2s Gander ewkaveteveNdawedinketdadaaueceene 

EMPLOYER..... 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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We can save you moneyon og. rsiy 
Cornice, Skylights, 
Ventilators, 
Metal Ceilings, 
Roofings, Sidings, 
Eave Trough, 
Conductor Pipe 

1320 E. 2d gee 

Street A eee 

STANDARD—Lock Joint—METAL SHINGLES CANTON |LSiF 

Ornamental, Easily Applied Guaranteed Weather Proof OHIO — 

We Want to Show You Why 
AN you afford to figure a job of Metal Ceiling unless you are sure the cost of erecting will not exceed your 
estimate? Your success is our necessity because you will not buy our ceilings unless there is profit in them for 
you andfsatisfaction for your customers. Most of yourgsuccess depends upon the fit. 

We Have Solved the Problem 
Our Double Bead Lap produces a thoroughly dust proof and invisible joint. It is simplicity itself. Easy 
to fit, therefore cheapest to erect. This means profit and satisfied customers to you. 

Another Secret 
The great variety and high character of our Art Metal Ceiling and Sidewall Designs insure the 

customer’s preference when shown our Catalogue. Send us plans with all measurements and we will 
suggest appropriate ceilings, and name you low price on all material, F. O. B. your station. 
About Metal Shingles. We make everlasting ‘‘Never Leak” Metallic Shingles, of painted tin and 

Apollo Vandergrift galvanized iron sheets. They cannot leak, warp, rot, split or absorb water and 
remain damp. Of course they are fire proof. Send for samples and be convinced. 

THE TIFFIN ART METAL COMPANY : : :_ Tiffin, Ohio 

We will ship you a 
A L “RANGER” BICYCLE 

on approval, freight 
prepaid, to any place inthe United States without a cent deposit in advance, and allow ten days free 
trial from the day you receive it. If it does not suit you in every way and is not all or more than we 
claim for it and a better bicycle than you can get anywhere else regardless of price, or if for any 
reason whatever you do not wish to keepit, ship it back to us at our expense for freight and 

ou will not be out one cent. 
LOW FACTORY PRICES We sell the highest grade bicycles direct from factory to rider at 

: lower prices than any other house. We save you $10 to $25 middle- 
men’s profit on every bicycle. Highest grade models with Puncture-Proof tires, Imported Roller 
chains, pedals, etc., at prices no higher than cheap mail order bicycles; also reliable medium 
rade models at unheard of low prices. 
IDEK AGENTS WANTED im each town and district to ride and exhibit a sample 1910 **Ranger’’ Bicycle 

furnished by us. You will be astonished at the wonder/udly low Prices 
and the liberal propositions and special offer we will give on the first 1910 sample going to your town. Write at once 
for our special offer. DO NOT BUY a bicycle ora pair of tires from anyone at any price until you receive our catalogue 
and learn our low prices and liberal terms, BICYCLE DEALERS, you can sell our bicycles under your own name plate 
at double our prices. Orders filled the day received. SECOND HAND BICYCLES —a limited number taken in trade by 
our Chicago retail stores will be closed out at once, at $3 to $8 each. Descriptive bargain list mailed free. 
TIRES COASTER BRAKE rear wheels,inner tubes, lamps, cyclometers, parts, repairs and everything in the bicycle 

line at half usual prices. DO NOT WAIT, but write today for our Large Cata- 
fogue beautifully illustrated and containing a great fund of interesting matter and useful information. It only costs a postal to get everything. 

tvow. MEAD CYCLE CO. Dept. A-/22, CHICAGO, ILL. 

than slate or tile, »nd outwear wood shingles 
Embossed, then galvanized or painted, and make an attractive roof. Carpenters and builders 

can lay them easily and quickly as they require no soldering. Will not crack or break, are no 
- / experiment and will stand the hardest kind of service. Use them when you build, or if you re- 

JA) a) a cover any roofs. They are sure to give constant satisfaction. Make satisfied customers and 
bb, wir wad abv) give you increased profits. 

Dy a a \ Write for a copy of our complete catalog, containing illustrations, testimonials, prices and / 
Montross Octagon Shingles reasons why they excel all other roofings. j 

MONTROSS METAL SHINCLE CO., 102 ERIE STREET, CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY 

For Durability, Service and Economy, there is no superior roofing. 
21 years’ test proves they last the life of the buildiag. Offer 
sure protection against fire and lightning, and the _ 

satataaadaia most severe rain, hail and snow-storms. Cheaper DUE ese 7] 
———s [Pp 1/4 “Mf fi jib 

Unbreakable LIGNINE (WOOD) CARVINGS Lxbreakable 

SAVE YOU MONEY 

We prove this—Send for free sample and catalogue of Capitals 
Pilaster Capitals, Heads, Shields, Scrolls, Ete. 

ORNAMENTAL PRODUCTS CO., West Fort St., DETROIT, MICH. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASF MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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ECONOMY "57st 

Coming right down to the 

economy question Clincher Lath 

has got everything beaten. 

As a practical man you can 

understand the principle by the 

illustration. Notice the level 

plastering surface—the construction that’s different. 

ae a 
Sagging Is Impossible 

Sagging between the studding is rendered absolutely impossible if Clincher Lath is used. 

Read what progressive carpenters have to say about it. 

Easier to handle and easier to erect than any other lath on the market. 

sending to Department, C.for samples. Free to anybody interested. 

The American Rolling Mill Co. 

MIDDLETON 

OHIO 

ASTIC ROOFING 

H E opening of this season finds more than six thousand of the substantial contractors and builders 

of the country using Mastic Roofing. They have for years handled it with profit to them- 

selves and satisfaction to their customers. We would like vour name on this Roll of Honor, for, 

Mastic Roofing being made and sold on honor, that is precisely what our list of contractors is. 

The life of any prepared Roofing is determined by 
the quality and quantity of its coating. Mastic Roof- 

ing has for strength a base of specially woven jute with 
a heavy ply of pure all wool Felt on the back as a cushion, 
the whole being bound together with fifty-five pounds per 
square of Asphalt Mastic or concrete. It never requires 
painting for the reason that this Asphalt Mastic is in 
itself a permanent paint equal in thickess and service to 

The above cut is an exact reproduction of a piece seven or eight ordinary coats. 
of _— Roofing A ay x Pang’ — and 

shows the sightly surface finish” ; 
We make the cheaper **Rubber’”’ or Felt goods as 

good as the best, but you can build up a permanent business only with Mastic. 

Prove this by 

All Roofing users will find it greatly to their own advantage to write us today for free samples and 
full details of our proposition. 

NATIONAL ROOFING MATERIALS COMPANY 

EDWARDSVILLE, ILLINOIS 

‘ 
WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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Waliter’s Metal Shingles 

Won’t Rot Like Wood 

Won’t Crack Like atahe a = 

1883 2 1910 ga 
It is a superlative article that increases 

in demand after 27 years in use. Ghe only absolutely pro- 

WALTER’S 
We want an Agent in every city and town. tected or covered Lock. 

Shingles That Last. Never A profitable business and satisfied custom- 
a s ers is the experience of the man who han- 

Leak Never Need Repairs dles WALTER’S Shingles and Tiles. No chance here for the Made in Painted Tin. Gal- the: fae Sz , Pri enibued Ti, aad Menke. Write for Catalogue, Samples and Price. lock to flood and leak. 

NATIONAL SHEET METAL ROOFING CO. 
JERSEY CITY, N. J. 

AN AUTOMATIC 

MODERN, INDIVIDUAL GAS 

LIGHTING AND COOKING 

PLANT FOR COUNTRY AND 

SUBURBAN HOMES 
The Original 

Walther Improved 
Gasoline Gas 
Machine, is simple, 
durable and reli- 
able; operated by 
weight power. 
Over 50% of our 
machines are oper- 
ated by women. It 
is the cheapest and 

most perfect light known. Endorsed by all Insurance Cos. 
Write for specifications, etc. 

Walther-Vogler Gas Machine Co., 709-715 Harrison St., Davenport, Ia. 
“obbers, N. O. Nelson Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo., Pueblo, Colo., Los Angeles, Cal. 

Strongest 

as shown by 
University Tests. 

Made from OPEN 
HEARTH STEEL. 

SAVES cutting and i 
ing of timber. -." 

SAVES labor in installation. 

LOWEST FIRST COST. 

All styles and sizes for brick 
and Ceancrete Wells, Stesl end 

WRITE TODAY FOR PRICES 

Te SPECIALTY DEPT. 

Delivered East of Omaha aad TRUSSED CONCRETE STEEL 60. § m3 40ers onan, oneane 

624 Trussed Ceonorete Bidg., DETROIT, MICH. \ Makers of Hess Sanitary Steel Lockers or Medicine Cabinets a 

We will deliver a complete heating equip- 
ment at your station at factory prices and 
wait for our pay while you test it during 
60 days of winter weather. 
The entire outfit must satisfy you or you pay noth- 

ing. Isn’t this worth looking into? Could we offer such 
liberal terms if we didn’t know that the Hess Furnace 
excels in service, simplicity, efficiency, economy. 
We are makers—not dealers—and will save you all 

middlemens’ profits. No room for more details here. 
Write today for free 48-page booklet which tells all 
about it. Your name and address on a post card 

Price $49 22 is sufficient. 

Bath Rooms. Illustrated circular free. 
. 

Chicago’s Oldest, Most Reliable and Progressive Hardware House. :: Dependable Merchandise at Lowest Price 

STEBBINS HARDWARE COMPANY 

74 Van Buren Street, CHICAGO 33 Warehouse, 50 Eldridge Court 

General Hardware, Builders* Hardware, Cabinet Hardware, Contractors’ Supplies, Engineers’ Supplies, Machinists’ Tools, 
Carpenters’ Tools, Electrical Supplies, Janitors’ Supplies. Factory Supplies, Cutlery. Silverware, etc. 

Our General Catalog Number 20 Sent Upon Request 

ROOF SLATES 

E. J. JOHNSON 

38 Park Row, New York 

Quarry Operators 

BLACKBOARDS sais eet coe 
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Just Off the Press 

ASHBY’S 

Designs of Schools and Libraries 

display a composition of utility, durabil- 
ity and good, pure architecture without 
any “gingerbread.” 
No buildings are too large or too small 

for our personal and prompt attention. 
We develop your own ideas into a 

practical set of plans and specifications 
which can be executed to the smallest 
details into a building that can be built 
within your means and to your entire 
satisfaction, 
Ashby’s ‘‘Designs of Schools and Libraries’’ wil] 
be sent to parties interested in the erection of 
a school building or library for which plans have 
not yet been procured. 

G. W. ASHBY—ARCHITECT 
11th Floor, Medinah Bldg. 

CHICAGO, ILL. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND PUILDES 
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CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT 

Rates: 5 cents a word each insertion. 

CASH MUST ALWAYS ACCOMPANY ORDER 

Patents. 

©. L. PARKER, Solicitor of Patents, McGill Bldg., Washington, 
D. O. Handbook for investors sent free upon request. 

1900 FURNACE COMPANY, Youngstown, Ohio. Contractors fav- 
orite; book free. 

Wanted. 

SITUATION WANTED—Carpenter, four years’ experience on 
frame house work. SAMUEL PEPPER, 1016 W. Adams St., Chi- 
cago, Ill. 

SITUATION WANTED—Architect’s draughtsman, with practical 
experience in school and office, desires employment in spare time. 
Good work. Terms moderate. W. J. FERRIS, Granada, Minn. 

WANTED—Foreman for planing mill doing mostly special work; 
must be capable of estimating from plans and specifications, make 
cutting bills for mill. State age, experience, salary expected, married 
xv single. TT. R., care American Carpenter and Builder. 

DO YOU WANT SLATE? 
Refine Slate for Houses, Barns, Sheds and Railroad Stations. Clean 

and ornamental, rain, wind and fireproof. 
BB ackboards for Schools, Colleges, etc., are being used all over the 

World, need no better commendation, “‘it is just the thing.’’ 
Stuctural and Electrical Stock, Steps, Sink Tops, Wash Tubs, 

Window Sills, etc., superior to all other stone for such purposes. 
S'*Kters’ Supplies, Hand-made Slaters’ Tools, Snow Guards, Slaters’ 

Cement, Nails, Felt, Slate Punching and Cutting Machines, etc. 
Write for prices ‘and I will tell you all about Slate. D. McKenna, Slatington, Pa., U.S. A. 

JAMES CRAIG, Manager 

Responsible man with team and wagon wanted 
who can give bond, as salesman for our Extracts, 
Stock, Poultry, Powders, Liniments, Spices, Taleum, 
Soap, ete. Write for permanent work in your 
own county. GEORGE HASSEL, Sec. 

222 Main St., Keokuk, Ia. 

SL TE WE HAVE WHAT 

A YOU WANT 

In Roofing Slate, Slate Blackboards 

Stractural and Plumbers’ Slate 

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED IN QUALITY AND PRICE 

ASK FOR DELIVERED PRICES 

J. K. HOWER, Station c.. Slatington, Pa. 

H. J. KICHLINE, Sales Agent 

AND BUILDER 

The Engine of 

Reliable Records 

Getting the most engine for your 
money, Mr. Carpenter, does not, 
mean buying the cheapest. It is 
securing an engine that will give 
reliable results yearin, year out— 
speed must be steady and uniform 
-—absolute interchangeability of 
parts assured—actual power must 
— rating. Every requirement 
of the man who wants a simple, re- 
Hable, powerful engine is met by the 

Weber 

Gas or Gasoline Engine 

Some of its special features are—under- 
und gasoline reservoir for main gaso- 

ine supply—gasoline pump, pumping 
supply to engine; surplus returning to 
reservoir — electric igniter — heavy and 
rigid construction (see cut)—a perfect 
control governor by which the operator 
can change speed instantly—all parts easy 
of access and guaranteed interchangeable, 

Sold Under Our Absolute Guarantee 
Mt will pay you to find out just how 

much a Weber Engine will increase 
the ca city of your shop and at an 
actual saving of cost in operation. 
Write us today for our new illus~ 
trated catalog and allow us to send 
a list of the inexpensive time saving, 
labor saving shop TS maa you can 
operate with a Weber. 

Sheffield Gas Power Co. 
127 Winchester Place Kansas City, Mo. 

Let it 

Furnish Power 

i ¢ You 

| April 

alcohol engine, superior to Quik Fac mge meng ern a power. Its a 
Less to Buy—Less to Run. y, easily started. 

ht and bulk are half that of single cylinder engines, w 
Vibration practically overcome, Cheaply mounted on any wagon. it isa combination hee tony stationary or 

UNTIL YOU INVESTIGATE 

DON’T BUY GASOLINE ENGINES eS SR 

engine. SEND FOR CATAL Gulekly THE TEMPLE ENGINE MFG. ©O., 49° West 15th St., Chicago. THIS IS OUR FIFTY SIXTH YEAR. 

22,00 

Patent Malleable Clamp Fixture 
8. H. SHELDON & CO,, Chicago, Ill. 

Gentlomen:—We are pleased to state that the 25 dosen Fixtures w hich 
ee of you a little over a year os t Weare well 

with them and shail be plansed to remem you whenever we want aay- 
additional in this line. cure alts 

City, Iowa. CUR SASH & DOOR CO. 

Sold on approval, an a ~ 
money back guarantee. 

l 

i 

Sheldon 
eed Rack 

th greater durability. Coste 
or traction 

SHELDON’S 

STEEL BAR CLAMPS 

Guaranteed 
Indestructible 

We solicit privilege 
nm — Nf of sending 

and our complete cat- 
alogue. 

E. H. SHELDON & co. 
RAPID-ACTING WOODWORKER'S VISE No. 5 84N. May St., Chicage 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION T > AMERICAN CARPENTER ANP BUILDER 
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Metal Ceilings and Side Walls 

Black and Galvanized Sheets 

Tin and Terne Plate 

Cornice and Skylights 

Roofing and Sidings 

Eaves Trough and 

Conductor Pipe 

THE CANTON ART METAL CO. 

CANTON, OHIO 

EASTERN BRANCH: WESTERN BRANCH: 

525 West 23d St., 206 South Third St., 

New York City Minneapolis, Minn. 

THE WINTHROP tarexeo ASPHALT SHINGLES 

ARE OF A COOL, GRAY SLATE COLOR 

And have all the Durability of Asphalt—the Fine Appearance of Slate and the Light 
Weight and Low Cost of Wood Shingles. Laid with regular Shingle Nails, the same 

as Wood Shingles). NEVER REQUIRE PAINTING. 

Write for Free Booklet and 

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS TO THOSE WHO APPLY 

FIRST ROOF IN EACH TOWN 

Winthrop Asphalt Shingles are Fire-resisting, Weather-proof, Wind- and 
Sun-proof, and never Crack, Break or Fall Off. 

WINTHROP ASPHALT SHINGLE CO. cifré Veo rie 

Do You Know | for givpers @ and BUILDERS Vat 

THIS WILL INTEREST YOU 
That We Make —— 

Pin Anchors _|{| Tie Rods _ Bolts ages and Dangalowe, at 0 smell 

Joist Anchors | Washers pers : 

Single and Double | Builders’ Derricks NO PIPES—NO LOST HEAT 

Stirrups | Stonesetters’ Derricks Write us for particulars about the 
Great Bell Furnace. 

Your Orders Will Have Our Prompt Attention 
: American Bell & 

UNION ELEVATOR & MACHINE CO. Foundry Company 

215=217 W. Ontario St., Chicago NORTHVILLE, MICH. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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Everything in Plumbing and Steam Goods at Cut Rates to Everybody 

SAVE YOU 30 TO 45 PER CENT HEATING PLANTS. 

: mea [morse 

tg i. » uaeotioas . 

iat $10.95 and up $3.00 Dio and safe es 

$8.50 and ap = $7.50 andup | i"xuriowEnam: | superb Bath Room and up ponscetter 
This Magnificent | Artistic Lavator-| guaranteed qual- |Outfit. None better, Laundry Tubs The eT 

Enamel one piece lies. Various de-|ity. Will wear jat any $35 00 all styles and healthful pit | 
Sink. Latest design. jsigns. | forever. price’.. .... eV’ sizes. posic method of heating your 

JOHN HARDIN CO., °2s-2=s"'4549 Cottage Grove Avenue, Chicago ef Boller aly 
Send for Catalog A, Dept. 13 $11.50 5.00 and up 

The Drum | pH “LEADER” 

that does the 
The simplest, most compact, most practical and eco- 

Bus i ness | nomical brick machine made. Makes plain and orna- 
mental bricks. Requires no experience—Easy and speedy. 
$28 OO Starts you in business making concrete 

—? building materials. The ‘Leader’ brick 
machine is the fastest on the market. One man can 
successfully operate the machine and make from 2,500 
to 3,000 brick per day. 
We also manufacture larger machines. Write for our 
general catalog describing our entire line of concrete 

| machinery. 

Protect your reputation by the excellency WESTERN BRICK MACHINE Co. 

and the permanency of your work. | LACROSSE WISCONSIN 

The Polygon Concrete Mixer 

is your insurance. It mixes more thoroughly, more quickly, | 
less wastefully than any other concrete mixer. | pence teeints sen 

The POLYGON possesses the good points of all other 
mixers, Its Gstinguishing races lies .™ the shape and | A ROOFING SL ATE 
movement of the drum. It combines every mixing motion 
and makes the one perfect, unassailable mixture—either | 
concrete or mortar. with a Record 

The Polygon is the mixer of quickest action, biggest 
earning power, smallest maintenance and is most simple in Genuine Franklin Tunnel 
construction. 

Portable—durable—incomparahle. Approved—autho- | 
rized—used in government works. It’s the drum that does | Uniformity and Durability Unexcelled 

the business. Write for Price List No. 25 

Waterloo Cement Machinery Corp. ‘ BPP Boise 

WATERLOO, IOWA 

Send for descriptive catalogue and prices 

SLATINGTON - - - - PENNA. 

HERE IT IS 

Perfection Hand Concrete Mixer 

(Can be run§by power if desired) 

A Time, Labor and Money Saver 

This machine will compete with many of the larger machines, 
and will do work the larger unwieldy machine cannot do. Easily 
transported. It is simply indispensable to the small contractor 
as well as the large contractor. 

Used for Sidewalk Construction, Building Foundations, making 
Cement Posts, etc. 

Used by Telephone and Railway Companies in setting their 
poles, etc. Handy wherever used. Write to-day. Mention this 
paper. 

Sidney Elevator Mfg. Co., Sidney, Ohio 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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METAL TILE 

ROOFING 

is simple in construction — secure — dura- z 

ble—absolutely storm and water tight. As expansion and contraction are provided 

for, itis guaranteed, when put on according to directions, to remain perfect for years. 

This handsome metal tile roofing is used on many of the finest buildings in the United States. 
It is beyond question the most attractive and satisfactory roofing made. n 

Mullins Fire Proof—Storm Proof—Dust Proof Windows 

are made with the idea of turning fire. They are entirely of metal, lock-seamed throughout 
with no soldered joints in frame, sill or sash. Heat does not affect them in any way, and a 
Mullins was never known to warp, buckle, contract or expand. Mullins Windows are famous for 
durability, and will outwear any other feature of the building. 

Mullins Fireproof Windows are manufactured under supervision of Underwriters’ Labora- 
tories, Inc., according to the latest specifications of the National Board of Fire Underwriters, 
and every window is inspected, approved and labeled with their official label. 

We have catalogues showing our various lines of product. Please specify the particular 
class of sheet metal work you are interested in and we will send you the proper catalog for same. 

W. H. Mullins Company 

214 Franklin Street, Salem, Ohio. 
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A PROFITABLE WINTER BUSINESS FOR A 

CONTRACTOR OR BUILDER 

We want you to get Metal Ceiling orders for us. 

The building season is about closed so far as outside work is concerned for 
the contractor and builder, so we want to ask you to look after inside work 
this winter. 

We have made plain in our new catalogue the measuring and erection of 
metal ceilings and explain in special drawings just how you shall do it. 
This puts you into a position to go after metal ceiling business in your town 
this winter. 

Send us a postal card or letter for our complete catalogues on metal 
ceilings and other sheet metal building material. We want a man in every town. 

We make expanded metal lath and Spanish tile roofing. Write us a 
card to-day. 

The Kanneberg Roofing and Ceiling Co., Canton, Ohio 
New York Detroit Chicago Kansas City Dallas Baltimore 

DOWIIRON LINTELS 

Wire & Iron Works 
Gunnnesenentt Beams, Angies, Anchors, Hangers. 

LOouiIsvViIiLLE, KY. Ornamental Cast Iron Fronts and Stairways. 

GENUINE BANGOR === 

Large Facilities, Prompt Deliveries 

EAST BANGOR CONSOLIDATED SLATE CO. =- - - East Bangor, Pa. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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REEVES EMBOSSED METAL TILE 

Representing the Highest Art and Best Values in Permanent and Ornamental Roof 

Coverings, Fire, Lightning, Rain, Storm and Wind Proof 
Used on thousands of the finest residences and public buildings in the United States. Will weigh at least ten, per cent 
more to the square, and are guaranteed superior in construction and wearing qualities, to any other metal tile or 

shingle on the market. Illustrated Catalog Sent Free on Request 

“‘Everything in Sheet Metal 

The Reeves Manufacturing Company ““Siiiny ‘Materar 

300 Iron Avenue, CANAL DOVER, OHIO 

Collect Your Old Accounts 
And stfil retain the friendship of your customers. Learn how 
to get them to pay up and keep on giving you their business 

Our new book Collection Letters tells you how 
to avoid the snarls and _ entanglements 
and losses that too often result from letters which look right and sound right to their writer, but 
which turn out to be highly offensive to their recipient and cause him not only to refuse to pay but to take his 
patronage elsewhere. You can increase your own personal pulling power asa collection writer by 1,000 per 
cent by taking advantage of this excelientbook. READ THIS BOOK BEFORE YOU WRITE ANOTHER 
DUNNING LETTER AND WE ASSURE YOU THAT YOU WILL QUICKLY FIND IT THE “‘QUICK- 
EST ACTION’? MOST PROFITABLEINVESTMENT YOU EVER MADE. The author of this book is him- 
self a master in the art of writing letters that produce the desired result and for years has made a study of the 
principles of successful writing of dunning letters. The beok is standard size and well bound for desk use. A 
REMITTANCE OF $1.00 WILL BRING YOU A COPY OF THIS BOOK BY RETURN MAIL, AND 
MODERN METHODS MAGAZINE FOR ONE YEAR. Modern Methods is a monthly magazine for busi- 
ness managers, Office, factory and sales managers, department heads, buyers, head bookkeepers, and men on 
the way to such positions. Six years old, nearly 50,000 such men have become subscribers and more are com- 
ing everyday. If youarealready a subscriber you may have your subscription extended one year. Make your 
order read, ‘‘Herewith $1.00 for a year’s subscription to Modern Methods and a copy of your book COLLEC- 
TION LETTERS, by Markel, by return mail and prepaid. Address, 

MODERN METHODS MAGAZINE, 13 R. & B. Building, Detroit, Mich. 

WILLIS 

PERFECT 

Manufactured by THE WILLIS MANUFACTURING CO., Galesburg, Ill 

Write for our General Catalog No. 5, showing a complete line of Cornices, Skylights, Ventilators, 
Crestings, Finials, Roofings, Sidings, Metal Shingles, Steel Ceilings, Hip Shingles, etc. Fireproof 
Windows and Doors. Send us your plans for estimates. 

AND 

Sy Skylights 

g 
fe ft ™~ Ventilators 
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WW Wan Book free! 

To builders, carpenters, contractors! 

a —_—— Se ——— This is the greatest book of its kind that ever came off the 
press. It contains designs for city and country residences, 
cottages and bungalows, all the very latest types—the cream 
of the architectural world’s most approved styles. 

The great Gordon-Van Tine Plan Book is the accepted 
authority on architecture. It contains the best ideas of famous 
architects, who have prepared this wonderful book for us ata 
tremendous expense. It represents a cost of $5,000. 

The book is simple and practical. It has been compiled so 
as to enable our customers to build with the utmost economy, 
yet secure for themselves artistic, well-laid-out homes at the 
highest possible degree of convenience and comfort. 

What Our “Book of Plans” Contains 

Our Plan Book contains 56 designs—accurately drawn by 
skilled architects. There are 39 plans for residences and 17 for 
farm buildings, including Barns for all kinds of stock, Granaries, 
Poultry Houses, Hog Houses, Duck Houses, Ice Houses, Corn 
Cribs, etc. The plans show the exterior view, floor plans, size 
of rooms, ete. 

Every one of these plans is practical, having been proved 
by actual construction, which saves you the expense and worry 
of costly mistakes. 

When you build from these plans you are entitled to receive 
the wholesale prices on the material, which we supply you 
direct from our immense plants and save you from a third toa 
half on the usual cost. We can save you from $100 to $300 on 
every car of lumber you buy, and will give you bright, new 
lumber just from the mill. 

Write Today for this FREE Book! 

Send at once for this $5,000 “‘Book of Plans’’—it means you 
can save a third to a half on your home and get better results 
than you could if you hired a special architect. You can con- 
struct a home from the “Book of Plans’’ all the way from a 
few hundred dollars up to many thousands. 

Write at once, enclosing 10c to cover postage and packing, 
and this great $5,000 book will be on its way to you by return 
mail. No builder or contractor can afford to be without it. 

Don’t think of building till you see it. 

GORDON-VAN TINE CO. ..--" 
s 

525 Federal St., Davenport, lowa,,+*” 
-* GORDON. 

ae” VAN TINE CO. 
ae 525 Federal Street 

Zz * Davenport, lowa 
o* Please send me the $5,000 ‘* Book of 

oe” Plans.” lenclose 10c to pay postage and 
o* packing. 

of 
a? Name ~ 

oo” 
of Town —__ 

PL og Street Address a 
o* - 

o”* Occupation ____ vid = 
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USED prittining 

CORTRIGH T3ittks 

They Say 

“One Swallow Doesn’t Make A Summer” 

but to contractors and builders one order for Cortright Metal Shingles means many, —for 

Cortrights are so far superior that one roof always remains a silent salesman. 

There are so many cases where the contractor or builder has been fooled by worthless 

imitations that we sometimes have difficulty getting him to give Cortrights a fair chance 

to demonstrate their merits but once he has laid his first roof; the ease of laying, the 

profits and the satisfaction to the customer soon make him a permanent buyer. 

His usual regret is that he didn’t start laying them sooner. 

If Cortrights are going to make you any money, now’s the time you want to know it. 

Get busy — drop us a line right now. 

CORTRIGHT METAL ROOFING COMPANY 

Philadelphia and Chicago 

eg 
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= ON MAKING SS 

= Mr. Block-Maker 

Wet Process is Right. 
Face down is Right. 
Three blocks at a time is Right. 
Triple Tiering is Right. 
Damp Curing is Right. 

The Mogul Invincible Block Machine 

COMBINES ALL THESE 

IT IS RIGHT 

It is 48 imches long and will make three 16” or two 24” 
blocks at ome operation. It makes sills, caps, copings, 
rails and steps, faster and better than a special sill 
machine. It hasevery adjustment that any other ma- 
ehine has and many that no other machine has. 

PRICE—Machine and Outfit, $75.00 

WRITE FOR CATALOG 

THE PETTYJOHN COMPANY 

634 No. 6th St.. TERRE HAUTE, IND. 

= 

So 

PORTLAND 
CEMENT The uniform high quality, 

{eas 5 the regular setting proper- 

Anneal Outpat ties and good popular color 

Six Million Barrel ¢ Universal Portland Ce- 

; ment recommend it to the 

building contractor for con- 

crete work of all kinds. 

PUMPS, DOOR-HANGERS, STORE 

The Pamp SPRAY Double-acting 
That Pumps|f\ PUMPS Litt, ° Tank and 

Store Ladders 
Etc 

Hay Tools 
of all kinds 

Write for circu- 
lars and prices. 

y ity a Flexible Door Hangers J 
with steel roller peerings, 

L 

A 

D 

D 

E 

R 

os 

Exclusive agenc 
Pm en to — aaa who wi 
uy in quanii 

—e 1 F MYERS &BRO. 
As d, Ohio. 
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SAVE 

30 to 50 

Per Cent 

Buy Now—Don'’t Wait! 

Lumber 

Sash 

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO. offers you great bargains if 
order is placed at once. 

Every carpenter contractor and builder should select some of the items as quoted below. 
Mall us order with 25 “er cent denosit. Pay balance when goods arrive; if not satisfactery money 
refunded without argument or delay. 

Quick action cn your part is needed to get your share of these wonderful bargains. 

Doors 

Interior 

Trim 

Windows 

Roofing 

Read Nails 
wai oor 

Word | Hardware 

of 

This Paints 

Great 

New Lumber at Wrecked Prices 

Shingles—Lath Per M 
X-A-X Red Cedar Shingles, 6-inch Butt.............6.- $2.45 
Bxtte A-A-X Bed Cedar Shingles... oc... ccccvcccecess 3.15 
No. 2-4 ft. (Michigan Se EMO, con caecnces veeneede 3.25 
No. 1—32” Hemlock Lath...... hd lve Wee aw ae nee 1.50 

seein. M Ft. 
No, 2—}”x3” } sawed Georgia Pine Flooring... ......++4. ay 
Clear {”x4” Hard fine Flooring D&M......... ry 
Clear §”x2” face Michigan Hard Maple Flooring 
Clear §”x3” 4 sawed Georgia Pine Flooring ............ 

Siding 
D Select 4x4 White Pine Beveled Siding............-6: $13.00 
B & Better 4x6 Red Cedar Beveled Siding Srak-w wtelaa 
No. 1—1x4 Canadian Spruce Drop Siding. . ewe ce ae 23.50 
C & Better 1x6 Arkansas Soft Pine..........cececcccee 20.00 

Boards and D:mensions 
No. 1—2 by 4-8—Yellow Pine Sized... ..........e000-- $17.00 
No. 1—2 by 4-24—Yellow Pine Sized..............4--- 20.00 
No. 2—8 & 10” Yellow Pine Boards, Dressed..........-+ 18.50 
52” Beam Ramee, TCG. sk occ cccccscsceessvecdecees 20.00 

Send us your Lumber Bill for 

our Astonishing Low Estimate 

Bargains in New Millwork 

WINDOW FRAMES. 
Lot 10 A-100. Everything complete, 
outside casing 14x44 inch, main sill 
1 3x3? inch, sub sill §x5§, jambs in- 
cluding stile and blind stops 5§ in. 
wide, parting strip, etc. Made from 
sound selected clear face Yellow 
Poplar, Cypress and White Pine. 
Price complete in the K. D. with 
DR as odd cc ns gastdonesone $ 

DOOR FRAMES 
Lot 10 A-99. Outside door frame, everything 
complete, outside casing 14x44 oak sill, 1]x7}; 
rabbetted jambs, 1 3-8x54. Made from the same 
woods as above. Price complete in the K.D. $1.85 

$8. 10 BUYS BEAUTIFUL FRONT DOOR. 
Lot 10 A-13. Soft Pine double A 
quality glass, size 3x7 ft., 1 3-8 in. 
Ee ee oe $8.10 

Over 2000 other sizes and styles of 
a shown in our Mammoth Cata- 
og 

INTERIOR TRIM 
The best quality of La? 
kiln dried stock, 

peige §=thoroughly sanded. 
inch x* P. Base, price per 100 ao, a Rec acensce 

4% inch Y. Ms Casing price p- 100 lin. ft...... 1.60 
334 inch Y.P. Window Stool price 4. "100 lin. ft. 2.25 
% inch Y. P. \% Round price per 100 lin. ft..... 0.28 

Offer | Varnishes 

Tools 

Iron Pipe 

Heating 

Plants 

Plumbing 

Outfits 

Water 

Systems 

Bargains in New Hardware 

Lot No. 4-A-1608—Evanston Door Sets; 3000 
sets as_ illustrated. Wrought steel, Antique 
Copper Finish Plated. Front mortise lock 3}x3}, 
one plated key, one pair knobs, two escutcheons. 
Packed complete with screws. Per Set. . $0.4 
DP FONG bccn ec ccacat ence cbicaceet 5.20 

Lot No. 4-A-1604— Evanston Wrought steel 
Copper Finish Front Door Sets, complete. 
UG NY ORGS codececse tech anckcnnneae nee $1.40 

Lot No, 4-A-699 — — Rim Knob Locks, 
Japanned, complete as illustrated and shown. 
WMS cnata. of wata.b Wa wag wa 66 ie.e's aks WE ORS KEN $0.10 

Lot No, 4-A-706— Mortise Door 
Locks, Japanned, complete as shown. 
MEL 6 cacees eae esse kedudau $0,25 
SPOR oc oc vecensivcvenes 2.75 

Lot No, 4-A-719—Wrought Steel, 
ball tipped loose pin Butts, copper 
finish, complete with screws. 3x3 16c. 
34x34 17c. 4x4 21c per pair. 

Lot No, 4-A-753—Sash Locks, er" 
ep fimah: “Baed.......-.- 
7 SA a ere 0.48 

Rawhide Rubber Roofing 

The greatest bargain in the world. 
Fire, hail aud weatherproof. Not 
affected by heat or cold. Used in a | 
climate. Made from pure asphalt. 
strictly — ae -grade lasting covering. 

led by fire underwriters. 
108 sq. ft. toa roll, with large headed 
nails and cement for laps. Requires 
no es, Samples free. 

for Roofing Booklet. 
i oly Guaranteed ; years $1. = per roll 
2 pl 1.4 roll 
3 Led bs 12 ag 1. rH r roll 
~ above mg freight prepaid to Ill., 

is. and Mich. Write nd., 
for prices ‘peers ins to oihert States. 

Steel Roofing, Per 100 Feet $1.60 

100,000 eiemiekels of new Steel Roofing 
which we are selling at the tollowing 
Pint freight prepaid: P 

1.60 
erage ted, v Crimped or Stand- 

-1.85 
te te prices p pe Pp re prepay ‘freight to 
all points east of C except Okla- 
homa and Texas. uotations to these 
Points on application Our ae 

A aa Galvan t— Rust Proof Roofing 
at prices ranging from $3.00 per souareup. Write 
today for free sample and Great Book on Roofing. 

“Price Wrecking Books” You Need w ga- Mail This Coupon 

From 

Sales 

Sheriffs’ 

Receivers’ 

& Factory 

SEND COUPON TODAY 
Sent Free!! MARK BOOKS WANTED 

woe 

Chicage ‘House Wrecking Co:, CHICAGO: 

aT aieiianeetinnteedl 

‘“‘Mammoth Catalog” Heating and Plumbing 
List Over 50,000 Bargains Book 

“Book of Plans’’ 150 Designs 
in Houses, Barns, Etc. 

Roof Book—Save You 50% 
on Roofing, Etc. 

Send Mammoth Send Free 

Send Free Send Free 

35th and Iron Sts., Chicago 
SE. - £66k Gacku odexthees woud daees ae 

ae County. . .ccocccece 

Bg 

CHICAGO HOUSE WRECKING CO. = Reo! Beeohks...:.. Pig. Book! .... 

« 

| 2 Ae 23 eae. eee 
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OUR SPECIAL LEADER 

sell this 

Opening 

for 

1$18.50. 
| HH) 

> > > >> os! 
a i 

SS 

tee 

Our Catalog will tell you about our NEW COM- 

BINATION CONSOL and PARLOR LIBRARY 

CABINET. A useful, compact, serviceable, hand- 

some piece of furniture, which should adorn every 

modern home. 

Nothing like it in the market at present 

Write TODAY for 1910 Catalog No. 18, 48 pages. It is 
FREE for the asking. 18 years in our present location. 

[April 
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CHICAGO GRILLE WORKS, 826-838 Wells St., Chicago, Ill. 

The New Otis Metal 

Hand Power 

Elevator 

FOR STORES 

WORKS EASIER AND 

LASTS LONGER 

THAN OLD STYLE 

$75.00 

$95.00 

SEND FOR 
FOLDER 26 

OTIS ELEVATOR 

COMPANY 

NEW YORK CHICAGO 
SAN FRANCISCO 

And All Principal Cities 

GRILLES 

Parlor Columns, 

Colonnades, 

Grille Work and 
Our 1910 

Catalog contains Cc ons ol es 
16 pages of col- 
umn openings. 

Established 20 Years 

FREE ON — MANUFACTURERS — 

te REQUEST “ TO THE TRADE 

Cc. A. RAVENSTEIN 

6523-6SEO9O Ww. 12th Piace, Chicago 

STEEL BEAMS & 

LINTELS 

ON W' 

CALDWELE Lo DRe Ko 

| CAST-IRON 

COLUMNS 

SIDEWALK LIGHT: 

Bearer © 

447 
a 

- cabal 

&, 

Corner Post No. 13. 

COULSON 

Patent Store Front Construction 

Is the only practical construction on the market 
for Store Fronts. 

Briefly described on pages 663-665, Sweet’s 
Index for 1910. 

New Complete catalogue, E-800, ready for 
distribution. Let us send you one. 

J. W. Coulson & Co. 

234 North Third Street - - COLUMBUS, OHIO 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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An Ornament to Any House 

Not an ugly looking cover hanging on the wall, 
but a substantial glass window without hinges, 
bolts, or other contraptions on the outside. 

USEFUL? 
Yes. 365 days inthe year for lighting the basement 
Open it and it’s ready for the coal man. The Name? 
“The Window:Chute.” Some call it ‘“‘the one with a 
glass.”’ 

Twenty Thousand in Use 

Manufactured by 

HOLLAND FURNACE CO. 
Dept. “A,”” HOLLAND, MICH. 

CLARE BROS. & CO. (Ltd.), PRESTON. ONT. 

Palatial Residence 

of O. C: Barber Causes 

Wide Spread Comment 

RCHITECTS in alf parts of the country have been 
A very much interested in the palatial residence which 

O. C. Barber of the Diamond Match Co., is erect- 
ing at Barberton, Ohio. The material used throughout 
is the Ideal Concrete Block. In all there are 16 residences, 
12 barns, 4 50-ft. silos, piggerys, chicken houses, etc., 
and 4 miles of concrete fence. 

The work being done on this estate is certainly grati- 
fying to those who are at all interested in the correct and 
beautiful effects that can be obtained by the use of 
Concrete blocks, and who have been constantly repelled 
by its inartistic use. ; 

When completed the various structures will contain 
1,000,000 Ideal Blocks which will displace 20,000,000 
bricks at a great saving, both in material and work. 

The Ideal Machines used on the premises, make 1,200 
blocks daily in winter and 2,400 daily in summer. 

This example of the beautiful effects that are being 
produced with Ideal Blocks serves as an illustration of the 
fact that architects are really not prejudiced against the 
Concrete Blocks in construction when they are properly 
made. 

The Ideal (Face Down) Machine alone produces 
character, individuality and mechanical correctness in 
each unit. Beauty and sharp lines prevail in every design. 
The Artistic Quality of Ideal Blocks have long made 
them favorites with discriminating architects of all coun- 
tries, notably Scotland, England and Italy. For infor- 
mation as to how we co-operate with the architect, please 
correspond with our Service Department. 

IDEAL CONCRETE MACHINERY CO. 
South Bend, Ind. and London, Canada 

ALFRED W. WOODS’ 

KEY TO THE STEEL SQUARE 

A WONDERFUL INSTRUCTOR 

i 
x 
i e 
yi 

EQU.TRIANGLE. 

It should be in the possession of every carpenter, or those 
having work in angles. It tells the whole story of how to use 
the common steel square, to obtain the cuts in degrees, or by 
inch rise per foot run for all kinds of framing. 

Price $1.50, Postpaid 

AMERICAN CARPENTER & BUILDER 
185 Jackson Boulevard, CHICAGO 

I Can Increase 

Your Earnings 
If you want an indepen- 
dent business of your 
own requiring no cap- 
ital, mail your name and 
address and let me send 
you our_Big Free 62- 
age Boo showin 

how you may earn $3, 
; to $10,000 a year in the 
Real Estate, Brokerage 

and Insurance Business 
Our system is a positive success. It equips you 

to conduct these money making branches, and gives 
you a valuable Commercial Law Course Free. Clerks 
ook Keepers, Salesmen, Agents, Solicitors and 

others shouldinvestigate this. Send no money, sim- 
oly your name and address and I will mail you our 
big 62-Page Book, absolutely free. Write today. 
The Cross Company, 3722 Reaper Block, Chicago, Ul. 
ee eee 

New York Mfgr. of well advertised 

Labor Saving Tools which are used all 

over the world; wants a capable young 

man to invest $3,000 and services. Will 

receive half interest in business and 

patents. Write to “Opportunity 666,” 

American Carpenter Builder, 185 

Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Ill. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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“Cannot Say Too Much” 

Spencer, Iowa, Jan. 23, 
Knickerbocker Mfg. Co., . J alent 

Jackson, Michigan. 
Gentlemen: In September last I bought a No. 9 Coltrin Mixer from 
you and it has be:n in constant use ever since, and cannot say too 
much to its praise, If I couldn't get another Coltrin I wouldn't take 
any price for it. In fact the men woulda’t know how to get the con- 
crete mixed. Respectfully yours, 

A. P. Nelson, 

Coltrin Concrete and Mortar Mixers 

Manufacturec Exclusively by 

THE KNICKERBOCKER CoO. 
JACKSON . . MICHIGAN 

SIMPLEX j 

Ty ee ‘ a fy ; i 

\o a ae E 
E MILES MFG. CO.s JACKSON, MICH hap ~ : J 

THE MILES SIMPLEX MIXER 
Continuous Feed, Batch Mix, Low Down Steel Frame, 3 Hoppers, 

Positive Feed. Attractive Price 

“The Miles” No. 5, 

Down Face, Wet 

Concrete Block 

Machine 

Makes Stone in Lengths, 
Yo ue he te 6 16”, 13”, 

, aoe, ie. ia te 
Height, 4”, 6”, 8”. Also 
Angle Stone, Circle Stone, 
Gable Stone, Hollow or 
Solid Stone. 
The Contractor’s Friend 
Simple, Strong and 
Rapid. 
Lowest in Price. 

WRITE FOR NEW 1910 CATALOGUE 

THE MILES MFG. CO., Inc. , 02 Setiond Stross 

Anchor Machines Make 

Continuous Air 

Space Blocks 

The wall that’s 
uaranteed 

rost and mois- 
ture proof. 

A perfect dead air space trom cellar to garret. 
P Serpent Machine makes blocks 8x24 in.—any width from 

to n. 
Junior Machine makes blocks 8x16 in.—any width from 8 to 12 in. 
All blocks tied together in construction by four quarter-inch 

galvanized iron rods 8 in. long and turned | in. at each end, guar- 
anteed rust proof and everlasting. 

Write for Catalogue and Special Prices. 
All Machines sold direct to the trade. 

Anchor Concrete Stone Co., Rock Rapids, la. 

— 

GUARANTEES b] 
30 Tons Pressure Uniformity of Product 

THE SOMERS fictatachine on the marker 

The Somers Makes Money -_--—We Can Prove It 

2 Blocks P er Minute eels a 

The Machine does the work, not the man 

It makes Pj absolutely 
damp-pr wall You Can Guarantee It 

OUR.CATALOG SOMERS BROTHERS, ~ Urbana, Illinois 

Why do you make common rock face blocks, when you can make 
Mr. Block Maker a Terse-cotlé and Marble designs blocks that if cut from stone would 
cost from $1 to $2 per foot—this class of work will increase your business. No block maker can afford 
not to investigate the Francisco machine, it makes block in rock, Terra-cotta or plain designs. 2-24-in. 
blocks or 3-16 at once, in either 8-10-12-itich for width of wall without extra parts—all style long stone 
up to 48 inches; also 2-piece wall, as well as the regular wall. Down face, coarse material or sand, wet 
process, wood or iron palettes. Special price for 30 days—send for catalog X. 

FRANCISCO BLOCK MACHINE COMPANY 
856 North High Street COLUMBUS, OHIO 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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) New $5,000 Book of Barn Plans 

The combined thought and work of the best minds in the country in regard to farm buildings. It cost 
several thousand dollars to compile the book, besides the cost of printing and publishing it. It contains what 
might be termed a veritable storehouse of practical barn lore not be found within the covers of any other 
book, or obtainable in any other way. 
The Illustrations in the book are large drawings of floors, sides, ends and 

rame work, together with perspective views, sufficient to 
guide any carpenter or builder in the construction of same. It is a book which 
should be in every farm home, if you only intend to repair a little, or just build 
a small chicken coop. It is a good thing to even sit down and read, as the 
knowledge so gained will be highly valuable in hundreds of other ways. 
Great Many of the barn plans in this book have been contributed by farmers 

themselves from all over the United States and Canada, and 
are therefore the product of practical experience from farmers who have learned 
by actual necessities the barn that was most practical and the best suited for 
their needs. They are not fancy barns and buildings, but practical barns such 
as every farmer likes. They contain a great many little advantages that are 
not usually found in ordinary barns. 

Each and Every Plan in the book is accompanied by a lengthy written de- 
. scription explaining and giving the details of the draw- 
ings, and so worded and arranged, numbered and indexed, that it must be 
readily understood by anyone who reads it. Your money back if you are 
dissatisfied. 

Our New $5,000 Book of Practical Barn Plans shows just what every farmer 
needs. It contains drawings, pictures, plans, specifications and everything necessary 

and up-to-date for a barn, stock shed, wagon shed, corn crib, poultry house, hog house, horse barn, smoke house, 
ice house, silo, dairy barn or any other conceivable out-building on the farm. Not only one plan of each, but 
many of each are shown with all the latest inventions and contrivances for saving time, money and labor. 

This Book was Compiled by Mr. Wm. A. Radford, President of “The Radford: Architectural Co.,” Author 
of “The Steel Square and Its Uses,” and “Practical Carpentry,” Editor in Chief 

of the “Cement World” and the best authority in the country on all matters pertaining to the building 
SURE: PRs SR CUI sss 50.044 on baceare nen aibns can bce cle nd ah nnd otek coe dws hha oath neve acl $1.00 

With Cement World, one year, $1.50 

CEMENT WORLD, 241 Fifth Avenue, CHICACO 

“SEE THAT CORNER ”— Notice that rails lap over stiles, which 
prevents the splitting of plowed edges, so common with most 
screens, but not with ours. They cost no more than the inferior. 

Your local mill cannot compete with us. We are SPECIAL- 
ISTS of WINDOW and DOOR SCREENS and run our factory 
all the year around. Get your screens direct. 

Fly Screens and Screen Doors 
for residences, apartment houses, hotels. clubs, hos- 
pitals, schools, and all places requiring ventilation. 

Made to Order Neatly and Promptly 
From a single screen or door to a thousand. We use the best 

gtades of wire, black enamel, galvanized and copper bronze, etc., 
fastened by the most improved Standard Shoulder Strip Method; 
can never sag nor pull away, which makes the wire taut and firm. 

MR. CARPENTER, BUILDER or CONTRACTOR, write for 
FREE copy of our 1910 illustrated catalogue. 

STANDARD SCREEN CO. '“cricaco, iLunois 

MEDICINE 

HESS sana’ LOCKER — CABINET ——~ 
The only modern Sanitary Steel 

Medicine Cabinet or Locker. 
Handsome beveled mirror door. Snow 

white, everlasting enamel, inside and out. 

FOR YOUR BATHROOM 

Costs less than wood and is bet- 
ter. Should be in every bathroom. 

Is dust, germ and vermin proof 
and easily cleaned with warm water. _ 

Made in four styles and three sizes. Price 
$7.00 and up. Send for illustrated circular. 

HESS, 9201, Tacoma Bldg., Chicago 

Makers of the Hess Steel Furnace. 
Sold on Approval. Free Booklet. 

The Little Giant 
Cement Brick Machine 
Absolutely Guaranteed 

bax nee ~6Cement Brick Machine wc" 
Entirely Somat and 
Satisfied. One Man Can Operate It 

Write for full particulars 

LA GRANGE SPECIALT Y €O., La Grange, Ind. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER ANP BUILDER 
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HERCULES: 

BLOCK MACHINES 

ARE THE FASTEST, SIMPLEST, 
STRONGEST AND 

BEST MACHINES BUILT 

[April 

There’s Money In Making 

Concrete Blocks 

Because Concrete Building Blocks are coming 

more and more into general use. 

Buildings built of Concrete cannot decay or burn, 

nor do they ever require painting or repairing. 

ee ee TF simply the question of making the BEST BLOCKS 
THEY EXPAND TO MEET 

EVERY DEMAND 

THE ONLY machine making any 
size of stone from a 3 inch block 
to a 6 foot water table. 
THE ONLY face down machine 
that allows for a really coarse 
WET mixture with fine facing. 
THE ONLY machine on which 
four 16 inch stone can be made at 
ONE time, or two 20 inch, 24 
inch or 32 inch stone at onetime. 
ee <— at ig SSS SF 

{ {| 
— | a oat ic 1 

eee ii enull : I ~, 

and the Hercules Machine makes them. 

better and faster than any other machine. 

operated either single or double. 

TWO STONE of the same or different sizes or designs on 

ONE machine at ONE time by simply adding an extra pair 

of L, arms. 

You can start with a small equipment and add to it 

gradually according to the demand. 

Hercules Machines are the oldest on the market. 

are unlimited as to production—enable you to produce the 

very finest and best in Concrete Building Stone—It will pay 

you to investigate. 

It makes them 

It can be 

This enables you to make 

They 

fl 3 SEND TO-DAY FOR INTERESTING CATALOGUE AND PRICES 

Ls ' eames © 

THE HERCULES IS AN OLD 
ESTABLISHED MACHINE 

built along correct lines and endorsed by 
the leading contractors and builders They 
are used in all parts of the world. 

ROCHESTER, - - = = 

The Etler Manufacturing Co. 

CANTON, OHIO 

Makers of 

ELLER’S 

“Perfect-Fit” 

Steel Ceilings 

SEND FOR CATALOGUE 

Also manufacturers of Cornices and 

Skylights, Eaves Trough and Conductor 

Pipe, Ventilators, Metal Roofing, Tin 

Plate and Lock Joint Metal Shingles 

NEW YORK OFFICE AND WAREHOUSE 

29-31 LEXINGTON AVENUE 

Century Cement Machine Co. 

279-289 ST. PAUL STREET, 

This Chimney 

Is One of the Many 

Products Made By 

This Mold 

Porch Piers, Porch Columns, Porch 
Foundations, Chimney Blocks, Orna- 
mental Posts, are some of the things 
that you can make. 

All plates are interchangeable. You 
can make a great varicty of sizes from 
one set of molds. This gives you a largejieg 

equipment for a very small price. Sst Shas, 

21 SIZES — $25.00 

Send for 

a Catalog 

valuable It gives 

information about 

work, concrete 

cement blocks and 

brick 

and cement tile. 

machines 

Send today while you think of it. 

W. E. DUNN & CO. 

1332 Grand Ave. CHICAGO 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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BIG MONEY FOR YOU 

In Pressed DRY-WALL Blocks and Brick — 80,000 Lbs. |Pressure 

Helm Presses make as high as $50 daily. You can secure the creamtofjthe concrete business 
with their superior product. Unequalled for beauty, strength, adaptability and cheapness. Daily 
displacing machines of every description. 

The 80,000 pounds pressure of Helm Brick and Block Presses make the strongest and most un- 
iform concrete product, A 6 to 1 brick only 27 days old stood 85,000 pounds compression, far ex- 
celling all other tests. Heavy pressure on medium wet concrete secures this wonderful result with 
the least cement. A Helm Press and the medium wet mix is the only sure and certain method. 
You're bound to adopt it in the and) You'll save money by adopting it now. No ’’extras”’ to buy 
with Helm outfits. 

The Helm DRY 
WALL System 
Continuous Air 

Space. No Fur- 
ring or Lathing. 
Frost proof—Fire- 
proof — 
Water-proof 

a 

Investigate the Helm Hand and Power Presses 

if you want to control the big contracts in your locality. You can outstrip 
competition. You can manufacture cheaper, make better product and get 
better prices and more business. 

SEND THE COUPON FOR FREE CONCRETE BOOK 
Profusely y illustrated with half tones ; and “diagrams of machines, product 

and building forms. Shows how to secure dry wails. Don’t buy without first 
getting this book. Send the coupon right now for your copy free and prepaid. 

Queen City Brick Machine Co., 274 Bank Bidg. TRAVERSE CITY, MICH. 

Queen City Brick Machine Co, 
274 nk Bidg., Traverse City, Mich. 

Send me the free book on concrete. Interested in ...... Blocks 
... Brick -...Mixers. 

SiN ‘The Peerless Brick Machine 

The most SUCCESSFUL and 

ECONOMICAL MACHINE 

THE PEERLESS tamps (does not press) every brick and 

will turn out 12,000 perfect bricks in 10 hours, 

making 10 bricks at each operation. abe 

WHTTLL 
R { DEALER IN CEMENT? 

U , MAKER OF CEMENT BLOCKS? 

A LCONTRACTOR OR BUILDER? 

If you are, our machine will appeal to you, as 

it makes perfect brick at mini- 

mum cost. 

OUR 1910 MODEL IS A WONDER 

Write us so we can tell you more about it 

Peerless Brick Machine Co. 

19 North Sixth Street Minneapolis, Minn. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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y Re 4 Suite 
Thirty Days bss —" st “ ee ii - « ‘or e 

FREE Trial “45 - 9 

The Galloway Gasoline Engine 

Owned and made exclusively’by the | 
William Galloway Co., Waterloo, Iowa, 

will run your shop at several times its present capacity and 
enable you to take lots of jobs that you have to turn down now 
because you have not the capacity. 

Only four things to do: 
Turn on the switch, turn on the oil, turn on the gasoline give 

the fly wheel a start, and the Galloway will go right along all day 
without further attention. It is ideal power for a small shop, 
and it’s got the capacity to take care of your growing needs. 

The Galloway has been classed as a standard, high-grade en- 
gine for fifteen years. Over 4,000 in use in Iowa alone. Thou- 
sands in every other State and Territory. 

If you try the Galloway engine, you will find that it is not 
ov led. Remember, the bore and stroke count, and you 
don’t have to drive your engine faster than you ought to drive it 
to get the rated horse power. Rated by actual brake tests. 

On the larger sizes, if it is not entirely convenient for you to 
y all cash, we will take your note for the balance at the regu- 

far rat rate of interest for six months. 
The price given is for the five-horse power only, but we make 

these engines in seven sizes. 
Ask for free information on stationary and portable ge 

engines from two to twenty-eight horse power. We make the 
best, and we price them at a reasonable figure Write today. 

The William Galloway Co. 

11485 Galloway Station WATERLOO, IOWA 

STRIIPING SO EIAISslY 
When You Use g& 

ad ~ Painters’ and Decorators’ Striping and Stencil Wheel 

$9 585 

For this elegant, 
massive selected 
oak or birch, ma- 
hogany finished 
mantel. 

“From Factery 
te You’’ 

Price includes our 
“Queen” Coal 
Grate with best 
quality enameled 
tile for facing and 
hearth. Gas Grate 
$2.50 extra. Man- 
tel is 82 inches 
high, - feet wide. 
Furnished with 

“Reputation and Quality Count” round or square 
columns, full length or double as shown in cut. Dealer’s price 
not less than $40. 

CENTRAL MANTELS 

are distinctive in workmanship, finish and style. Twenty 
years’ experience enables us to know and satisfy the needs of 
those who want mantels of quality, different from the rest. 
We build all styles—Colonial to Mission. 

CATALOGUE FREE—Will send our 112 page catalogue, 
the finest ever issued, free, to carpenters, builders, and those 
building a home 

CENTRAL MANTEL COMPANY, 

1247 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo. 

y 

0 

%, 

Price of complete outfit consisting of machine and 10 plain 5 0 0 
‘and ALL the here illustrated designs one to twelve $ * 

Ornamental Roller Designs And 25c postage 

CHAS. R. UEBELMESSER CO. BAYSIDE, NEW YORK CITY, N. Y. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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CAMPANARI “ Italian Baritone 
sings exclusively for the Columbia 

Be sure to hear his two selections from “Nozze di Figaro’ 
No. | | Front.) “Se vuol ballare.’ 

A740 Back.) “Non piu andrai.” 
10-inch Double-Disc $1.50 

Che COLUMBIA 

Grafonola 
ss $200 

Double-Disc Records 

If you haven’t heard a Columbia record 
made during the last few months, you can- 
not know what the modern graphophone 
cando. Your machine (Columbia or other 
make) will play Columbia Double-Disc 
Records—music on oth sides—one selection 
on the front, another on the back. 65 cents 
will bring you a sample and the name of a 

nearby dealer. Catalog free. 

THE COLUMBIA 

GRAFONOLA 

The Columbia Grafonola is 
the one incomparable musical 
instrument. Wherever people of 
refinement congregate, the field 

of entertainment and utility of the Grafonola 

«« Regent’”’ is practically unlimited—in the 
living-room, the music-room, the library, and 
the rooms of clubs and lodges. Catalog free. 

Dealers W anted—exclusive 
selling rights granted, 

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, GEN’L. 
AZ, Tribune Building, Dept. 

Prices in Canada plus duty. Address Confederation ite Bldg., Toronto. 
Creators of the Talking Machine Industry. 

Pioneers ime Leaders in the Talking Machine Art. 
ers of the Fundamental Patents. 

Largest Manufacturers of Talking Machines in ae World. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 
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Any old file won’t sharpen every old 

saw properly. This is especially true of 

fine tooth saws. Until lately it was almost 

impossible to get a file that was small 

enough to go to the bottom of the tooth 

and at the same time cut the side to the 

proper angle. Now almost every dealer 

carries a stock of 

E. C. S. 

KEEN KUVTITE 

Special Slim Taper Files 

—the slimmest taper files made. They go right down to the bottom 

of the teeth on a fine tooth saw,,cutting true and quickly. For 

any other fine work they are just:as suitable. 

Like other Keen Kutter tools they are designed and built 

especially for the work. The teeth are accurately cut by improved 

machinery on blanks of the best‘tool steel. Tempering is done by 

natural gas, which gives them unequalled hardness and tough- 

ness. The cutting surfaces are uniform, every tooth being of 

the same depth. This gives 100% cutting efficiency com- 

pared with the 65% of ordinary files. 

Compared with the general run of files these slim taper files 

are very long-lived. Instances are numerous where one file 

had sharpened 15 or 20 saws, and in one case 35 saws had 

been sharpened with the same file. 

To introduce our special slim taper file to 

(Coupon) 

4 /f SIMMONS 

carpenters who appreciate good tools, we will HDW. CO., 

send two free samples on receipt of the at- (Div A. C.) 

tached coupon properly filled out. a Ps Louis, Mo. 
ar irs: 

If not at your dealer’s, write us. Please send me 
FREE, Charges Prepaid, two “The Recollection of Quality Remains Long 7 &. C. Semmens Sood - a “ So pecial Slim 

After the Price is Forgotten.’” / Taper Files, as per your offer, 
Trade-mark Registered. —E. C. SIMMONS. with the understanding that I a 

SIMMONS HARDWARE COMPANY, Inc. under no obligation to buy. 

St. Louis and New York 
U. S. A. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN CARPENTER AND BUILDER 



WH INITIATE—NEVER IMITATE 

Did You Ever 

try to take down a door 

hung with the old style 

Butts? Didn’t the pin stick 

and make it necessary for 

you to use a hammer and 

chisel. You knocked all the 

lacquer from the tip and 

probably the chisel slipped 

and marred the wood work. 

Even then, the chances are, 

the pin failed to move and 

you lost your patience and 

said things. 

Here’s the moral—in the 

future hang the doors with 

“NATIONAL” Butts. They 

have the threaded tip 

which screws into the butt. 

The tip is also slotted for a 

screw driver, making it easy 

to remove the tip and 

affords ready access to the 

pin. 

The SLOT also indicates 

instantly which is the bot- 

tom of the butt. You can 

tell at a glance how it should 

be attached. A time-saving 

feature. 

The No. 450B Oramental 

34 inch 450B Ornamental Butt Butt here illustrated is our 

most popular design and can be furnished in sizes from 1} inches to 4 inches inclusive. These Butts 

have beveled edges; are highly polished and double plated. ‘ 

Get our booklet ‘‘Ornamental Ideas’ which illustrates and describes our full line of these goods, 

and give us your dealer’s name. 

rere When buying Butts, be sure to look for 

WIG.CON the flag a 
Butts It stands for quality 

it is stamped on all “National” 

Trade Mark 

National Manufacturing Co. 

STERLING, ILLINOIS 
Surface Hinge 


